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INTRODUCING THE NEW 

SYSTHM5 
100 MHz BANDWIDTH 
ROUTING SWITCHER 

SYSTEM 5 takes the guesswork out of selecting a routing switcher 
...for any size facility. Its ultra wide 100M11z video bandwidth gives 
you the confidence required to plan for future signal formats and 
is essential today for RGB graphics, HDTV and component video. 

And SYSTEM 5's sixteen levels, virtual matrix mapping, and 
"honest" expansion capability to 1024 x 1024 eliminate your anxieties 
when buying today for tomorrow's challenges. 

Its packaging density offers the most crosspoints per rack unit. For 
routine maintenance, standard multiple sourced components protect 
you from unnecessary delays and costs. 

SYSTEM 5's controller uses proven designs, is built to exacting spec- 
ifications with total redundancy for high reliability. It is most flexible 
...on-line matrix reconfiguration and diagnostics, RS232/422 ports, 
internal audio summing and stereo channel reversal, reverse audio 
path management and a wide range of 8 -character down-loadable 
control panels give you complete command. (It can be retrofitted to over 
1000 of our installed Series H and 40x matrices). 

When it comes to predicting future industry changes, our crystal 
ball isn't any better than yours, but you can rely on our experience 
gained from thousands of operating systems...from simple 15xls to an 
Olympic communications complex. 

Take the guesswork out of your planning. Call now for details 
and a demo disc for your PC. 

Pesa America Inc., 2102 West Ferry Way, Huntsville, AL 35801 
205-880-07451 FAX 205-881-4828 

West: Burbank, CA 800-323-7:i72 East: New York City 800-328-1008 

A SWITCH INTO THE FUTURE 
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The DPS-270 Time Base Corrector. . 
The Last Word in Time Base Correction. 

Well Actually, Here's the Last Word ... $2,995. 
THE DPS-270 Time Base Corrector. True S -VHS Y/C component 
prccessing - at a more than affordable price. The DPS-270 
offers S -VHS Y/C and NTSC composite inputs and outputs, as 
we:l as a 5.5 MHz bandwidth. This makes the DPS-270 
compatible with any 3/4" VTR that accepts external sync and 
subcarrier. And the unit also provides Y/C to NTSC encoding 
and NTSC to Y/C decoding. 
A Quasi -infinite window shuttling circuit gives you a stable 
picure during tape shuttle and horizontal and vertical Y/C 
del y controls compensate for the Y/C offset inherent in 
some S -VHS recorders. 

The DPE-270 also offers many available and affordable 
interface options. Like automatic field correction, 
chrominance noise reduction and remote control. 

So for those of you as concerned about value as you are 
about quality, remember ... one last word ... $2,995. As 
always backed by Midwest. 

For more technical and sales information contact your nearest 
Midwest office. 

DIGITAL 
PROCESSING SYSTEMS INC. 

From Midwest Communications - 
Exclusive U.S. Distributor. 

Communications Corp. 
Four Tesseneer Drive 

Highland Heights, KY 41076 
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BROADCAST MANAGEMENT 
FOR THE '90S 
Today's successful technical manager must 
wear many hats. It's no longer enough to be 
able to fix equipment. You must also be 
able to lead your facility toward more 
efficient operation and higher profits 
through modern technology. Those who 
succeed in this task will be highly rewarded, 
as our salary survey shows. Yesterday's 
engineering skills required screwdrivers, 
soldering irons and pliers. Today, the 
primary tools of the successful technical 
manager include the computer, sophisticated 
engineering and management software and 
a desire to lead the station or post facility 
to higher performance (and profit) levels. 
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FEATURES: 

26 The 1990 Salary Survey: Dividing the Pie 
By Brad Dick, editor 
Although good news is in short supply, opportunity awaits engineers with the right skills. 

49 The Broadcast Engineer and Changing Technology 
By Brad Dick, editor 
Engineers need new skills to survive in the shark -infested waters of broadcast 
engineering in the '90s. 

64 Developing an Engineering Budget 
By Ronald F. Balonis, W1LK-AM 
Building a technical budget is a valuable process for engineers. 

OTHER FEATURES: 

80 FM Subcarriers in the 1990s. 
By John Kean, Moffef, Larson and Johnson 
Subcarriers are still a viable source of additional FM -station revenue. 

92 Bringing in the Feeds 
By Peter Hammar, Hammar Communications 
Mobile units cover the 1990 Goodwill Games. 

ON THE COVER 
As the successful engineers adapt to new challenges, so to must the tools used to perform the 
job. The computer and "business smarts" are now of critical importance to any engineer who 
wants to be a successful technical manager. (Cover credit, Stephanie Chiles, BE graphic designer.) 
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The first professional dockable camera 
with broadcast features. The new Z -one. 

Hitachi's new Z -one is the first 
professional 400,000 pixel IT CCD 
camera to offer broadcast camera 
performance-with 750 line resolu- 
tion and 60 dB S N. And with many 
super -smart features, the Zone is 

easier to use, and more versatile, 
than any other camera in its class. 

With computer -controlled Real- 
time Auto White, the Z -one makes 
continuous adjustments as color 
temperatures change. An electronic 
variable speed shutter ensures that 
even fast action is captured with 
perfect clarity. 

Our unique adjustable shoulder 
mount maintains a comfortable 

balance with large lenses and 
dockable recorders. The high 
resolution 1.5" v ewfinder displays 
the camera's operating status and 
diagnostics on the screen. It's also 
equipped with a flip -up eyepiece. 
A 5" studio VF and a variety of EFP 
system options are available. 

Learn more about the new Z -one. 
Contact the Hitachi Denshi America 
recional office nearest you. 

HITACHI 
NEW YORK 516-921-7200 ATLANTA 404-451-9453 
CHICAGO 708-250-8050 DALLAS 214-233-7623 

LOS ANGELES 213-328-6116 CANADA416-299-5900 
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News 

By Dawn Hightower, 
senior associate editor 

CDRB opens 
participation 
to broadcast industry 

The Committee for Digital Radio Broad- 
casting (CDRB) voted to formalize its struc- 
ture and to open participation to the en- 
tire broadcast industry. The committee 
also will investigate the future viability of 
radio broadcasting in the United States 
and explore the development of a digital 
radio broadcast system. 

The CDRB was formed last April on an 
ad hoc basis. Its goal is to provide the 
listening public with radio broadcasts that 
have a sound quality comparable to com- 
pact discs in a cost-effective manner. 

The committee heard an evaluation of 
digital audio compression techniques by 
the International Standards Organization 
(ISO) and other technical aspects of digi- 

tal radio broadcasts. Also, there was a dis- 
cussion of digital radio applications pend- 
ing at the FCC, the WARC advisory 
committee process on spectrum alloca- 
tion, the Canadian demonstrations of the 
Eureka DAB system, and the FCC Notice 
of Inquiry on digital audio. 

Broadcasters invite 
proposals for 
TV ghost -canceling 
systems 

The National Association of Broad- 
casters (NAB) is inviting interested parties 
to submit proposals for TV ghost -canceling 
systems to be evaluated by participating 
broadcasters in a standards -setting 
process. 

In late June, NAB's TV board of direc- 
tors announced its support for a "volun- 
tary, single standard" for new technology 
that would remove ghosts from consumer 

TV reception. NAB said the standards - 
setting group will field test all systems 
available for such testing, and then rec- 
ommend a ghost -canceling training signal 
as a voluntary NAB standard for TV broad- 
casting. Deadline for all proposals is the 
end of this month. 

To implement ghost -canceling in over - 
the -air TV reception, changes are required 
in transmission and reception equipment. 
Ghost -canceling systems work using a spe- 
cialized training signal that is embedded 
in broadcast transmission. This signal is 
later analyzed and processed at the receiv- 
ing end to reduce the effects of multipath. 

In its Request For Proposal (RFP), NAB 
stressed that only a ghost -canceling train- 
ing signal for transmission needs to be 
standardized. Receiver manufacturers 
then could choose to process the signal in 
any desired way, designing a final prod- 
uct that would balance costs with con- 
sumer needs. Although the standards that 
NAB is seeking to set will be voted on by 
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ELenses. 

hò t of outstanding' 
feati. 

And one you'll 
probably never use. 

Selecting an ENG/EFP lens for your 2/3" CCD 
camera is a creative decision. It should be 
lightweight, responsive and zoom smooth as silk 
at any speed. Its design should utilize Extra -low 
Dispersion Glass to minimize chromatic 
aberration. It should include an anti -reflection 
coating for improved spectrum transmission ratio. 
And it should have an advanced design that 
improves corner resolution and produces a high, 
flat MTF curve. In short, it should be a Nikon. 

But selecting an ENG/EFP lens is also a 
business decision. And on that score we provide 
something almost as compelling as Nikon quality - 
our unique Express Loaner Service. Simply 
register the Warranty, then in the unlikely event 
your lens needs service we'll get you a loaner 
lens overnight. All your investment in equipment 
and crews is more secure than ever before. 

:rp.P.s 
0.4A/EiP SEiPv/E 

A service like this is remarkable in itself. 
But not quite as remarkable as our lenses. 

As with all Nikon products, our new ENG/EFP 
lenses have all our renowned quality, tradition and 
technology built right in. Our growing line is also 
fully accessorized, including adapters that allow the 
use of your entire arsenal of Nikkor 35mm SLR 
camera lenses for special effects. 

To find out more, call or write for our complete 
brochure: Nikon Electronic Imaging, Dept. D1, 
101 Cleveland Avenue, Bayshore, NY 11706, 
516) 222-0200 Ext. 324. Or call 1 -800 -NIKON -US 
(645-6687) for the dealer nearest you. 

Nikon® 

ELECTRONIC IMAGING 
C 1990 Nikon Inc. 
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Editorial 

Farewell 
to a friend 

Blair Benson died quietly on Sept. 4 en route from New York to Washington, DC, 
to attend the annual IEEE Broadcast Symposium. 

If you ever met Blair, you'll never forget him. He was a broadcast engineer in the 
classic sense, a by -the -book man who never settled for anything but the best from 
colleagues and equipment under his charge. He was stubborn and had an opinion 
on almost every technical topic. You always knew where you stood with Blair. He never 
had time for office politics. 

Even if you never had a chance to meet Blair Benson, you probably know of his 
work. In 1956, Blair, who was then working for CBS, played 
a key role in bringing the videotape recorder into existence. 
He was known by Ampex veterans as the guy from the net- 
work who was never satisfied with their off -tape VTR pic- 
tures. He pushed Charlie Ginsburg's crew for the last line 
of resolution, and the last decibel of signal-to-noise. The VTR 
wasn't good enough until Benson said it was good enough. 

Blair accomplished a great deal during his career, which 
spanned nearly 50 years. Highlights include: 

Emmy Award for Best Engineering, 1954, (shared with 
Charles Ginsburg) for the development of videotape re- 
cording. 

Key technical positions at CBS spanning a 25 -year peri- 
od. He joined CBS in 1948 as a senior project engineer for 
the network's first broadcast center at Grand Central Sta- 
tion. In 1961, as manager of audio and video systems for 
CBS, Blair was instrumental in the design of the CBS Broad- 
cast Center on West 57th Street, which is still in use today. 

Fellow of the SMPTE and served on the JCIC/SMPTE ad 
hoc committee for color TV standards. 

Instrumental in the development of the VIR signal. 
Director of A/V engineering, Goldmark Communications. 

Vice president of engineering, Video Corporation of America. 
Book credits include: 

1. Editor: Television Engineering Handbook (McGraw-Hill). 
2. Editor: Audio Engineering Handbook (McGraw-Hill). 
3. Co-author: Television and Audio Handbook for Engineers and 

Technicians (McGraw-Hill). 
4. Co-author: Advanced Television for the 1990s (McGraw-Hill). 

Blair was one of a disappearing breed of pioneers in the broadcast industry. He and 
his contemporaries lay the groundwork for the business that we enjoy today. The prob- 
lems facing broadcasters in the early days were different from the ones faced today. 
It was challenging enough to get television to work at all, let alone to work out the 
finer details of cost -vs. -performance assessments. 

In Blair's day, broadcast engineering required you to be a pragmatic problem solver 
with the imagination to accomplish the needed task with the materials at hand. This 
type of engineer is rapidly disappearing from the field. 

The business of broadcast engineering has shifted from hands-on equipment people 
to "systems planners" who are more comfortable with a board room discussion of re- 
turn on investment than the nitty-gritty details of what makes a piece of equipment 
tick. One type of engineer is no better than the other. The change is a reflection of 
the times. However, we must remember that people like Blair Benson made it possi- 
ble for the technical managers of today to focus on climbing the corporate ladder. 

We at Broadcast Engineering are saddened by Blair's death. He was a consultant 
to the magazine for as long as anybody can remember. He authored numerous arti- 
cles over the years, and provided valuable advice on developing trends in the busi- 
ness. If any of us can accomplish in a lifetime one-fourth of what K. Blair Benson did, 
we should consider our professional lives a success. 

Blair left behind Dolly, his wife of 46 years, four children and four grandchildren. 
Blair was a pioneer broadcast engineer who loved his work and his family. He was 

also a friend. The broadcast industry will miss Blair, but it will not forget him. 

Jerry Whitaker, 
associate publisher 
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The Orban Family of 
Broadcast Products 

8100A1 OPTIMOD-FM Audio 
Processor: The dominant choice 
for highest quality FM audio 
processing, on all continents. 

OPTIMOD -FM 

ilJ[1111tILI rWTIMOD-FM .r. 

XT2 Six Band Limiter: Acces- 
sory to OPTIMOD-FM. Adds 
more competitive loudness, 
punch, and brightness. 

222A Stereo Spatial Enhancer: 
Gives your station the competi- 
tive leading edge sound by 
naturally magnifying the stereo 
image. 

OPTIMOD -AM/HF 

* itétrr:: 

OPTIMOD-AM 

aeon 

9100B OPTIMOD-AM Audio 
Processor: Achieves extraordi- 
narily natural audio quality on 
both voice and music, with 
loudness, intelligibility, remark- 
able source -to -source consis- 
tency, and FM -like brightness. 
Mono or stereo. 

9105A OPTIMOD-HF Short- 
wave Audio Processor: Louder 
than OPTIMOD-AM; punches 
through noise, fading, and 
interference with outstanding 
intelligibility. 

AND OUR NEW 
TRANSMISSION LIMITER 

4000A Transmission Limiter: 
We aimed for undetectable peak 
limiting... And we reached our 
goal. The sound is so transparent 
that you can't hear it work. 

OPTIMOD -TV 

OPTI .iOD-TV 

aeon 

8182A OPTIMOD-TV Audio 
Processor: For both stereo and 
mono television; works with all 
stereo systems (BTSC, NICAM, 
dual -carrier, EIAJ). Controls 
levels from any source artfully 
and automatically, without 
audible processing artifacts. 
Effectively controls loudness of 
commercials 

BTSC TV Stereo (for NTSC 
countries): BTSC TV Stereo, 
Second Audio Program (SAP) 
and Professional Channel (PRO) 
Generators. Meets the highest 
specifications. 

Orban OPTIMOD products are used by tens of thou- 
sands of broadcast stations all around the world, by 
local broadcasters and the world's most influential 
national broadcast organizations. Orban products are 
known for their high standard of construction and 
reliability. We're proud of our products and stand 
behind them with technical support from broadcast 
engineers who understand your needs. 

Orban, a division of AKG Acoustics, Inc. 
1525 Alvarado Street, San Leandro, CA 94577 USA 

Tel 415/351-3500 Fax 415/351-0500 

orlon 
LISTEN TO THE DIFFERENCE. 
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FCC studies digital 
audio radio service 

By Harry C. Martin 

The FCC is seeking public comments on 
how to develop and implement a new dig- 
ital audio radio service. The new service 
would use digital modulation techniques 
to provide compact disc -quality audio. The 
most important issues to be decided con- 
cern the impact digital radio would have 
on existing audio broadcast service, how 
to accommodate the spectrum needs of 
digital audio, and what regulatory struc- 
ture should be used to ensure that the pub- 
lic benefits of digital audio are most effi- 
ciently realized. 

Impact on existing service 
In considering the impact on existing ra- 

dio services, the FCC notes that the United 
States presently has a strong, competitive 
radio broadcast service with more than 
10,000 commercial and non-commercial 
stations providing service. 
Among the regulatory alternatives being 
considered is whether existing terrestrial 
audio broadcasters would be provided 
with a transition in the process of select- 
ing digital audio service providers. 

Spectrum use 
The FCC is also seeking comment on the 

amount of spectrum required for such a 
service, the potential frequency bands 
where such services could be accommo- 
dated, and the impact that digital radio al- 
locations may have on the availability of 
spectrum for other services. Other issues 
to be decided are whether provision 
should be made for satellite and terrestri- 
al operations within the same frequency 
band or in separate bands, and, if digital 
audio is provided on a terrestrial basis, 
how many digital radio channels should 
be provided in various markets. 
ltëgulatory issues that must be consid- 

ered include whether digital radio servic- 
es should be permitted on a subscription 
or free -of -charge basis, and whether 
broadcast ownership restrictions should 
apply to digital radio services. 

Pending applications 
The FCC presently has three pending re- 

quests for authorizations to provide digi- 
tal audio broadcasting services. Under one 
Martin is a partner with the legal firm of Reddy, Begley & 
Martin, Washington, DC. 

,FCC update 

of these proposals, existing AM and FM 
broadcasters and others seeking to provide 
nationwide programming to subscription 
customers would be permitted to purchase 
transponder capacity to provide service in 
the 1,470MHz-1,530MHz band. 

Sixty-six channels of satellite service 
could be provided. This first system would 
also include a terrestrial component un- 
der which frequencies in the 1,460MHz- 
1,470MHz band would be made available 
to existing AM and FM broadcasters for 
the provision of 34 channels of local ra- 
dio service. 

FCC reports to Congress 
on cable TV 

The FCC has submitted a report to Con- 
gress on the state of the cable TV indus- 
try. 

The 1984 Cable Act prevented local 
governments in most communities from 
regulating cable rates and services. The 
legislation was intended to foster the 
growth of the cable industry and thereby 
increase the diversity of video program- 
ming nationwide. The goal of the FCC's 
current report is to provide Congress with 
information on how the cable TV indus- 
try has developed in the absence of local 
regulation. 

Some of the commission's most impor- 
tant findings include: 

The cable industry has developed spe- 
cialized programming services, such as 
ESPN, CNN, MTV and BET that are usually 
not duplicated by local broadcasting sta- 
tions. Competition from alternative mul- 
tichannel providers, such as second com- 
petitive cable systems, wireless cable, 
SMATV and CBS, is limited at present. 

After sharp rate increases in the year 
after rate deregulation, average basic rate 
increases have moderated to the point 
where they are about equal the rate of 
general inflation. 

Horizontal concentration and vertical 
integration in the cable industry have in- 
creased significantly since 1984, giving 
MSOs the ability to deny alternative mul- 
tichannel video providers access to cable 
programming in certain instances. Also, 
MSOs have developed sufficient intermar- 
ket power to impose conditions on or to 
deny access to cable communities by var- 

ious program services. 
The current compulsory copyright li- 

censing scheme creates an imbalance in 
the relationship between the broadcasting 
and cable industries because it unfairly 
subsidizes cable operators. 

Cable operators' incentives to deny car- 
riage or to provide disadvantageous car- 
riage positions to local broadcast signals 
creates a market disadvantage that affects 
commercial broadcasters' ability to com- 
pete against cable operators for advertis- 
ing revenue. 

Redefining the "effective competition" 
standard so that it might cause the impo- 
sition of widespread and extensive rate 
regulation on the cable industry could un- 
necessarily undermine the growth in ca- 
ble services. 

In light of the commission's findings, 
some of the more important recommen- 
dations made to Congress follow: 

To encourage more competition in the 
local video marketplace, Congress should 
set standards that would prevent local 
franchising authorities from creating un- 
reasonable barriers against the entry of 
potential competing franchisees and oth- 
er multichannel video providers. 

Congress should adopt a must -carry re- 
gime to safeguard local broadcast stations 
as long as the compulsory copyright 
license for local broadcast programming 
exists. In the absence of must -carry, Con- 
gress should repeal the cable compulso- 
ry license so local broadcast stations can 
bargain for compensation for retransmis- 
sion of their programming. 

Congress should restrict changes in the 
channel positions of local broadcast sta- 
tions and require that adequate notice of 
any repositioning be provided. 

Congress should promote the emer- 
gence of alternative multichannel video 
distributors by prohibiting any program- 
ming service in which a multichannel pro- 
vider holds a financial interest from un- 
reasonably refusing to deal with any 
competing multichannel provider. 

Congress should strengthen the authori- 
ty of local franchising authorities to force 
reasonable and effective customer serv- 
ice standards. 

I =.':))))1 
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Innovation. 

For ideas that reshape the television industry, nobody supports you like GVG 

Grass Valley Group® 

AkimiaeemAel 
NORTH AMERICA Grass Valley, CA (916) 478-3000 SOUTH AMERICA Miami, FL (305) 477-5488 EUROPE Basingstoke, Hampshire (0256) 817817 ASIA Hong Kong 7874118 
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A case for refinement 

By Rick Lehtinen, technical editor 

Broadcasting was once a glamorous in- 
dustry. There was plenty of money to 
spend on elaborate production tools. Hav- 
ing "the latest and greatest" meant more 
than saving a few dollars here and there. 
However, changing times have reshaped 
the economics of broadcasting. Broad- 
casters now want to be "lean and tough." 
They want to use fewer tools, and use the 
ones available to their utmost capacity. 

Broadcast equipment manufacturers, by 
necessity, have followed a similar path. To- 
day's equipment is cleaner, simpler, and 
more reliable than that offered a few years 
ago. If it isn't, stations won't buy it. 

Consider the automated spot playback 
machine. It was once a sprawling walrus 
of a device, built of thick steel plate with 
gadgets of every kind, from pneumatics 
to optics, inside of it. To make it run re- 
quired enormous amounts of electricity, 
plus vacuum, compressed air and a lot of 
engineering attention. 

In comparison, today's automatic library 
systems are tame. Modern analog systems 
not only do more than their predecessors, 
they do it better and they cost less. Today's 
digital versions also do more, and they cost 
about the same as their forerunners, con- 
sidering inflation. 

Less is more 
Simplicity is one of the attractions of the 

new systems. It is only logical that they 
don't fail as often because there is less to 
break. 

Consider the case of two simple struc- 
tures built out of steel conduit with flat- 
tened ends. (See Figure 1.) Although the 
rectangle uses more steel and should be 
stronger, it can deform and disable the sys- 
tem. Unnecessary complexity has added 
a failure mode. The triangle is not only a 
simpler system than the rectangle, it is also 
stronger. The triangle can only fail if one 
of the conduits fails. It can be the same 
with equipment. 

Don't skimp on parts 
Designer's often attempt to cut complex- 

ity by reducing component counts. Leav- 

Acknowledgment: The author wishes to thank Tom Mey- 
er, vice president of engineering, Dynair, San Diego. 

IStric tly TV! 

ing out a few components, such as tem- 
perature compensation circuitry, may 
increase the chance of circuit failure. Also, 
this doesn't save a significant amount of 
money. One -quarter -watt resistors don't 
cost much more in lots of 100 than they 
do in lots of 1,000. 

Figure 1. Two simple structures show the im- 
portance of refinement in design. Although the 
rectangle has more steel, it is not stronger. In 
fact, it is more likely to fail, because the struc- 
ture may deform. 

Manufacturers will achieve greater sav- 
ings by re-evaluating the way that they 
package their equipment. For years, man- 
ufacturers have operated sheet metal 
shops to build chassis. As finances have 
tightened, some manufacturers have elim- 
inated their chassis work to save money. 

There may be a better solution. For 
years, the computer industry has used a 
"shopping basket" chassis. This is con- 
structed out of pieces of stiff wire, cut to 
size and welded into shape. It is lighter, 
stronger and less expensive than sheet 
metal. If you design carefully, some of the 
wires can double as edge -guides for the 
printed circuit boards. The pennies saved 
by eliminating a resistor or decoupling ca- 
pacitor are nothing compared to the dol- 
lars saved by eliminating the chassis. How- 
ever, in spite of almost two decades of 
success with this technology in the com- 
puter industry, few broadcast equipment 
designers have adopted it. 

Operator controls offer even more sav- 
ings. Many routing switchers use push- 

buttons that resemble those on a touch- 
tone phone or a switcher. These are cost- 
ly and difficult to replace. Why not use 
premanufactured elastomeric switches 
that install in a fraction of the time taken 
by push -buttons? A pad of 16 switches 
typically costs less than a single push- 
button. 

Premanufactured power supplies are 
also economical. Some TV equipment has 
several jumpers used to select the correct 
line voltage and frequency for the power 
transformer. The computer and home en- 
tertainment industries don't have time for 
this. Instead, they use universal supplies 
that will operate from most of the world's 
power mains. Any surcharge for this type 
of supply is compensated for by reduced 
overhead and inventory. However, this 
type of supply is usually cheaper from the 
start. 

More refinement 
Other potential areas for savings 

include: 
Use computers as platforms. Manufac- 

turers should squeeze a product onto a 
computer PC card if they are able to do 
so. The computer's power supply can pow- 
er the card and the computer can form the 
control panel. A typical PC clone costs less 
than most routing switcher control panels. 

Use microprocessors. Once a significant 
part of the product becomes software, it's 
economical to produce upgrades because 
there is nothing more to build. The card 
only needs to be manufactured once. 

Use more plastics. Modern plastic cases 
yield ergonomic operator interfaces at 
greatly reduced cost. One broadcast man- 
ufacturer replaced $80 worth of metal 
with $2.50 worth of plastic and improved 
its panel in the process. 

Standardization between manufactur- 
ers. DA cards made by different manufac- 
turers can fit into the same racks and be 
plug -compatible, as is the case with simi- 
lar devices in the computer world. This 
would simplify the station engineer's job. 
It would also increase sales, because the 
purchase of individual cards would be- 
come separate from the purchase of rack 
trays and power supplies. 
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DURA TRAK C%O 

Once you install a Dura 
Trak 90 cart machine, you 
con forget it. Our engineers 
have made these new BE 

cart machines the simplest, 
most reliable and best -perfor- 
ming decks in their class. 

First, they built wide frequency 
response, low wow and flut- 
ter cnd high S/N into both 
record/ playback and play- 
back D.ara Trak 90s. With tbdr 
accura-e cart guidance sys- 

tems, Phase Lok V head 
blocks and rugged direct drive 
motors, Dura Trak 90s deliver 
the clean audio performance 
your listeners demand. 

Next, hey made Durc Trak 
90s simple 'o operate cnd 
\ttually bu let -proof: After a I, 

talent uses your cartridge 
machines, not just technicians. 
Cart -not -cued and Cart -pre- 
viously -played lockouts are 
designed to eliminate mis- 
ttkes on air. Fast Forward 
and th-ee -one cue sensing 
ace standa-d, too. 
',_Dove all, -hey engineered 
D_ra Trak S?Os for outstanding] 
dl_rabil ty, because radio ne- 
ver stops. Tne ultra -rugged 
nechaniccl design is derived 
from the most advanced ccrt 
machine ever made: our 

I=E 

Phase Trak 90". It includes a 
1/2" thick aluminun deck 
plate, gold -to-gold contacts, 
a solid cast front panel, a 
toroidal power transformer, 
and a cool running low volt- 
age solenoic. 
Simple operatipn, exceptio-Ial 
reliability, superior curio qual- 
ity, affordable price: Dura Trak 
90 has them all, So you really 
will be able -c forges it: JLst 
remember tc Det in couch 
with dour Broadcast E ectro ìics 
distributor or call Bob Arnold 
at (217) 224-0000. 

BROADCAST 
ELECTRONICS INC 

4100 North 244- Strcot F.O. Box 3606 Quincy, IL 62305 
Tel: (217) 224-9600 Fax: (217) 22L-9607 -Ix: 250142 

Circle (8) on Reply Card 

DURA MAX 90 515110 PLAYBACK & DURA TRACK 90 STEREO RECORD/PLAYBACK 
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Tubes and modulation 

By John Battison, P.E. 

During mÿ travels, I have encountered 
a surprisingly large number of engineers 
who grew up with transistors and who 
have little knowledge or understanding of 
tubes. 

Because of the intense interest now be- 
ing taken in amplitude modulation in re- 
lation to NRSC, I thought some discussion 
of modulation principles as well as RF 
power amplifier and modulating tubes 
might be interesting. 

Modulation and bandwidth 
The AM broadcast signal consists of a 

carrier and upper and lower sidebands. 
These sidebands are composed of the car- 
rier frequency plus and minus the 
modulating frequency. For example, in the 
case of a 560kHz carrier with 2,000Hz 
modulation, we can expect to find side - 
bands at 558kHz and 562kHz. This should 
be all, except for the carrier. If there are 
no other frequencies present in the modu- 
lator, our expectations will be met. How- 
ever, any hum or overtones present in our 
modulating signal will produce their own 
sidebands. If a non-linear condition exists 
during this modulation process, we can ex- 
pect to find intermodulation products from 
the beating of the various modulating sig- 
nals. The maximum bandwidth transmit- 
ted is twice that of the highest modulat- 
ing frequency. 

The maximum bandwidth produced by 
all these modulation effects can extend far 
beyond the FCC's old bandwidth limits. 
One of the purposes of the new NRSC fil- 

ter is to cut these off, which is another 
benefit of the new rules. 

Most program directors insist that their 
stations have the loudest signal in the mar- 
ket. This usually means running the 
modulation at +125% and -99.9%. The 
commission frowns heavily on 100% nega- 
tive modulation. 

With 100% modulation, the amplitude 
of each sideband is half that of the un - 
modulated carrier. This value applies to 
voltage, current or field intensity. Because 

Battison, BE's consultant on antennas and radiation, owns 
John H. Battison and Associates, a consulting engineering 
company in Loudonville, near Columbus, OH. 
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power is proportional to the square of the 
amplitude, each sideband contains pow- 
er that is one -quarter the power of the un - 
modulated carrier. 

The energy at the carrier frequency is 
not changed by modulation, but the total 
power radiated at 100% modulation - 
consisting of the carrier plus the sidebands - is 1.5 times the power of the unmodu- 
lated carrier. Antenna current (rms) will 
increase by the square root of 1.5 (or by 
a factor of 1.225) with 100% modulation. 

At the peak of 100% modulation, the RF 
current and voltage are twice that of the 
unmodulated carrier. Therefore, the in- 
stantaneous power developed is four times 
that required by the carrier. So your 30 - 
year -old, 500W transmitter is now being 
required to hit 2,000W on 100% modula- 
tion peaks. Is it any wonder that the wave- 
form flattens, and you get carrier shift and 
other distortion when it is cranked up to 
+125%? 

For one thing, the power supply was 
never designed to meet the demands of 
a consistently high modulation level of 
100%, let alone 125%. At 125% modula- 
tion, the instantaneous power developed 
is 1.275 times that of the unmodulated car- 
rier. Even if the rectifier tubes could sup- 
ply the sudden demand, the filtering cir- 
cuits in the power supply often have 
difficulty in meeting the call for power. 
Some engineers have overcome this prob- 
lem by building new power supplies de- 
signed to handle these high power de- 
mands. Such a power supply for the final 
stage is not expensive for lower -power sta- 
tions, and it can be a good way to keep 
an old transmitter productive. 

Modulation techniques 
Today, most transmitters use plate 

modulation, or a modification of it. Some 
use combinations of suppressor or control 
grid and plate modulation with a modu- 
lation transformer. One of the earliest 
modulating methods was to insert a car- 
bon microphone in the RF circuit and al- 
low its resistance to modulate the carri- 
er's amplitude. 

Basically, the audio voltage is inserted 
into the plate supply of the RF power tube. 
It drives the voltage down to zero and up 
to twice the unmodulated value with 

100% modulation. In order to maintain ef- 
ficiency, the stage needs to be kept in a 
saturated Class C condition at all times. To 

do this, negative bias of approximately 
four times the plate cutoff for zero modu- 
lation is required. Thus, when the plate 
voltage doubles at modulation peaks, bias 
is still approximately twice cutoff. 

Modulation power requirements 
It is sometimes hard to appreciate just 

how much power is required for Class C 
amplifier operation. Let's assume a DC in- 
put of 2,000V at 500mA (i.e. 1kW). Accord- 
ing to Ohm's law the load impedance is 
4,00052 (2,000/0.5). This DC is passed 
through the modulation transformer. We 
need 100% modulation, so we add 2,000 
peak volts of audio. 

The rms value of the audio is 0.707x 
2,000, or 1,414V. The RF amplifier plate 
impedance of 4,00052 has this voltage im- 
pressed upon it. Using Ohm's law again, 
we find from E2/R that (1,414)2/4,000 
equals 500W of audio. It is important to 
notice that this is half the tube's DC plate 
voltage. 

With 100% modulation we have 1.5kW 
rms into the RF output tube. However, re- 
member that the plate voltmeter and am- 
meter are averaging meters. This means 
they do not indicate rms and will not re- 
spond to audio. So we read a total of 1kW 
DC power. 

With 75% efficiency, this 1kW becomes 
750W of RF without modulation. With 
100% modulation, the 500W of audio are 
also converted into RF at 75% efficiency. 
This produces an additional 375W of RE 
Our total output power is 1.125kW with 
100% modulation. A quick calculation 
shows that this is 1.5 times the unmodu- 
lated RF. 

As a final thought, consider that the au- 
dio stage efficiency is approximately 70%. 
Therefore, DC input to the modulator will 
be around 715W. The total modulator and 
final RF stages will require a total of 
1.715kW. 
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FUNCTIONS/ 
MODES AVAILABLE 

AUDIO PRECISION 
SYSTEM ONE 

H -P 
8903B 

S -T 
3000B 

TEK 
AA5001/SG5010 

Wideband amplitude YES YES YES YES 
Selective amplitude YES NO NO NO 
Dual input/output YES NO YES NO 
Simultaneous 2 -channel ampl. meas. YES NO NO NO 
Real time ratio/crosstalk meas. YES NO NO NO 
THD + N YES YES YES YES 
SMPTE IMD YES NO YES YES 
CCIF IMD YES NO NO YES 
Transient IMD YES NO NO NO 
Wow & flutter YES NO YES NO 
Phase measurement YES NO YES NO 
Frequency measurement YES YES YES NO 
Squarewave YES NO YES YES 
Sine burst YES YES YES YES 
Pink/white/USASI noise YES NO NO NO 

PRICES (U.S. DOMESTIC) 

Computer-interfaceable instrument $7350-$103501 $6250 $10280-$12635 $9795-$10205 
Software package included none available $595-$2580 none available 
Typical controller $600-$30002 $60803 $1000-$3400g $1000-$34004 
' DSP spectrum analyzer/waveform capture option also available staring at $3a10. 
2 Personal computer Interface card included in instrument price. 
3 H -P Model 332MMA IEEE -488 compatible. 
4 Personal computer plus IEEE -488 interface card. 
Competitive data compiled from H -P 1990 catalog, S -T data sheet 3000A 1987, price list 1989 Tetronix 1990 catalog. 

For a much more complete comparison of these and other audio test sytems, call or write Audio Precision. 

System One 
Avid() i . 

precision 
R.O. Box 2209, Beaverton, OR 97075 
503/627-0832 1-800/231-7350 
FAX: 503/641-8906, TELEX: 283957 AUDIO UR 
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Financial future looks 
bright 

By Bob Van Buhler 

The Society of Broadcast Engineers' 
(SBE's) first professional association man- 
ager and paid executive director, Steve 
Ingram, was hired June 1. Since that time 
he has made significant organizational 
and financial advances in the society's op- 
eration. 

Ingram has specialized skills in gener- 
ating revenue and reducing costs. In his 
first month, he saved the SBE more than 
$6,000 in annual financial auditing fees. 
Through careful analysis and the issuance 
of request for quotations, he introduced 
competitive bidding to the process, which 
produced the significant savings. Saving 
money was not Ingram's only early con- 
tribution to the society bottom line. By 
July Ingram had solicited enough new and 
renewed sustaining members to pay for a 
third month of his salary. 

Ingram's stated goals, developed in 
cooperation with the board of directors, 
are the criteria by which his performance 
will be judged in the next year. These in- 

clude coordinating strategic planning, 
recruiting and retaining regular and sus- 
taining members, supervising the SBE 
convention, and improving relations and 
support for local chapters. He will also fo- 

cus on new member services, increasing 
revenue and reducing expenses. 

Proposals for hiring a professional as- 
sociation manager were presented to the 
executive committee earlier this year. 
One, presented by Andy Butler, involved 
spending $155,300 for an executive direc- 
tor. That proposal would have raised mem- 
ber dues to $50, eliminated chapter re- 
bates and made up the shortfall by 
withdrawal of $41,000 from the SBE sav- 
ings accounts. The proposal was rejected 
as excessively expensive and proposed no 
new benefit to the members or the society. 

Most of the previously explored options 
involved hiring a high -profile broadcast 
engineer to become the executive direc- 
tor, which was often the individual press- 
ing for adoption of the individual 
proposals. Although such an individual 
might be conversant with the industry's 
issues and even know influential people 
in Washington, a simple examination of 

Van Buhler is manager of engineering at KNIX-AM/KCWW- 
FM Phoenix. 

SBE Lute 
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H 
the job description determined that SBE 
did not need a lobbyist or a Washington 
liaison as much as someone to manage the 
society's day-to-day business. 

Taking its cue from other professional 
groups, the board and officers decided 
that SBE needed the skills of a professional 
association manager rather than someone 
with broadcast -related qualifications. An 
individual experienced in increasing mem- 
bership, serving the member's needs and 
raising money to operate the society were 
identified as key requirements. On this 
basis, seeking a professional association 
manager was determined to be the cor- 
rect direction to take. 

Member survey 
A survey of the SBE membership was 

conducted during March and April. Of 
5,527 survey forms sent to active mem- 
bers, 1,006 responses were received. The 
survey results provide important demo- 
graphic information on SBE members and 
what they want from the society. Follow- 
ing is a brief review of the results. 

Approximately 53% of the members 
make their living in radio, and approxi- 
mately 34% work in television. The re- 
mainder are in other related fields. Chief 
engineers make up about 30%, another 
15.6% call themselves technical managers 
and 32.2% are staff engineers. More than 
half of the respondents, 55.9%, are SBE- 
certified with nearly 70% paying their 
own certification fees. About a quarter of 
SBE's members are certified as broadcast 
technologists, 30% at the radio or TV 
broadcast engineer level and another one- 
third are senior radio or TV broadcast en- 
gineers. A total of 8.3% are certified as 
SBE professional broadcast engineers. 

Two-thirds of SBE's members have never 
attended the SBE convention, mostly be- 
cause of distance (43.4%) or expense 
(29.8%). The reason becomes clear when 
asked how much of the convention ex- 
pense is paid by the employer. The sur- 
vey shows that 53.5% of the members re- 
ceive no support from their company for 
convention attendance. Some 21.4% say 
that their company pays for all of their 
convention expenses, while the remainder 
receives some company support. Most 
respondents, by a 3:1 ratio, prefer to have 

the convention location rotated around 
the country, rather than keeping it in the 
Midwest. 

The survey also ranked the various 
member program services and publica- 
tions for importance and satisfaction. The 
SBE certification program was ranked as 
the most important and members ex- 
pressed their highest degree of satisfaction 
with it. Chapter meetings were important, 
with a somewhat lower level of satisfac- 
tion. Frequency coordination ranked next 
in importance and satisfaction, followed 
by the SBE Proceedings. 

The survey asked what kind of informa- 
tion the members wished to receive from 
and about SBE. FCC news was ranked as 
most important, followed, in order of im- 
portance, by society news, industry news, 
technical articles, frequency coordination 
news and certification news. 

The survey results were contained in the 
July/August issue of the SBE President's 
Newsletter. Copies are available from the 
SBE office. 

Membership campaign 
The society's first national membership 

campaign, complete with incentives for 
member recruiters, closed on Sept. 15. The 
contest provided the top recruiter with 
free SBE convention registration, banquet 
tickets and SBE Proceedings. The presen- 
tation was made at the October SBE con- 
vention in St. Louis. Although the program 
ran only from July 15 through Sept. 15 and 
received little publicity, it stimulated a lot 
of local chapter activity. 

Enterprising local chapters sometimes 
develop their own incentive programs, 
and can do so with the help of vendors 
and manufacturers. Chapter 9 in Phoenix 
adopted an incentive program supported 
by a local broadcast equipment supplier. 
Each member of Chapter 9 who signed a 
new recruit received a special prize 
provided by the vendor. Such cooperative 
ventures benefit the SBE and the local 
chapter. In addition to the added benefit 
of more members, the chapter also 
receives a $5 rebate for each new mem- 
ber. Be sure to include your name on the 
new member application form so your 
chapter receives proper credit. 
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High slew -raw operational amplifiers 
and premium components contribute 
to the MTR-15 s superb sonic 
performance. 

The 2 -track. . .re -invented! 
eve been building ultra - 
reliable, high performance 

2 -track machines since 1968, 
so when we say the new MTR-15 
is the most sophisticated 2 -track 
we have ever built, we've said a 
mouthful. 

Developed to meet the needs 
of those who are using the latest 
noise reduction systems to press 
analog to the limit, the MTR-15 

delivers 
superb 
sonic qual- 
ity, plus 
dozens of 
operational 
features 
you thought 
you'd never 
find on a 
2 -track. 

For example, record and 
reproduce Auto Alignment"' for 
4 different tape formulations is 

built-in. And 4 speeds are stan- 
dard. A PWM reel servo system 
keeps things running 
smoothly and accurately. 
Speaking of accuracy, for 
audio post applications a 
chase synchronizer 
is available. And, of 
course, every MTR-15 

is equipped with Otari's 
37 -pin standard parallel 
interface, with RS -232-C/ 
RS -422 -A serial inter- 
faces optional. And so you 
can choose exactly the machine you 
need, Y4" or %z" versions are avail- 
able, plus a %d' with center track 
time -code. 

To make the MTR-15 easy to 
use, we've included a four -point 
locator, plus a user -definable 
transport control button arrange- 
ment. The MIR -15 is at home in a 
rack mount or on a table top when 
space is at a premium, or in its 

optional floor -standing console 
with meterbridge. 

And when you 
add *HX Pro, 
a built-in tape timer, 
internal monitor 
speaker, 12.5" reels, 
and AES/NAB/IEC 
equalization presets, 
plus a tremendous 
variety of options, 
including autoloca- 
tors, a voice edit- 
ing module, and a 

chase synchronizer, you understand 
why we say the MIR -15 is the 2 - 

track re -invented for the 90s. 
Call 415-341-5900 for 

complete information on this 
new Otari. 

111Z111.111 0 
,.... 

: 

An automatic record and reproduce 
alignment system drastically 
reduces set-up time. 

NUN 
Circle (10) on Reply Card 

'Trademark Dolby laboratories Licencing Corporation. 
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Use microcontrollers 
for station projects 

By Gerry Kaufhold II 

There are twelve parts to designing 
projects using microcontrollers: 

1. Select an easy -to -use microcontroller. 
2. Study the documentation on the 

microcontroller. 
3. Connect a power supply. 
4. Choose the crystal for the operating 

frequency. 
5. Interface to EPROM and RAM 

memory. 
6. Interface to a serial communications 

link. 
7. Study the documentation of the 

equipment to be controlled. 
8. Interface to the external equipment to 

be controlled. 
9. Write the software and load it into 

EPROM. 
10. Debug the project step-by-step. 
11. Shield the circuit to prevent EMI/RFI. 
12. Test, verify and document the project. 

You need to do the first six steps only 
once for each microcontroller. This gives 
the process of learning about single -chip 
microcontrollers a good payback ratio. Be- 

fore too long, you will have developed a 
"library" of circuit designs, software rou- 
tines and documentation techniques that 
can be applied to a variety of projects. 

Selecting the controller 
For this series, we will use the Z-8 

microcontroller. The Z-8 comes with a va- 
riety of features and packaging configu- 
rations. It is also available in low -power 
CMOS, for portable battery -operated 
circuits. 

The Z-8 has been in use since 1980, so 
a wealth of technical materials and appli- 
cation notes are available. This choice is 

not meant as an endorsement, it's just that 
I have used this chip for several years, so 
it is a convenient choice for this series. 

The Z-8 is an 8 -bit device, so it can be 
driven from a single 8 -bit EPROM, and 
connected to a single 8 -bit RAM. This 
makes possible a low-cost circuit, with the 
minimum number of interconnections. 
The simple 8 -bit interface makes it possi- 
ble to wire -wrap the first prototype with - 

Kaufhold is a market development engineer for SGS- 
Thomson Microelectronics, Phoenix. 
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out too much eyestrain. Afterward, a print- 
ed circuit implementation will fit on a 
single board. 

Our examples will use the Z-8681 ROM - 
less series of parts, which are specifically 
provided for low -volume prototyping work 
where low cost and design flexibility are 
of primary importance. 

Power supply 
During the construction phase of a 

microcontroller project, you will likely use 
a bench -type power supply. Although this 
is convenient during the project's devel- 
opment stages, it is wise to design ahead 
for the time when the embedded con- 
troller has to stand alone. Modular 5V sup- 
plies are readily available from your nor- 
mal component supplier. The current 
rating must meet or exceed the system's 
expected worst case requirements. It will 
need to be fuse -protected against short cir- 
cuits. Provide adequate ventilation to 
avoid overheating. 

If you use a modular supply, it will re- 
quire 120VAC to be present on the chas- 
sis. Make sure that it is not easy to inad- 
vertently come in contact with this voltage 
while building and servicing the equip - 

FROM CALCULATOR 

POWER SUPPLY 

12 VDCO 
500 MILLIAMPS 

330 UFD 
50 VDC 

7805 SERIES 
VOLTAGE 

REGULATOR 

NOTE: ALL POWER SUPPLY 
GROUNDS ARE LOW -IMPEDANCE 

AND SHOULD BE AS SHORT 

AS POSSIBLE 

ment. Use good construction practices. 
Consider installing a plastic shield over the 
high -voltage section. Provide voltage test 
points to aid future troubleshooting. La- 
bel the power supply area clearly. 

Using calculator supplies 
Sometimes, it is easier to use a univer- 

sal 9V to 12V calculator power supply. 
These are overload protected, mount ex- 
ternal to the microcontroller board so 
there are no heating problems and they 
have UL approval, which appeals to sta- 
tion management for insurance reasons. 

If a universal type supply is used, a sim- 
ple step-down voltage regulator circuit, 
such as the one shown in Figure 1 will pro- 
vide the correct regulated voltage for the 
circuit. The 7805 regulator can often be 
adequately heat sinked to the project chas- 
sis, saving the cost of a separate heat sink 
and eliminating the need for air vents. 

If the design calls for connection to an 
RS -232 serial communications port, a 
negative voltage reference will be needed. 
Figure 1 shows how to use a 7660 voltage 
inverter to generate the -5V from a +5V 
supply. 

10 UFD 

5 VOLTS @ 

250 MILLIAMPS 

330 UFD 
50 VDC + 

+ 5 VOLTS 

7660 VOLTAGE 
INVERTER 

+ 5 VOLTS AND 

- 5 VOLTS 
TO POWER 

RS -232 
CIRCUITS 

- 5 VOLTS I 10 UFD 

Figure 1. Voltage regulator modules can trans from the output of "universal" 12V power sup- 
plies into the +511 required by microcontroller projects, and the -5V required for RS -232 com- 
munications. 
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HE SAID, "You can write almost anything you want 

about this machine and put my name under it." So WE DID. 

THE DIGIITAL SOUND EDITOR. STATIONS FROM BOSTON TO 
SAN DIEGO ARE MAKING IT THE HOTTEST BOX IN RADIO. 

Dan McCoy was the first production director 

in radio to use the DSE 7000, and he saw it 

revolutionize the way production is done at 

WZOU-FM, one of the top stations 

in Boston. A spot that used to take an hour to 

produce now takes 20 minutes. Without tape. 

Without razors. Without a single dB of genera- 

tion loss. Even agency dubs now go right to the 

DSE for levels, sound enhancement 

and tags; then onto carts. Creativity has exploded, too. With the DSE's instant UNDO feature, 

the fear of trying new things is gone. You simply try another take, assemble a different edit, 

or test a new effect. If you don't like the results, UNDO it instantly. No wonder WZOU has 

designed their production facility around the DSE And no wonder Dan McCoy calls 

this machine "the most impressive thing that's ever happened to radio" His words, not ours. 

deb AKG® 1525 ALVARADO STREET, SAN LEANDRO, CALIFORNIA 94577. USA. 14151351-3500. FAX: 14151 351-0500 
accusCics 

REWIND DSE 7000 THE NEW SPEED OF SOUND' 
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Servicing your 
klystrons 

By Colin Erridge 

The high -power levels of present-day 
microwave tubes require that careful at- 
tention be given to the design and opera- 
tion of cooling systems. In some cases, in- 
adequate or improper cooling because of 
scale or corrosion may be the limiting fac- 
tor in tube life. Scale is formed as a de- 
posit upon the wetted surface of the tube 
coolant system. It results from the conver- 
sion of a coolant -soluble salt into an in- 
soluble compound because of a chemical 
reaction in the coolant. Corrosion is the 
result of chemical -reaction products on 
some portion of the wetted surface. 

The liquid -cooled klystron generally is 
wetted with two cooling paths, one for the 
collector, the other for the tube body. Oth- 
er elements of the system, which are 
usually liquid -cooled by the same heat - 
exchange system, include the electromag- 
net focusing coils, RF dummy load and 
some microwave transmission compo- 
nents between the tube and antenna. 

In some klystrons, as much as 2kW of 
heat per square inch must be transmitted 
through the collector wall and dissipated 
into the coolant. Frequently, the heat flux 
in the collector is not uniformly distribu- 
ted. At high values of heat dissipation, a 
small amount of scale can cause a large 
rise in temperature in some portion of the 
collector, thus greatly increasing the pos- 
sibility of premature tube failure. 

Coolants 
Distilled water, which is chemically sta- 

ble and has high heat transfer capability, 
is preferred over antifreeze mixtures as a 
tube coolant. If protection against low 
temperatures is required, draining a sys- 
tem or using electric water heaters dur- 
ing non -operating periods will avoid the 
problems caused by antifreeze. 

If a freezing -point depressant is neces- 
sary, a closed cooling system complete 
with purification loop can be used with an 
uninhibited solution of ethylene glycol and 
water as the coolant. However, because 
antifreeze mixtures have lower cooling ca- 
pabilities than water, tube ratings estab- 
lished for water may not apply if an- 
tifreezes are used. 

Erridge is product manager, Varian Associates, Palo Alto, CA. 

Troithkshooting 

Cooling system design 
Continual purification of the coolant is 

desirable whether water or antifreeze is 
used. The cooling system usually includes 
the features needed to do this, such as a 
purification loop. The purification loop 
processes a small amount of coolant from 
the main recirculating loop by removing 
soluble salts by ion -exchange, dissolved 
oxygen and carbon dioxide, small partic- 
ulate matter and other contaminants. If a 
mixture of ethylene glycol and water is 
used, organic breakdown products of the 
glycol must be removed. Packaged purifi- 
cation systems suitable for this purpose are 
available. 

Tubing, fittings, pumps and other mate- 
rial that will be in direct contact with the 
coolant should be selected to minimize 
galvanic action. It is best to use only me- 
tals and alloys at the "noble" end of the 
electromotive force (EMF) series, such as 
copper, nickel, bronze and Monel. The 
EMF differences between these metals/al- 
loys and the copper collector are small. 
Metals, such as steel, cast iron, galvanized 
iron, aluminum and magnesium should 
not be used in direct contact with the cool- 
ant; and brass should be used sparingly. 

In addition to the deterioration of the 
piping, manifolding, and radiator because 
of electrolysis between dissimilar metals, 
oxidation of the copper material of the 
tube can cause corrosion in the coolant 
system. This happens in areas of high heat 
transfer to the coolant, primarily in the 
collector. The corrosion rate is directly re- 
lated to the amount of dissolved oxygen 
in the coolant, and the temperature of the 
copper collector core, such as the collec- 
tor power dissipation. Corrosion -free op- 
eration can only be attained by holding 
the dissolved oxygen level to 1.25 parts 
per million or less. This means that meas- 
urements of the oxygen level must be 
made frequently. 

Cooling system operation 
All contaminants, such as oils, grease 

and particulate matter, should be removed 
from the system because they might de- 
posit on the heat -exchange surfaces inside 
the tube and reduce the heat transfer ca- 
pability. The cooling loop should be 
degreased with a solvent or detergent, fol- 

lowed by a number of clean water flush- 
ings. Also, no soluble oil inhibitors or stop - 
leak compounds should be added to the 
coolant because they may cause foaming. 

In a system being operated for the first 
time, special precautions must be taken to 
remove pipe compound, solder salts, 
teflon pipetape thread seal and bits of sol- 
der. With all the main cooling loop filters 
in place, and with the tube, magnet, and 
other components replaced with jumper- 
ing connections, thorough flushing proce- 
dures should be carried out. After clean- 
ing and replacing filters and ensuring the 
tube and other components are in place, 
the system can be operated in the normal 
mode. 

A cooling system check list 
Although the manufacturer's recom- 

mendation should be followed in maintain- 
ing the cooling system as a whole, the fol- 
lowing list of adjustment and routine 
maintenance items may help provide the 
longest possible tube life: 

Keep the coolant temperature constant 
and as low as ambient weather conditions 
and other total system requirements will 
allow. 

Use clean, distilled water for original 
flushing, final filling and make-up. 

Use ethylene glycol only. Do not use au- 
tomobile radiator antifreeze. 

Monitor the condition of the ion - 
exchange cartridge. Rapid exhaustion of 
the cartridge may indicate a source of con- 
tamination, electrolysis, the use of inhibit- 
ed glycol, or that the purification loop 
lacks sufficient capacity for the bulk cool- 
ant being processed. 

Keep the main loop and branch filters 
clean by routine inspection. 

Keep the system free of dissolved oxy- 
gen or flush the tube when the collector 
differential pressure increases by 25% 
above the original value at the equivalent 
flow rate. 

Follow the purification loop manufac- 
turer's instructions with respect to replace- 
ment procedures for filter membranes and 
cartridges. 
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The Switch Is On 
To JVC's Line of Special Effects Generators 

KM -3000U 
Component 

At JVC, we've created just the right switcher for you. Our 
special effects generators are designed to meet all of your 
application and budget needs while providing reliable and 
outstanding performance. To find out why the switch is on 
to JVC, call 1-800-JVC-5825. 

KM -1600U 
S -VHS (Y/C) 

KM -2500U 
Composite 

KM -12000 
Composite 

JVC 
PROFESSIONAL 
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/Management / 
for engineers 

Project management 
for engineers 

By Judith E.A. Perkinson 
Designing studios and installing trans- 

mitters and new graphics systems seems 
to come naturally to some engineers. 
Others find such projects exciting but filled 
with frustration and delays. 

Over the next five 'Management for En- 
gineers" columns, Judith Perkinson will 
outline the process used by successful en- 
gineering managers to complete projects. 
The methods that bring impressive results 
are not a mysterious secret, but rather an 
organized approach to problem solving. 
By using the methods Perkinson will dis- 
cuss, you too can become successful in 
managing technical projects. Part II of this 
5 -part series will appear in the November 
issue. 

So you think you are a good manager. 
Do you ever find that special projects, such 
as equipment changes, seem to take 
longer than you thought, end in a state 
of confusion, or consume your time until 
you are behind with your normal work? 
This is because project management re- 
quires a set of skills that we do not nor- 
mally use. 

The organizational structure that makes 
managing our routine duties easy is al- 
ready in place. You must remember to use 
this structure when you manage a project, 
big or small. Successful project managers 
never forget that they must go back to the 
basics each time. 

Develop the plan 
The first and most important compo- 

nent of project management is the plan. 
Trying to run a project without a project 
plan would be like trying to build a piece 
of equipment without a schematic. It can 
be done, but it doesn't make much sense 
to try. 

Your plan needs to be put in writing. It 

doesn't make any difference how good 
you are, no one is good enough to keep 
everything in his head. 

Your written plan should contain the fol- 

lowing five basic pieces of information: 
Goal. The project that needs to be ac- 
complished. 
Steps. How the project work will 
proceed. 

Perkinson is a senior member, the Calumet Group, Inc., 
Hammond, IN. 

Time lines. When the work will be 
finished. 
Dependencies. What has to be done be- 
fore something else can be started. 
Responsibilities. Who is going to do 
what. 

The goal 
There are many different types of 

projects. Some common projects include 
equipment installations, changes or 
modifications; procedural changes; fact 
finding or problem solving; and quality im- 
provement. Whatever the purpose of the 
project, you should begin by writing down 
what it is that you hope to accomplish. It 

should be something specific, such as "in- 
stall and have operational a new edit suite 
by January L" 

The steps 
All projects have a defined beginning, 

middle and end. Identify the basic steps 
from beginning to end. When you write 
down the steps, it is sometimes easier to 
start from the end result and work back- 
ward. Here is how a list of steps might ap- 
pear if you were working from the end 
result: 

1. Open suite for production use. 
2. Train people to operate equipment. 
3. Complete equipment installation. 
4. Install equipment. 
5. Have equipment delivered. 
6. Order equipment. 
7. Get approval for purchase. 
8. Select equipment. 
9. Complete system design. 

10. Identify need. 

Once you have written down the basic 
steps, fill in the details under each step. 
The amount of detail will depend upon the 
size and type of project you are manag- 
ing. Remember, the more specific you are 
now, the fewer surprises you will have to 
deal with later. However, don't overburden 
yourself with details. Deciding what col- 
or of buttons to use at the system design 
phase is unnecessary tedium. 

Once you have all your steps listed, ar- 
range them on a continuum. Be sure that 
you sequence the steps according to what 
has to be done before another step can 

be completed. 

Time line 
A time line can be approached two 

ways. You can assume there is a set time 
by which the project has to be finished or 
you might assume there is no deadline and 
calculate the time needed to complete the 
job. 

The second alternative allows you to set 
the completion date by determining how 
much time is needed to finish the work. 
Once you have done this, you can deter- 
mine your start and finish dates. In this in- 
stance, time is the variable. The cost, per- 
sonnel and resources become more fixed. 

Dependencies 
Examine the steps in your time line. 

Identify clearly what step or activity is de- 
pendent upon the completion of another. 
With the dependencies identified, you 
may need to redefine your time line. Re- 
member, just because task C must be done 
before task D can take place, it doesn't 
mean that task C must be done immedi- 
ately before the next step. Allow for a 
range of time when work can be done. 
This will give your schedule flexibility and 
the freedom to respond to the unexpected. 

In technical projects, dependencies are 
often a function of vendor delivery times. 
Careful coordination with the vendor will 
help you know before you start where 
problems might occur. Allow for potential 
delays by scheduling other work to pro- 
ceed at the same time whenever possible. 

Responsibilities 
Last, identify who will be responsible for 

what during the life of the project. This 
is not just a case of assigning jobs. For each 
step, identify: 

Who will be responsible (R). 
Who has authority over the step (A). 
Who needs to know what about the 
step (I). 

When this is complete, you will have all 
the information needed to assign work 
and responsibilities, schedule activities, 
and design the communication necessary 
to ensure that the project is completed on 
time and with the minimum amount of dif- 
ficulty. 
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AUDIO 
CONSOLE 
PRODUCTS 
Arrakis audio console 
products are designed 
by broadcast 
engineers for 
broadcasters at 
reasonable prices. 
Our products sell 
themselves. Study our 
features, specs., and 
prices. Compare and 
you will find what 
thousands have found - The Arrakis 

Advantage - 
TURBO 
FEATURES 

VCA Faders 
* P & G Sliders 

.01% Distortion 
Solid Oak Trim 

* 10 W/CH Monitor 
Remote Start 

* Mix -Minus 
* Modular Design 

Ultra -Reliable 
* Mono Mixdowns 
* Stereo Cue 

Full Muting 
Dimensions - 

' 30" W x 17" D x 7" H 
* Weight - 55 Lbs. 

MODELS 
6 Channel Rotary 
(18 Inputs) 

150 SCT -6M $2395 
150 SCT -6S $2495 

8 Channel Rotary 
(22 Inputs) 

500 SCT -8M $3495 
500 SCT -8S $3595 

8 Channel Linear 
(22 Inputs) 

1500 SCT -8M $4395 
1500 SCT -8S $4495 

12 Channel Linear 
(24 Inputs) 

2000 SCT -12M $4895 
2000 SCT -12S $4995 

12 Channel Linear 
(34 Inputs) 

2100 SCT -12M $5895 
2100 SCT -12S $5995 

aríâkìs 
SYSTEMS, INC. 

1 
2619 Midpoint Drive 
Fort Collins, Colorado 
80525 

(303) 224-2248 
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Moving from the 
back room into the 

front office. 

By Brad Dick, editor 

After writing the article "The 1990 
Salary Survey: Dividing the Pie;' it's 
tough to find much more to say about 
the state of broadcast engineering 
management. We've all heard the bad 
news and are tired of hearing it 
repeated. Is there any good news 
about today's and tomorrow's broad- 
cast technical experts? 

Yes, I believe there is. We've finally 
reached the knee of the change curve 
and things are about to level off. 
We've all seen, or experienced, a loss 
in engineers employed at our stations. 
Television has seen a 46% drop in the 
number of engineers in stations in the 
past four years. Radio now shows a 
median value of two engineers per 
station. The only reason the number 
is that large is that many of the top 
market stations still require big staffs 
to support the many remotes and 
newscasts that are common. 

Another, and even more important, 
shift has taken place in recent years. 
For the first time, engineers are mov- 
ing from the back rooms and into the 
front offices of their stations. It's al- 
most as if broadcast engineering has 
finally become respectable. 

Recall the struggles between en- 
gineering and the rest of the world? 
We engineers were often guilty of say- 
ing, "No, it can't be done;' when the 
answer should have been, "Let's see 
if we can do it." Today's economics 
and competition won't allow for such 
single-minded approaches. 

Engineers are now more supportive 
of other department needs. Whether 

Broadcast management 
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it's the news department that needs 
additional satellite feeds or the pro- 
gram director who wants to do a re- 
mote from the top of a flag pole, to- 
day's broadcast engineers have 
adopted a "can do" attitude and that's 
making a difference. 

Today's engineering managers are 
dressing more professionally. They 
may have an office instead of a 
"shack" where business is conducted. 

These are examples that engineer- 
ing has changed. Technical manage- 
ment is no longer the exclusive terri- 
tory of electronic gurus who speak in 
techno tongues, which often confused 
others. Do these changes mean that 
engineering is less important or that 
non -technical staffs are making all of 
the technical decisions? 

Of course not. It means that tech- 
nical management has grown up. En- 
gineers are recognizing that an impor- 
tant part of their responsibility is to 
help their stations become profitable. 
Effective technical managers must be- 
come part of the station's manage- 
ment team. Engineers look for an- 
swers; they don't complain about 
problems. , The most successful en- 
gineers I know all share at least one 
common trait. They understand far 
more about the business side of 
broadcasting than those less success- 
ful engineers. 

If you want to be in the successful 
group, put down that screwdriver and 
turn on your computer. Troubleshoot- 
ing skills aren't enough to guarantee 
success today. You have to be a man- 
ager, much like your station manag- 
er. The primary difference is that the 
station manager focuses on the efforts 
of the several departments, and you 
focus on the performance of your staff 
and equipment. In today's competitive 
environment, smart engineering can 
mean the difference between a 
profitable operation and one that 
struggles to remain alive. 

This month, our features highlight 
some of the skills that you'll need to 
become that successful engineering 
manager. 

"The 1990 Salary Survey: Dividing 
the Pie" ..... .... page 26 

"The Broadcast Engineer and 
Changing Technology" 49 

"Developing an Engineering 
Budget" 64 
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m. 
ost broadcasters have become 

attached to their analog video 

tape recorders. Which makes perfect sense. 

After all, they've never had any other choice. 

Not to mention the fact that analog VTRs do 

seem to get the job done. 

But while those machines may still be 

e 

e 
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First, you have to continually adjust and 

tweak an analog VTR just to maintain an 

While your video tape recc 
you can only go as far as 

working quite well, their technology isn't. Fact 

is, cnalog VTRs are full of limitations. And 

TIME 

Over tinte, analog's performance 
tends to go downhill. D -2's doesn't. 

those limitations can really hold you back. 

To begin with, an analog VTR's perform- 

ance will always deteriorate over time. A fact 

that results in two troublesome limitations: 

e 

G 

e 

acceptable level of performance. 

Second, depending on how old your VTRs 

are and how well they've been maintained, 

some will undoubtedly perform 

better than others. Which means 

some will also perform worse. 

With Sony D-2 

Composite Digital'M 

VTRs, none of this 

With 
analog 
you're 
restricted 
In' the 
condition 
of your 
video tape. 

is true. Because a D-2 
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VTR performs consistently over time and min- 

imizes the need for adjustments. 

quality of your video consistently high. 

Furthermore, the sound quality of an ana- 

log VTR could never be as advanced as D -2's. 

Because an analog machine could never give 

you D -2's CD -quality digital audio. With accu- 

rate and consistent stereo phasing. No wow 

and flutter. An expanded frequency response. 

rder may be quite advanced, 
its technology will let you. 

Another limitation of analog video is some- 

thing called tape dependency. Which means 

that the quality of your 

video can only be as 

Compared to D-2. 
the sound. quality 
of analog seems 
rather archaic. 

good as the condition of your video tape. 

But in D-2, this limitation doesn't exist. 

D -2's powerful error correction and Sony's 

unique error concealment systems keep the 

And a wide dynamic range of more than 90db. 

These are just some of the ways D-2 has 

expanded the limits of video technology. To 

learn more, call 800 -635 -SONY. 

Because even if your analog video tape 

recorder has been engineered with the high- 

est technology, some technologies are simply 

higher than others. 

SONY 
BROADCAST PRODUCTS 

» 
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The 1990 
salary survey: 
Dividing the pie 
Although good news is in short supply, opportunity 
awaits engineers with the right skills. 

By Brad Dick, editor 

Snoopy, the Peanuts cartoon character, 
often begins writing his stories with the 
phrase, "It was a dark and stormy night:' 
That pretty well describes the mood of 
some broadcast engineers as they discuss 
their salaries and working conditions. 

The 1990 Broadcast Engineering salary 
survey contains little good news for en- 
gineers. Radio engineering salaries are 
only down a little, less than 1%. And al- 
though the median TV engineering sala- 
ry increased by 3%, they were, for the first 
time, surpassed by the salaries paid to 
operators. Operator salaries went up by al- 
most 11%. 

About the best that can be said for the 
overall salary situation is that it's flat. That 
shouldn't surprise anyone. With the dra- 
matic changes seen in broadcasting, we 
shouldn't have expected the glory years 
of the mid -'60s to last. 

Tabular results 
The survey results are summarized in 

Tables 1 through 7. Tables 1 through 3 con- 
tain the major portion of the data collect- 
ed in the survey. Use them to make de- 
tailed comparisons for your particular 
situation. 
Tables 4 and 5 summarize the median sal- 
ary information for television and radio 
across all markets for the past two years. 
If you want to skip the details, the grim 
picture is summarized in Figures 1 and 2. 

Keep in mind that the data represents 

median values. The median value is quite 
different from the average value used in 
some surveys. The median value is the 
midpoint, with half of the responses above 
that value and half below. 

The 1990 BE salary survey was conduct- 
ed scientifically by the Marketing Re- 
search Institute. A total of 3,777 question- 
naires were mailed to BE readers. As of 
July 3, 1,038 usable questionnaires had 
been returned, representing an overall re- 
sponse rate of 27.5%. The data contained 
in this report is based on those responses. 

Radio moves upward 
Figure 1 plots the median salaries for TV 

engineers from 1983-1990 as measured 
across all markets. Although the period 
1983-1986 saw upward movement for en- 
gineers, the past four years shows little im- 
provement. When inflation was running 
double digits, TV engineers suffered a real 

loss in purchasing power. 
Since 1988 there has been a trend for 

operator salaries to increase at a faster rate 
than engineer salaries. We sounded a 
warning that the trend would result in op- 
erator salaries surpassing engineering sal- 
aries in 1990. Unfortunately, that's hap- 
pened. For the first time, TV operator 
salaries have surpassed TV engineering 
salaries. After reading several hundred re- 
ply comments from the survey forms, 
that's not a surprise. Readers noted that 
operators were taking over more of what 
used to be engineering duties at TV sta- 
tions. Furthermore, the tasks and skills re- 
quired of TV engineers has changed. We'll 
look more closely at this phenomenon 
later. These factors, combined with pres- 
sures to lower operating costs, have kept 
TV engineering salaries from rising at 
rates comparable with the other cate- 
gories. 

One curious fact was discovered by close 
examination of the last few years of TV 
salary data. The median engineering sal- 
ary dips slightly about every other year. 
It may be that because the overall change 
has been so flat, even a small decrease in 
the median value ripples through the 
results. 

Figure 2 summarizes the salary data for 
radio engineers. Radio engineering sala- 
ries fared somewhat better than did TV 
salaries. There has been a gradual increase 
in median radio engineering salaries over 
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ELEGANT SIMPLICITY 

It's obvious that Platinum 
Series' solid state VHF trans- 
mitters look like nothing 
else in the field. But the real 
beauty of their breakthrough 
technology is inside. 
The elegance of our cooling sys- 
tem, for example. As it quietly 
distributes constant tempera- 
ture air flow to each module, 
individual heat sinks max- 
imize energy transfer with a 
patent -pending design that 
nearly doubles the surface 
area of conventional extruded 
heat sinks. 
The simplicity of Platinum 
Series operation, for another. 
Broadband solid state PA 
modules eliminate complicated, 
time-consuming tuning and 

other adjustments. And they're 
self -protecting against six fault 
conditions. 

Harris engineers have made 
Platinum Series maintenance 
simple, too. The hot-pluggable 
modules are easily accessible 
from the front panel- so are 
the power supplies, controllers 
and test points. Routine main- 
tenance tasks can be performed 
safely, even while your trans- 
mitter is on the air. 

Platinum Series transmitters 
from 1 to 60 kW offer a host of 
advantages like these. Which 
is why the majority of U.S. sta- 
tions who bought a solid state 
high power VHF transmitter in 
the past year chose Harris as 
their manufacturer. 

We invite you to take a closer 
look at the innovative Platinum 
Series of solid state VHF trans- 
mitters from 1 to 60 kW. 
Simply call (217) 222-8200, 
Ext. 3408. (Outside the conti- 
nental US, fax your request to 
(217) 224-2764.) We'll send 
you full information on the 
Platinum Series- solid state 
VHF transmitters that take a 
quantum leap into the future 
of broadcasting. 

HARRIS 
ALLIE121 

Harris Broadcast Division 
Marketing Department 
P.O. Box 4290, Quincy. IL 62305-4290 USA 

Tel (217) 222-8200 Ext. 3408 
Fax (217) 222-7041 

O 1990 Harris Corporation 
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Figure 1. Radio's median salaries measured over all markets for the period from 1983-1990. 

IlleBIRD WROTE THE BOOK ON RF POWER 
MEASUREMENT FOR THE BROADCAST 

INDUSTRY. NEED OUR LATEST EDITION? 

V THRULINE® 
RF Directional 

Wattmeters 
Line Sections, 
Directional Couplers 

and Samplers 
WATTCHER® RF Power 

Monitor/Alarms 
Digital High -power RF 

Calorimeters 
TERMALINE® RF Absorption 

Wattmeters 

TERMALINE® 
Coaxial Load 

Resistors 
V MODULOAD® and 

ECONOLOAD® Coaxial 
Load Resistors 
TENULINE® Attenuators 

All needed accessories includ- 
ing carrying cases, adaptors, 

connectors, cable assemblies, bat- 
teries, dollies 

u'ho else but 

30303 Aurora Rd., Cleveland, Ohio 44139 (216) 248-1200 TLX: 706898 Bird Elec UD 
Western Sales Office: Ojai, CA (805) 646-7255 

Copyright 1990 and Electronic Corn. 

the 1983-1990 period. Although the in- 
creases have not been dramatic, the move- 
ment is still in the right direction. 

Market size analysis 
Looking at all three categories - en- 

gineering, operations and management - 
the percent of increases given to em- 
ployees was similar. Measured over all 
markets and categories for radio and tel- 
evision, the median salary increase was 
5%. 

TV management salaries increased by 
6% across most markets. Commercial TV 
station managers in the below top 100 TV 
markets received an 8% increase. 

Radio station managers fared even bet- 
ter. The median increase for commercial 
radio station managers was 9%. Even the 
below top 100 market radio managers did 
well with a 10% increase. The top 100 ra- 
dio market managers received 8% in- 
creases and the non-commercial and top 
50 market managers received 5% in- 
creases. 

Engineers didn't do so well. With 
responses measured over all markets for 
radio and television, engineers received 
5% salary increases. That dropped to as 
low as 4% in the total commercial and top 
50 TV markets. The top 50 radio market 
salaries increased by 6%. All other cate- 
gories showed a 5% salary increase. This 
is nothing to write home about, but it's still 
movement in the right direction. 

TV operator salaries were uniform at 5% 
increases. Radio operator salary increases 
were similar, but there were a few nota- 
ble exceptions. Operator salaries in the to- 
tal radio, top 100 and non-commercial cat- 
egories increased 6%. The commercial 
radio top 50 market operator salaries went 
up a nice 12%. 

Benefits package 
As times become tougher, the type of 

benefits offered by a station become even 
more important. This is one area where 
the size difference between radio and TV 
stations is quite clear. The larger stations 
can offer better health and life insurance 
plans. Also, TV stations are often part of 
a larger corporation that can provide more 
benefits, such as stock purchase options, 
which many radio stations cannot. Fewer 
than 8% of any of the radio stations 
offered any stock purchase option. At the 
same time, no less than 13% and as many 
as 33% of the TV stations offered stock 
purchase plans for their employees. 

Profit sharing was more common for ra- 
dio stations than stock purchase plans. 
Even so, more TV stations than radio sta- 
tions offered any type of profit sharing 
plan to the engineering staff. 

Pension plans were twice as likely to be 
available at TV stations than they were at 
radio stations. Over all market sizes, only 
27% of the radio stations provided a pen - 
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THE MOST 
IMPORTANT AUDIO 

CONTROL 
EQUIPMENT 

WORKS FROM 
HERE TO HEAR 

Keeping sound clean and accurate can make or break 
your audio projects. SONEX from illbruck ensures that 
you're getting the sound you want. Our complete line 
of acoustical materials gives you total control-in the 
studio, to control room, or wherever sound quality is 
critical. There's a reason SONEX continues to lead- 
nothing works better. Put the leader to work for you; 
call today for all our performance specs and application 
guides -800-662-0032. 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111.111. 

SONEX 
The only acoustical foam 
with the illbruck anechoic- 
wedge-over 400% more 
surface area than flat 
materials. Controls reverb, 
reflections, and resonances- 
beautifully. The proven 
performer. 

SONEX 1 

The same unbeatable per- 
formance of SONEX but in 
materials that meet all Class 
I regulations. For demanding 
applications where heat or 
fire are factors. Safe for you 
bat deadly for sound. 

. 
CEISLINGS 

Suspended ceiling treat- 
ments that deliver new levels 
of acoust2cal performance. 
Unique, contemporary 
designs. Available in a variety 
of styles and colors. 

BARRIERS & 
COMPOSITES 

When tie problem requires 
more than absorption, 
illbruck barriers deliver. 
Single layer vinyls to multi- 
level laminates. Lead per- 
formance without lead price 
or problems. 

illbruck 
Circle (15) on Reply Card 

Sonex Acoustical Division 
5155 River Road N.E. 
Minneapolis, MN 55421 
1-800-662-0032 
In MN: 612-521-3555 
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Figure 2. TV's median salaries measured over all markets for the period from 1983-1990. 

sion plan. The same comparison for tele- 
vision shows that 54% of those stations 
have some form of pension available to 
employees. It's the technical staffs at small 
radio stations that suffer in this category. 
As few as 3% of the radio stations (top 100 

markets) provided any type of pension 
plan to their staffs. 

Radio station engineers did well in the 
travel category. From 23% to 47% of the 
radio stations provide support for en- 
gineers to attend trade shows and conven- 
tions. For TV stations, those numbers drop 
to the range from 18% to 36% for support- 
ed show attendance by engineers. 

Cars are often used as part of a benefits 
package. You're about twice as likely to 
be provided with a car if you work in ra- 
dio than if you work in television. 

However, when it comes to being cheap, 
radio takes the cake. Fewer than 6% of the 
TV station engineers reported that their 
stations provided no benefits. However, ra- 
dio engineers saw just the opposite. In the 
below top 100 markets, 22% of the sta- 
tions provide no benefits to their radio en- 
gineers. Even when measured over all 
markets, more than 12% of the radio sta- 
tions fail to support their technical staffs 
with any type of benefit program. 
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The only thing 
it won't test is 
your tolerance. 
Amber 5500: a broadcast -ready, fully programmable audio test 

system with optional AudioCheck" PC automation software. 

Whether you're testing electronics, tape 
machines or room acoustics, you want fast, 
accurate, reliable information - not program- 
ming, interfacing or connection headaches. 

That's why the Amber 5500 has "broad- 
cast -ready" stereo balanced ins and outs, 
plus a fully functional front panel so you can 
run routine bench tests in seconds - 
without having to hook up a PC. 

For PC -automated test routines, the 
Amber 5500 offers AudioCheck, our power- 
ful PC -based software package. it lets you 
automate, store and recall transmitter tests, 
tape deck measurements, console evalua- 
tions, any audio measurement you need: 

With simple menus, NOT complicated 
programming. 

You can depend on the 5500 everywhere 
from the studio to the satellite link: Even in 

high-RFI areas where many other test sets 
give invalid readings. For a fact -filled 14 

page brochure on the broadcast -ready Amber 
5500, call 800-361-3697 from anywhere in 

the USA. 

amber 
6969 Trans -Canada Highway 

St.Laurent, PC), Canada H4T 1V8 

Tel: (514) 333-8748 FAX: (514) 333-1388 

Circle (16) on Reply Card 

Broadcast -Ready 5500 Features 
0.001% (-100 dB) distortion - "digital audio" accuracy 

> +30 dBm power output checks pro -level headroom 

GPIB/IEEE 488 and RS 232 interfaces 

Stores 10 front panel setups in non-volatile memory 

Tests tape recorders and satellite links with 

asynchronous send & receive signals 

High speed plotting option produces 256 -point high 

resolution swept measurements in seconds 

Effective shielding provides excellent RFI immunity 

Filters & detectors for all international standards 

Optional sum/difference output matrix simplifies stereo 

tests 

High level stereo balanced ins and outs: 3 switchable 

impedances 
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ABC/N YORK 
CNBC HSN 

KCNC K Pa 

Why are 90% of all camera automation systems in US TV stations AutoCamTM 

Because scores of general managers, news direc- 
tors, operations managers, production managers 
and chief engineers wanted to auto- 
mate their facilities with the most reli- 
able and efficient camera automation 
system. From GMs to camera opera- 
tors, they probed every design aspect; 
software, TSM's patented positioning 

system (which has zero cumulative error), repeatabil- 
ity, reliability, maintenance and most important..:'Will it 

work in my station with our people"? 
Autocam is on the air in these stations 

., and many more. 

Get "On target lei " with AutoCam. 
Call to arrange a demo for your station. 

TOTAL SPECTRUM MANUFACTURING, INC. 
709 Executive Blvd., Valley Cottage, NY 10989.914-268-0100 FAX 914-268-0113 
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TABLE 1. - MANAGEMENT STAFF PROFILE* 

Management Total 
% 

Total 
TV 
% 

Top 50 
% 

Top 100 
% 

Below 
Top 100 

% 

Non- 
Comm. 

% 

Total 
Radio 

% 
Top 50 

% 
Top 100 

% 

Below 
Top 100 

% 

Non - 
Comm. 

% 

Salary Level 
Less than $15,000 11.2 1.1 3.6 ... .... .... 18.5 7.7 33.3 21.2 15.4 
$15,000 to $24,999 7.4 4.4 3.6 10.0 .... 8.3 9.7 15.4 12.1 5.1 

$25,000 to $34,999 14.4 5.5 7.1 .... .... 12.5 21.0 7.7 33.3 19.7 25.6 
$35,000 to $49,999 23.3 17.6 20.0 20.7 33.3 27.4 .. 16.7 24.2 43.6 
$50,000 to $74,999 22.3 30.8 17.9 30.0 41.4 33.3 16.1 38.5 16.7 15.2 10.3 
$75,000 or more 20.5 39.6 64.3 40.0 37.9 12.5 6.5 30.8 .... 6.1 .... 
No response 0.9 1.1 3.6 .... .... .... 0.8 .... .... 1.5 .... 

Median = $45,500 $66,964 $89,286 $66,667 $66,667 $48,125 $35,000 $60,000 $30,000 $32,692 $35,882 

Received Salary increase 
During Past Year 51.2 63.7 78.6 30.0 55.2 70.8 41.9 46.2 33.3 24.2 71.8 

Percentage of increase 
Less than 3% 1.4 1.1 .... .... .... 4.2 1.6 .... .... .... 5.1 

3% to 4% 6.0 6.6 14.3 .... 3.4 4.2 5.6 15.4 .... .... 12.8 

5% to 9% 27.0 33.0 35.7 20.0 24.1 45.8 22.6 15.4 16.7 12.1 43.6 
10% to 14% 10.2 14.3 10.7 10.0 17.2 16.7 7.3 15.4 16.7 7.6 2.6 
15% or more 4.2 5.5 10.7 .... 6.9 .... 3.2 .... .... 4.5 2.6 
No response 2.3 3.3 7.1 .... 3.4 .... 1.6 .... . .... 5.1 

Median = 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.0 8.0 6.0 6.0 5.0 8.0 10.0 5.0 

Fringe Benefits Received 
(Adds to more than 100% 
due to multiple answers) 

Medical insurance (paid) 76.7 81.3 78.6 100.0 82.8 75.0 73.4 92.3 83.3 68.2 74.4 

Dental insurance (paid) 41.4 49.5 57.1 30.0 37.9 62.5 35.5 46.2 66.7 21.2 51.3 
Life insurance (paid) 62.3 72.5 78.6 60.0 75.9 66.7 54.8 61.5 50.0 47.0 66.7 
Sick leave 72.6 82.4 89.3 80.0 82.8 75.0 65.3 69.2 33.3 56.1 84.6 
Vacation 84.7 89.0 92.9 100.0 93.1 75.0 81.5 100.0 100.0 75.8 82.1 

Stock purchase plan 11.2 19.8 35.7 30.0 10.3 8.3 4.8 15.4 16.7 4.5 ... . 

Profit sharing plan 17.2 25.3 35.7 30.0 27.6 8.3 11.3 15.4 16.7 16.7 ... . 

Savings plan 14.9 26.4 57.1 20.0 13.8 8.3 6.5 15.4 .... ... 15.4 

Pension plan 38.6 49.5 57.1 50.0 41.4 50.0 30.6 23.1 33.3 4.5 76.9 
Bonus 32.1 46.2 67.9 50.0 55.2 8.3 21.8 30.8 33.3 30.3 2.6 

Trade show/convention/ 
seminar expenses paid 49.3 61.5 75.0 70.0 62.1 41.7 40.3 61.5 33.3 34.8 43.6 

Tuition refund plan 23.3 24.2 28.6 20.0 13.8 33.3 22.6 23.1 .. . 4.5 56.4 

Automobile furnished 36.3 44.0 50.0 70.0 48.3 20.8 30.6 30.8 33.3 45.5 5.1 

No benefits 8.4 6.6 7.1 .... .... 16.7 9.7 .... .... 13.6 7.7 

Other 2.8 3.3 3.6 10.0 .... 4.2 2.4 7.7 

No response 2.8 2.2 .... ... 3.4 4.2 3.2 .... .... 4.5 2.6 

Years in Present Job 
1 to 2 21.9 14.3 10.7 10.0 10.3 25.0 27.4 7.7 16.7 30.3 30.8 
3 to 4 12.6 16.5 28.6 3.4 25.0 9.7 7.7 16.7 6.1 15.4 

5 to 9 26.0 33.0 28.6 40.0 41.4 25.0 21.0 30.8 24.2 15.4 

10 to 14 19.5 17.6 10.7 30.0 17.2 20.8 21.0 7.7 50.0 21.2 20.5 
15 to 24 12.1 8.8 10.7 20.0 10.3 14.5 23.1 16.7 13.6 12.8 
25 or more 6.5 7.7 7.1 .... 13.8 4.2 5.6 23.1 .... 3.0 5.1 

No response 1.4 2.2 3.6 3.4 0.8 .... .... 1.5 .... 
Median = 7.0 7.0 5.0 10.0 8.0 5.0 7.0 12.0 10.0 7.0 5.0 

Years in Broadcast industry 
Less than 5 7.0 7.7 10.7 .... .... 16.7 6.5 .... .... 1.5 17.9 

5 to 9 6.5 4.4 3.6 .... 3.4 8.3 8.1 7.7 .... 6.1 12.8 

10 to 14 9.8 3.3 3.6 8.3 14.5 7.7 16.7 13.6 17.9 

15 to 24 32.1 28.6 32.1 4. 0.0 24.1 25.0 34.7 15.4 50.0 39.4 30.8 
25 or more 44.2 54.9 50.0 60.0 69.0 41.7 36.3 69.2 33.3 39.4 20.5 
No response 0.5 1.1 ... .... 3.4 .... .... 

Median = 23.0 27.0 25.0 25.0 31.0 20.0 21.0 28.0 22.0 22.0 15.0 

Do Part -Time or 
Free -Lance Work 
Yes 33.0 28.6 25.0 13.8 62.5 36.3 23.1 33.3 34.8 43.6 
No 66.0 70.3 75.0 100.0 82.8 37.5 62.9 76.9 66.7 63.6 56.4 
No response 0.9 1.1 .... .... 3.4 .... 0.8 1.5 

Education 
High school 8.8 7.7 3.6 10.0 6.9 12.5 9.7 7.7 .... 16.7 . . 

Some college 27.9 23.1 28.6 20.0 24.1 16.7 31.5 46.2 50.0 37.9 12.8 

College grad (bachelor's degree) 34.9 39.6 39.3 50.0 41.4 33.3 31.5 30.8 33.3 36.4 23.1 

College grad (master's, Ph.D.) 26.5 26.4 25.0 10.0 17.2 45.8 26.6 15.4 16.7 9.1 61.5 

Technical school 10.7 9.9 3.6 20.0 13.8 8.3 11.3 15.4 .... 15.2 5.1 Other.... .... .... .... .... .... .... 

No response 3.3 3.3 3.6 ... 6.9 .... 3.2 .... .... 3.0 5.1 

Age, Years 
Under 25 2.8 1.1 4.2 4.0 12.8 

25 to 34 9.3 8.8 7.1 .... .... 25.0 9.7 7.7 .... 10.6 10.3 

35 to 44 30.2 17.6 17.9 40.0 10.3 16.7 39.5 38.5 16.7 40.9 41.0 

45 to 54 33.0 41.8 42.9 40.0 37.9 45.8 26.6 7.7 50.0 27.3 28.2 

55 to 64 17.7 20.9 25.0 10.0 31.0 8.3 15.3 46.2 16.7 13.6 7.7 

65 or over 5.6 6.6 7.1 .... 13.8 .... 4.8 .... 16.7 7.6 ... . 

No response 1.4 3.3 ... 10.0 6.9 .... .... .... 
Median = 47.1 50.0 50.8 44.9 54.1 45.9 44.2 44.9 51.7 44.6 41.3 

*Management staff: president, owner, partner, vice president, general manager. 
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LL _ 

2:21 Monday, challenged. 

Your client wants a unique digital 

effect. It's a clever idea but it 

has to be perfect. 

"There;' she says. "You got it... 

that's what I want" 

You could tell her your Abekas 

A53 -D captures the most advanced 

digital effects-page turns, warps, 

true 3-D perspective, drop shadow 

with one channel-all with ease. 

MOBut you don't. 

1:-,3-D Digital Special Effects 

Abekas 
A Carlson Compony 

Leading in Digital Innovation 

For details: (415) 369-5111 Atlanta (404) 451-0637 Chicago (708) 699-9400 
Dallas (214) 385-4544 Los Angeles (818) 955-6446 New York (516) 829-0820 San Francisco (415) 369-6791 
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Panasonic Field 
Recording 

¡ 

h$4M/ß xR .. 

41111111111111114 

Panasonic® makes it easier 
than ever to carry away the 

performance of SVHS. By offering 
you the smallest, lightest and most 
versatile SVHS dockable VCR 

available. The Panasonic AG -7450. 
It delivers field recording with no 
strings attached. 

Now you can combine the high 
performance of Panasonic's 300CLE, 
200CLE and F70 CCD Cameras 

with the AG -7450. To create a 

one-piece SVHS camcorder system 
designed for one -person operation. 
Because everything you need for 
high performance field recording 
sits right on your shoulder. Which 
means greater mobility and 
flexibility when shooting. The 
AG -7450 can also be used as a 

stand-alone field recorder with 
an optional 14 -pin VCR adaptor. 

And even though the AG -7450 
weighs in at a mere 7.5 pounds, it 
delivers heavyweight performance. 
Because it provides you with all 
the exceptional recording and 
playback characteristics you 
demand. Like the economy of 
two-hour recording on a single 
cassette, Y/C signal separation 
with over 400 lines of resolution 
and a signal-to-noise ratio in 
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excess of 47dB. So there's no need 
to "bump" your original footage 
for post production. 

In addition, the AG -7450 
provides street smart features. 
Like an anti rolling system to 
compensate for gyro error on the 
video head. Four channel audio 
(two hi-fi ànd two linear) with 
independent level controls. And 
an optional vertical interval/ 

longitudinal time code (VITC/LTC) 
generator/reader that docks 
directly to the back of the unit. 

So if you're looking for a 
lightweight dockable VCR that 
performs like a heavyweight, take 
a good look at the AG -7450. You 
won't have to look any further. 
It's Panasonic field recording. 
With no strings attached. 

For more information and your local dealer, 
call your nearest regional office. 
Eastern Zone: (201) 348-7620 
Central Zone: (708)981-4826 

Southern Zone: 
Dallas Region: (817) 685-1117 

Atlanta Region: (404) 717-6841 
Western Zone: 

Seattle Region: (206) 285-8883 
Los Angeles Region: (714) 373-7275 

Panasonic 
Professional/Industrial Video 
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TABLE 2. -- ENGINEERING AND TECHNICAL STAFF PROFILE* 
Continued frwn [nFP /? 

ALL 
MARKETS 

TELEVISION RADIO 

Engineering Total 
Total 

TV Top 50 Top 100 
Below 

Top 100 
Non- 

Comm. 
Total 
Radio Top 50 Top 100 

Below 
Top 100 

Non - 
Comm. 

% % % % % % % % % 

Salary Level 
Less than $15,000 8.2 3.2 0.7 2.0 11.3 2.9 15.5 5.6 10.0 21.7 26.2 
$15,000 to $24,999 18.6 15.6 4.3 20.0 30.2 24.3 23.0 8.3 26.7 39.1 19.0 
$25,000 to $34,999 29.6 29.9 19.1 46.0 34.0 37.1 29.1 23.6 36.7 27.5 35.7 
$35,000 to $49,999 23.9 25.8 31.9 24.0 15.1 22.9 21.1 33.3 23.3 10.1 16.7 
$50,000 to $74,999 17.5 22.3 38.3 4.0 9.4 12.9 10.3 26.4 3.3 1.4 2.4 
$75,000 or more 2.1 2.9 5.7 2.0 ... .. 0.9 2.8 .... 

No response 0.2 0.3 2.0 
Median = $32,821 $35,556 $47,000 $30,652 $27,222 $31,154 $28,871 $40,625 $28,636 $22,153 $26,333 

Received Salary Increase 
During Past Year 73.2 82.5 86.5 84.0 69.8 82.9 59.6 75.0 60.0 40.6 64.3 
Percentage of increase 
Less than 3% 4.4 5.1 6.4 6.0 5.7 1,4 3.3 1.4 6.7 2.9 4.8 
3% to 4% 26.9 35.0 39.0 36.0 24.5 34.3 15.0 18.1 6.7 11.6 21.4 
5% to 9% 29.4 31.5 31.2 38.0 26.4 31.4 26.3 37.5 30.0 10.1 31.0 
10% to 14% 7.4 6.7 8.5 2.0 7.5 5.7 8.5 9.7 10.0 8.7 4.8 
15% or more 4.2 3.5 1.4 2.0 5.7 7.1 5.2 8.3 3.3 4.3 2.4 
No response 0.9 0.6 2.9 1.4 .... 3.3 2.9 .... 

Median = 5.0 5.0 4.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

Fringe Benefits Received 
(Adds to more than 100% 
due to multiple answers) 

Medical insurance (paid) 80.3 83.4 86.5 76.0 67.9 94.3 75.6 83.3 83.3 65.2 73.8 
Dental insurance (paid) 52.0 60.5 63.1 54.0 43.4 72.9 39.4 61.1 26.7 17.4 47.6 
Life insurance (paid) 61.3 67.5 73.8 54.0 56.6 72.9 52.1 72.2 53.3 31.9 50.0 
Sick leave 82.9 90.8 91.5 86.0 86.8 95.7 71.4 83.3 73.3 60.9 66.7 
Vacation 90.3 96.2 98.6 94.0 90.6 97.1 81.7 88.9 90.0 72.5 78.6 
Stock purchase plan 15.0 21.0 32.6 24.0 13.2 1,4 6.1 8.3 10.0 5.8 .... 

Profit sharing plan 15.2 18.2 22.0 24.0 26.4 .... 10.8 13.9 10.0 14.5 ... 
Savings plan 23.9 30.3 41.8 26.0 22.6 15.7 14.6 33.3 6.7 1.4 9.5 
Pension plan 42.7 53.5 58.9 44.0 22.6 72.9 26.8 38.9 3.3 8.7 52.4 
Bonus 10.2 9.6 12.8 8.0 11.3 2.9 11.3 16.7 10.0 10.1 4.8 
Trade show/convention/ 

seminar expenses paid 31.7 28.7 35.5 18.0 28.3 22.9 36.2 47.2 33.3 26.1 35.7 
Tuition refund plan 30.2 37.6 46.1 28.0 20.8 40.0 19.2 26.4 . 5.8 42.9 
Automobile furnished 15.0 11.8 8.5 12.0 24.5 8.6 19.7 27.8 16.7 20.3 7.1 

No benefits 5.5 1.6 0.7 2.0 5.7 11.3 6.9 3.3 21.7 7.1 

Other 2.7 2.2 1.4 6.0 .... 2.9 3.3 2.8 6.7 4.3 .... 

No response 0.8 0.3 0.7 1.4 1.4 .... .... 4.8 

Years in Present Job 
1 to 2 19.9 19.4 15.6 22.0 34.0 14.3 20.7 22.2 26.7 18.8 16.7 
3 to 4 18.0 16.6 14.9 22.0 17.0 15.7 20.2 19.4 20.0 21.7 19.0 
5 to 9 24.5 20.4 21.3 14.0 15.1 27.1 30.5 26.4 30.0 31.9 35.7 
10 to 14 15.4 18.8 19.1 24.0 7.5 22.9 10.3 11.1 6.7 10.1 11.9 
15 to 24 13.3 13.7 14.2 14.0 9.4 15.7 12.7 13.9 10.0 11.6 14.3 
25 or more 7.8 9.9 14.2 2.0 15.1 2.9 4.7 5.6 3.3 5.8 2.4 
No response 1.1 1.3 0.7 2.0 1.9 1.4 0.9 1.4 3.3 .... .... 

Median = 6.0 7.0 9.0 5.0 4.0 8.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 

Years in Broadcast Industry 
Less than 5 6.1 5.7 3.5 8.0 11.3 4.3 6.6 4.2 10.0 5.8 9.5 
5to9 14.8 14.3 12.1 12.0 17.0 18.6 15.5 11.1 20.0 14.5 21.4 
10 to 14 17.3 17.5 14.9 18.0 15.1 24.3 16.9 12.5 10.0 21.7 21.4 
15 to 24 34.7 32.5 34.0 48.0 22.6 25.7 38.0 48.6 40.0 33.3 26.2 
25 or more 26.2 28.7 34.8 12.0 32.1 25.7 22.5 23.6 16.7 24.6 21.4 
No response 0.9 1.3 0.7 2.0 1.9 1.4 0.5 .... 3.3 .... .... 

Median = 17.0 18.0 20.0 16.0 16.0 17.0 17.0 19.0 17.0 17.0 13.0 

Do Part -Time or 
Free -Lance Work 
Yes 45.0 34.4 31.2 26.0 30.2 50.0 60.6 59.7 66.7 65.2 50.0 
No 53.9 64.0 68.1 72.0 66.0 48.6 39.0 40.3 30.0 34.8 50.0 
No response 1.1 1.6 0.7 2.0 3.8 1.4 0.5 .... 3.3 .... .... 

Education 
High school 19.0 22.6 20.6 14.0 39.6 20.0 13.6 15.3 13.3 15.9 7.1 

Some college 42.5 42.0 43.3 48.0 39.6 37.1 43.2 41.7 60.0 42.0 35.7 
College grad (bachelor's degree) 27.7 27.4 29.1 26.0 17.0 32.9 28.2 31.9 10.0 23.2 42.9 
College grad (master's, Ph.D.) 3.4 3.2 4.3 .... .... 5.7 3.8 5.6 3.3 1.4 4.8 
Technical school 39.8 42.7 46.1 38.0 45.3 37.1 35.7 31.9 46.7 37.7 31.0 
Other 0.4 0.6 .... 2.0 1.9 .... .... 
No response 0.9 1.3 0.7 2.0 1.9 1.4 0.5 .... 3.3 .... ... . 

Age, Years 
Under 25 2.5 2.2 2.1 4.0 1,9 1.4 2.8 2.8 2.9 4.8 
25 to 34 23.1 22.6 18.4 26.0 32.1 21.4 23.9 25.0 36.7 14.5 28.6 
35 to 44 37.8 35.0 36.9 46.0 22.6 32.9 41.8 43.1 33.3 44.9 40.5 
45 to 54 22.2 24.8 27.7 16.0 18.9 30.0 18.3 19.4 13.3 18.8 19.0 
55 to 64 10.2 12.7 12.8 6.0 20.8 11.4 6.6 5.6 10.0 7.2 4.8 

65 or over 3 2 1.3 1.4 .. 1.9 1.4 6.1 4.2 3.3 11.6 2.4 
No response 0.9 1.3 0.7 2.0 1.9 1.4 0.5 3.3 .... ... 

Median = 41.3 42 0 42.9 38.9 41.7 42.8 40.5 40.2 38.0 42.1 39.1 

'Engineering staff' technical manager, chief engineer, engineer 
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Recognized For 
Outstanding Achievement 

In Engineering Development 

. COMARK COMARK COMMUNICATIONS, INC. 1990 

A 1 Thomson - CSF Company 

Rt. 309 and Advance Lane, Colmar, PA 18915 
Tel. (215) 822-0777 Fax (215) 822-9129 Telex 846075 
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THE 
LEADER 
IS AT IT 
AGA ! 
WE'VE ALREADY BUILT 

AND INSTALLED AN 

OPERATIONAL HDTV 
SYSTEM! 

Just ask KBLR-TV39 in Las 
Vegas, Nevada. JAMPRO pro- 
vided their antenna which per- 
mits the transmission of an 
HDTV signal. 

State -of -the art technology 
and JAMPRO continue to grow 
together ... we were on the lead- 
ing edge when we developed the 
first circular polarized television 
antenna ... and that tradition 
continues today. 

OUR SYSTEM 
PROVIDES 

Pattern stability 
Non -scanning 
characteristics 
A band width wide 
enough to provide the 
superior broadcasting of 
a high definition signal. 

FOR DETAILS 
(916) 383-1177 Telex: 377321 

FAX (916) 383-1182 

/ A /A/12A vPS rr 
ANTENNAS, INC. 

6939 Power Inn Road 
Sacramento, CA 95828 

Consider your salary 
Just comparing your salary against the 

median is not sufficient. You need to also 
consider where your salary falls within the 
six ranges of salaries. 

Figure 3 shows the percentage of man- 
agement salaries reported in each of the 
categories. Similar results are shown for 
engineering salaries in Figure 4 and op- 
erator salaries in Figure 5. 

There was an increase in the percen- 
tages of management salaries in the top 
and bottom end of the scale. Last year, ap- 
proximately 14% of the management 
respondents said they earned between 
$15,000 and $25,000. That figure fell to 7% 
this year. However, the number of 
managers making less than $15,000 in- 
creased. That was primarily based on low 
salaries paid to radio managers. 

Fewer managers (a drop of 8%) report- 
ed salaries in the $25,000 to $35,000 cat- 
egory. There was an increase in each of 
the higher- paid categories of the manage- 
ment salaries. The largest change was in 
the greater than $75,000 category. Last 
year, 16% of the respondents indicated 
their salary was in this category. This year, 
that category increased to 21%. 

Last year, 75% of the engineering sala- 
ries fell in the three brackets between 
$15,000 and $50,000. This year, those 
three brackets accounted for 73% of the 
respondents' salaries. The difference was 
in the higher bracket salaries. Five percent 

more (18%) of the respondents said their 
salaries were in the $50,000 to $75,000 
category. For the first time, more than 2% 
of the respondents said their salaries were 
above $75,000. 

Older engineers 
Another interesting fact was evident 

from the survey results. Broadcast en- 
gineers are getting older. The median age 
for engineers last year was 39.9. This year, 
that number jumped to 41.3. Paralleling 
that fact is that the median number of 
years in the industry for engineers is in- 
creasing. The median number of years 
working in the broadcast industry for en- 
gineers has increased at the rate of 0.5 
years per year since 1987. If younger en- 
gineers were replacing those who retire, 
that number would not consistently climb. 
Look around. How many young (less than 
30 years old) engineers are working in 
your station? 

Conversely, we see a drop in the medi- 
an age of management and operators. 
Paralleling this change is a decrease in the 
number of years in the industry and num- 
ber of years in their present job. This may 
mean that younger people are entering 
these two job areas, but are not entering 
the technical field. 

SBE certification gains 
SBE certification continues its growth as 

Continued on page 42 

1% 
NOT GIVEN 

$15,000-25,000 

Figure 3. Percentage of management respondents listing a salary within the categories shown. 
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SEE WHAT 
A LITTLE FIBER 

CAN DO FOR 

YOUR SYST 

No doubt about it. Adding fiber to your system can put you in great shape. Especially if you need 
to fit more signals in cable trays or conduits. Run cable up to 5km. Eliminate EMI interference and 
ground loops. And ensure signal security. 

And especially at $900 per link. Because now there's the DYNAIR Series 400 and Series 1200 
video distribution system. With the industry's best differential phase/gain and signal-to-noise. 

Consider our Series 400, stand-alone fiber links that fit anywhere, go anywhere: Building -to - 
building, on -location, in the studio. With our fully compatible Series 1200, running both fiber and 
coax is a snap. Run fiber in/coax out. Or coax in/fiber out. Or fiber to fiber. And coax to coax. All in 
one modular package. 

You can upgrade to serial D2 and wideband, too. Without changing frames or power supplies. 
Of course, all this is just to whet your appetite. For the full DYNAIR fiber story, call or fax us today. 

DYNAI R 
Call 800-854-2831. Or fax 619-264-4181. 
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D-2 has expanded the li 
Now it can co 

e 

Ei 

- -7=t?<-W^- .,, -,,OC d <- 

lt was only a matter of time. Now Sony D-2 

composite digital video offers broadcasters some- 

thing they've been waiting foc Time compression. 

It's an option now available on the DVR-18, Sony's 

three hour D-2 VTR. 

The DVR-18's time 

With the DVR-18's 
optional time 

compression, you 
can squeeze more 

out of the time 
you've got. 

compression and expansion feature is remarkably 

advanced. A single plug-in mcdule provides full 

audio data recovery as well as precise digital pitch 

correction for two stereo pair3 of audio signals at 

the same time. For example, your main audio 

channels and your SAP All without the need for 

any external equipment. 

Plus, the DVR-18 gives you Sony's advanced 

picture processing for the highest quality video 

playback. And since it's digital, you'll get a time 

The DI R-18 gr s yo -4 t.ic 

compressed program without losing a generation. 

Of course, the DVR-18's time compression 

The DVR-18s pitch correction 
makes it easy to keep 

your audio in tune, 
without the need 
for external 

equipment.. 

and expansion isn't the only reason why broad- 
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mits of video and audio. 
mpress them. 

9ption of u ie com h. i lion. 

casters shoe d :onsider D-2. The D' R-13 ofTs 

recogr i zabl9 cloy pi: ures at shittle. seecf= ip 

tc 'CO}; play weed. It can also acccmrrodate all 

three D-2 cassette sizes. So it can çwe you p full 

three heur capacity. And it can pr= -3 -ripe tme stock 

at three t mes formal speed for insert editi -ç 

4 

The DVR-18 also has an optional serial 

digital interface. Which means simple, convenient 

connection to other digital equipment. 

When you compare the size of a Sony DVR-18 

to a regular 1 -inch video tape recorder, you'll find 

the DVR-18 to be about three times smaller. That's 

a pretty big advantage to a TV station, where 

space is always at a premium. 

To find out more information about the 

The DVR-18 lets you compress 
four audio signals at the same time. 

DVR-18, call 1 -800 -635 -SONY. 

Because if you haven't thought about 

what Sony D-2 technology can do for your station, 

maybe now is the time. 

SONY 
BROADCAST PRODUCTS 
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Continued from page 38 
the industry evaluation standard. There 
has been a 7% increase in the median 
number of radio and TV engineers hold- 
ing SBE certification in only one year. The 
number of TV engineers with SBE certifi- 
cation grew by 3%. The most dramatic in- 
crease was seen in the top 100 TV mar- 
kets with almost 21% of the TV engineers 
claiming SBE certification. 

The radio situation remains relatively 
unchanged with one exception. Over all 
markets, 24% of the respondents claimed 
SBE certification. That's the same number 
as last year. However, in the below top 100 
markets, the number of engineers with 
SBE certification fell from 23% to 16%. 

At first I thought that the difference 
might be accounted for by new, younger 
engineers entering the field. Being new, 
they might not have had time to obtain 
their SBE certification. That assumption 
proved to be incorrect. 

A look at the median age by market size 
shows that the oldest engineers work at 
the smallest stations. The median age for 
radio engineers in the below top 100 mar- 
kets is 42.1 years. That number jumps to 
42.9 years in the same -sized TV market. 
The youngest engineers in radio and tel- 
evision are in the top 100 markets. 

2% 

>$75,000 

Figure 4. Percentage of engineering respondents listing a salary within the categories shown. 

Critical Applications 
Demand Specialized 

Uninterrupted Power 

BEHLMAN '4 S54WF6 

That's why Behlman created the H -Series Uninterruptible Power Supply. 
The H -Series is designed to handle critical loads which are more 
demanding than everyday computer room requirements. This unique 
product safeguards your entire system, not just the computer, eliminating 
catastrophic power losses and line disturbances. No other rack -mount UPS 

combines so many features. You get the smallest -lightest package available, 
high reliability and the technical characteristics necessary for today's critical 
applications and tomorrow's unknown requirements. 

Critical Industrial 

Testing Continuity 
Communications 

Mobile 

Broadcast 

Robotics 

When you need AC Power, think Behlman. 
Call or write today for more information. 

BEHLMAN 
An Astrosystems Company 

Process Control 

Remote Sites 

Automation 

Call (800) 456-2006 

2021 Sperry Avenue, #18 
Ventura, California 93003 

Phone (805) 642-0660 
FAX (805) 642-0790 
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Video Distribution 
+/- 0.75 dB @ 60 MHz! 

Model 220 
1 input, 6 output 

high performance spec. 

+/-3dBgain 

Model 222 
Switchable Clamper 

Eq. to_1000' 8281 cable 

Slew rate > 250 V/µsec. 

Moderately Priced. Ideal for 
HDTV, RGB and all general uses 

di -tech 48 Jefryn Boulevard, Deer Park, NY 11729 
Tel: (516) 667-6300 Fax: (516) 595-1012 
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.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 7.5 MHz 

Flat at7MHz, the 
7.5 MHZ Series shows 
ultra stable signal 
response at a full 7.5 
MHz with little or 
no degradation. 

The 7.5 MHZ Series 
faithfully produces 
a 2T K factor of 
less than 0.25%. 

These photos show actual waveform outputs 
produced by an oft -the -shelf 7.5 MHZ unit. 

JT SEL EEZE AUTO FRZ Y/C FIL 

1/IP-__ ;.0E0 LEVEL P A ISE E TER PIA SIC 

Y/C DELAY 

S GEN LK 

The best just got better! 
Announcing the 7.5 MHZ Series 

of Time Base Correctors and 
Synchronizers. 

Now, Prime Image brings you 
the 7.5 MHZ Series, the latest 
in sophisticated time base 
correctors and synchronizers 
for superior bandwidth signal 
handling: 7.5 MHz with 
impulse response of 0.25%. 

The 7.5 MHZ Series also 
provides variable noise 
reduction up to 20 dB, passes 
VITS and VIRS, and transcodes 
between Y/C, Y/688, Y/R-Y/B-Y, 
and composite-all outputs 
available with any input type. 
Time base correction for 1/2" 
and 3/4" VCRs in Betacam, 
Betacam SP, MII, U-Matic, 
U-Matic SP, Hi -8, S -VHS, and 
ED Beta formats. 

Ideal for down -link cable and 
wide bandwidth broadcast 
applications, 7.5 MHZ products 
feature the same reliability 
and high operating standards 
as all Prime Image TBCs and 
Synchronizers. 

Find out more about this 
dynamic new line of TBCs and 
Synchronizers. Write or call 
Prime Image today. 

Prime Image, inc. 19943 Via Escuela, Saratoga, California 95070 

(408) 867-6519, Fax: (408) 926-7294, Service: (408) 926-5177, 

East Coast: (301) 544-1754, Central: (217) 787-5742. 
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TABLE 3. - OPERATIONS STAFF PROFILE* 

ALL 
MARKETS TELEVISION RADIO 

Operations Total 
% 

Total 
TV 
% 

Top 50 
% 

Top 100 
% 

Below 
Top 100 

% 

Non- 
Comm. 

% 

Total 
Radio 

% 
Top 50 

% 
Top 100 

% 

Below 
Top 100 

% 

Non - 
Comm. 

% 
Salary Level 

Less than $15,000 10.1 3.6 2.6 5.1 .... 6.3 22.8 .... 16.7 45.5 18.5 
$15,000 to $24,999 30.4 27.7 14.5 17.9 50.0 41.7 35.6 50.0 33.3 36.4 33.8 
$25,000 to $34,999 28.0 28.7 25.0 38.5 31.3 25.0 26.7 25.0 33.3 18.2 29.2 
$35,000 to $49,999 19.9 23.6 25.0 28.2 15.6 22.9 12.9 12.5 16.7 ... 16.9 
$50,000 to $74,999 9.8 13.8 27.6 7.7 3.1 4.2 2.0 12.5 .... .... 1.5 
$75,000 or more 1.7 2.6 5.3 2.6 .... .... .... .... .... ... . 

No response .... 
Median = $28,373 $37,429 $39,737 $31,667 $25,000 $25,833 $22,750 $25,000 $25,000 $16,667 $24,091 

Received Salary Increase 
During Past Year 77.0 81.0 84.2 82.1 71.9 81.3 69.3 50.0 83.3 54.5 75.4 
Percentage of increase 
Less than 3% 5.7 6.7 5.3 .... 15.6 8.3 4.0 .... .... 4.5 4.6 
3% to 4% 21.3 23.6 26.3 25.6 18.8 20.8 16.8 .... .... 22.7 18.5 
5% to 9% 39.5 41.5 44.7 43.6 31.3 41.7 35.6 25.0 66.7 22.7 38.5 
10% to 14% 3.4 3.1 3.9 5.1 ... 2.1 4.0 .... .... 4.5 4.6 
15% or more 6.1 4.6 2.6 5.1 3.1 8.3 8.9 25.0 16.7 .... 9.2 
No response 1.0 1.5 1.3 2.6 3.1 .... .... .... .... .... ... 

Median = 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 6.0 12.0 6.0 5.0 6.0 
Fringe Benefits Received 
(Adds to more than 100% 
due to multiple answers) 

Medical insurance (paid) 79.7 81.0 78.9 82.1 75.0 87.5 77.2 87.5 83.3 59.1 81.5 
Dental insurance (paid) 51.7 56.9 56.6 51.3 56.3 62.5 41.6 62.5 33.3 13.6 49.2 
Life insurance (paid) 62.5 67.7 68.4 66.7 59.4 72.9 52.5 62.5 33.3 45.5 55.4 
Sick leave 88.9 93.8 90.8 97.4 100.0 91.7 79.2 100.0 100.0 54.5 83.1 
Vacation 94.3 97.9 96.1 100.0 100.0 97.9 87.1 100.0 100.0 81.8 86.2 
Stock purchase plan 12.8 17.4 27.6 20.5 9.4 4.2 4.0 37.5 .... .... 1.5 
Profit sharing plan 14.9 20.0 25.0 28.2 25.0 2.1 5.0 16.7 9.1 3.1 
Savings plan 22.6 28.7 47.4 30.8 12.5 8.3 10.9 37.5 4.5 10.8 
Pension plan 47.0 50.3 55.3 41.0 46.9 52.1 40.6 12.5 16.7 9.1 56.9 
Bonus 15.9 18.5 25.0 25.6 15.6 4.2 10.9 25.0 33.3 18.2 4.6 
Trade show/convention/ 

seminar expenses paid 33.4 31.8 31.6 30.8 28.1 35.4 36.6 25.0 50.0 13.6 44.6 
Tuition refund plan 27.0 29.2 39.5 20.5 15.6 29.2 22.8 25.0 .... .... 32.3 
Automobile furnished 4.4 6.2 5.3 7.7 15.6 .... 1.0 1.5 
No benefits 3.0 1.0 2.6 .... .... .... 6.9 .... .... 13.6 6.2 
Other 2.4 2.1 1.3 .... 6.3 2.1 3.0 .... .... 4.5 3.1 
No response 0.3 .... .... .... .... .... 1.0 1.5 

Years in Present Job 
1 to 2 29.7 27.2 27.6 41.0 12.5 25.0 34.7 50.0 33.3 40.9 30.8 
3 to 4 20.3 21.0 23.7 12.8 25.0 20.8 18.8 12.5 50.0 9.1 20.0 
5 to 9 29.7 32.8 26.3 43.6 37.5 31.3 23.8 25.0 16.7 22.7 24.6 
10 to 14 11.8 10.3 13.2 2.6 9.4 12.5 14.9 .... .... 13.6 18.5 
15 to 24 5.4 7.2 6.6 .... 12.5 10.4 2.0 .... .... 4.5 1.5 
25 or more 1.4 .... .... .... .... .... 4.0 .... ... 9.1 3.1 
No response 1.7 1.5 2.6 .... 3 .1 .... 2.0 12..5 .... .... 1.5 

Median = 4.0 5.0 4.0 4.0 6.0 5.0 4.0 2.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 
Years In Broadcast Industry 

Less than 5 7.8 6.7 5.3 5.1 6.3 10.4 9.9 9.1 12.3 
5 to 9 19.9 18.5 15.8 20.5 15.6 22.9 22.8 25.0 16.7 13.6 26.2 
10 to 14 24.3 24.6 17.1 35.9 34.4 20.8 23.8 33.3 22.7 26.2 
15 to 24 34.5 37.9 46.1 30.8 34.4 33.3 27.7 3. 7.5 50.0 31.8 23.1 
25 or more 11.8 10.8 13.2 7.7 6.3 12.5 13.9 25.0 .... 22.7 10.8 
No response 1.7 1.5 2.6 .... 3.1 .... 2.0 12.5 .... .... 1.5 

Median = 14.0 14.0 16.0 14.0 14.0 14.0 13.0 20.0 15.0 15.0 12.0 
Do Part -Time or 

Free -Lance Work 
Yes 44.6 46.2 47.4 33.3 40.6 58.3 41.6 62.5 33.3 31.8 43.1 
No 53.7 52.3 50.0 66.7 56.3 41.7 56.4 25.0 66.7 68.2 55.4 
No response 1.7 1.5 2.6 .... 3.1 .... 2.0 12.5 .... .... 1.5 

Education 
High school 11.5 10.8 7.9 12.8 21.9 6.3 12.9 37.5 33.3 27.3 3.1 
Some college 26.7 28.7 25.0 25.6 43.8 27.1 22.8 12.5 16.7 27.3 23.1 
College grad (bachelor's degree) 50.0 52.3 59.2 51.3 34.4 54.2 45.5 37.5 33.3 40.9 49.2 
College grad (master's, Ph.D.) 11.8 9.2 6.6 12.8 .... 16.7 16.8 .... 16.7 9.1 21.5 
Technical school 12.5 11.8 13.2 10.3 9. .4 12.5 13.9 12..5 .... 27.3 10.8 
Other .... 
No response 2.4 2.6 2.6. 2.6 6.3 .... 2.0 12.5 .... .... 1.5 

Age, Years 
Under 25 7.4 4.6 3.9 2.6 3.1 8.3 12.9 12.5 18.2 12.3 
25 to 34 32.8 33.8 30.3 41.0 37.5 31.3 30.7 12.5 66.7 31.8 29.2 
35 to 44 42.2 43.6 48.7 43.6 46.9 33.3 39.6 50.0 33.3 31.8 41.5 
45 to 54 11.1 12.3 11.8 10.3 .... 22.9 8.9 12.5 .... 18.2 6.2 
55 to 64 3.7 3.1 2.6 .... 6 .3 4.2 5.0 .... 7.7 
65 or over 0.3 .... .... .... .... .... 1.0 .... .... .... 1.5 
No response 2.4 2.6 2.6 2.6 6.3 .... 2.0 12.5 .. .... 1.5 

Median = 37.0 37.4 38.0 36.2 36.3 38.1 36.3 37.5 32.5 34.9 36.9 

*Operations staff: operations manager, station manager, production/program manager. 
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See what you sound like. 
The VM 700A just added audio! 

Now you can get combined video and audio performance 
reports with one powerful monitoring and measurement 

package - the industry -leading Tek VM 700A in NTSC, 

PAL and Dual Standard PAL/NTSC versions. 

Just specify Option 40 with your instrument, and it's all 

at your fingertips. Audio measurements like distortion, 

phase and crosstalk in automatic as well as manual modes. 

Unique real-time spectral display of audio frequencies. 

Stereo audio monitoring. Plus the VM 700A's full set of 
video measurements. 

What's more, with our new ASG 100 Audio Signal 

Generator, you can insert test tone sequences in the audio 

line to perform automated measurements with the VM 700A 

Option 40. In 30 seconds or less you can characterize 

the audio performance of studios, STLs, transmitters 

and satellite uplinks completely. 

But don't just read about 

it. Call your Tek rep- 

resentative to arrange a 

demonstration. And sec 

what v ou sour: like! 

TEctronbc 
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This may indicate that the smaller ra- 
dio and TV stations are relying on part- 
time, retired or consulting engineers. It's 
possible that a part-time engineer or 
professional consultant would have less 
use or desire to obtain SBE certification. 

There is one other factor that indicates 
the benefits of SBE certification - salary. 
The data shows that the highest percent- 
age of respondents with SBE certification 
had salaries in the $35,000 to $49,999 
range (33%). Conversely, the highest per- 
centage of respondents without SBE cer- 
tification had salaries in the $25,000 to 
$34,999 range (27%). As in years past, SBE 
certification pays. 

The future 
It doesn't take a rocket scientist to recog- 

nize that broadcast engineering has 
changed dramatically in the past 15 years. 
Those left in the industry should realize 
that things are not going to return to the 
old days of large technical staffs in radio 
and TV stations. If you're one of the few 
who believes that's going to happen, I feel 
sorry for you. 

I was recently invited to speak before 
the Mexican version of SBE - AMITRA. 
While in their country, I learned a lot 
about the Mexican broadcast industry. In 

2% 

>$75,000 

Figure S. Percentage of operations respondents listing a salary within the categories shown. 

More Power To You. 
MAXIMUM VELOCITY AND MINIMUM ATTENUATION 

That's what MYAT rigid line and RF components deliver. We manufacture them using highest quality 
pure copper or aluminum, and thoroughly test each one before shipping. Princeton University' 
Plasma Physics Laboratory evaluated MYAT performance, and chose our components 
for their research reactor. 

RELIABILITY AND LONGEVITY 

They're important to you-and to us. So we use non -galling silver plated beryllium 
copper contact springs, brass elbow reinforcements and pure virgin Teflon inner 
supports. Every MYAT rigid line section and component is warranted for a full 
year. That's why you'll find the bright blue MYAT logo in transmitters and sys- 
tems by Harris, Acrodyne, QEI, Micro Communications and Broadcast Elec- 
tronics. And at thousands of broadcast stations worldwide. 

SERVICE ANI) SI PPORT 

Need a replacement fast? Check our catalog-virtually every item listed is ready 
for immediate shipment. Not sure what you need? Ask a MYAT engineer for tech- 
nical assistance. Unusual requirements? Our computerized design and testing facili- 
ties turn them into "routine" projects. We did it with high -power 93n6" 50 Ohm line 
for KGON-FM's multi -station tower, and we can do it for you. 

Whether you're planning a new tower, upgrading an older installation, or coping with an 
emergency, MYAT power is as close as your phone. Put it to work in your RF transmission 
system. Contact your RF distributor, or phone us at (201) 767-5380. 

g321 MYAT, INC. 
Manufacturers of RF transmission equipment since 1951. 

40 Years of Experience, 40 Years of Excellence. 
380 Chestnut Street P.O. Box 425 Norwood, NJ 07648 Tel (201) 767-5380 Fax (201) 767-4147 
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The PROM-SLIDETM 

q;. rs.--m u 
!; 

_ _. _ _ _ 
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the card to play 
Whether you're frustrated with maintaining your old master control 
slide chain, or tying up expensive equipment for those same few 
stills, the Leitch PROM-SLIDETM is what you've been waiting for. 

This single compact card will 
ensure that your station ID, 
logo, standby message, or 
custom test signal is always 
available, with full color frame 
resolution, at the input of your 
switcher. 

Play your cards right and call us today to find out more about 
the PROM-SLIDETM 

LEITCH 
Leitch Video of America Inc., 825K Greenbrier Circle, Chesapeake VA 23320 - Tel: (804) 424-7920 or (800) 231-9673 Fax: (804) 424-0639 
Leitch Video International Inc., 10 Dyas Rd., Don Mills, Ont., Canada M3B 1V5 - Tel: (800) 387-0233 Fax: (416) 445-0595 Telex: 06 986 241 
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TABLE 4. - MEDIAN SALARY SUMMARY FOR 1989 and 1990, TV 
1989 SURVEY 1990 SURVEY 

Category 
All 

Markets Top 50 Top 100 
Below 

Top 100 
Non- 

Commercial 
All 

Markets Top 50 Top 100 
Below 

Top 100 
Non - 

Commercial 

Management $63,125 $75,000 $62,500 $72,500 $55,550 $66.964 $89,286 $66,667 $66,667 $48,125 

Engineering $34,500 $45,800 $31,300 $24,250 $32,100 $35,556 $47,000 $30,652 $27,222 $31,154 

Operations $33,850 $45,950 $35,000 $24,150 $30,500 $37,429 $39,737 $31,667 $25,000 $25,833 

TABLE 5. - MEDIAN SALARY SUMMARY FOR 1989 and 1990, RADIO 
1989 SURVEY 1990 SURVEY 

Category 
All 

Markets Top 50 Top 100 
Below 

Top 100 
Non- 

Commercial 
All 

Markets Top 50 Top 100 
Below 

Top 100 
Non - 

Commercial 

Management $34,200 $82,500 $25,000 $35,000 $33,650 $35,000 $60,000 $30,000 $32,692 $35,882 

Engineering $29,000 $39,650 $29,000 $21,750 $27,000 $28,871 $40,625 $28,636 $22,153 $26,333 

Operations $23,600 $30,550 $25,000 $21,750 $23,750 $22,750 $25,000 $25,000 $16,667 $24,091 

TABLE 6. - MEDIAN SALARIES ACROSS ALL MARKETS 
TELEVISIO ; - RADIO 

Category 1987 1988 1989 1990 1987 1988 1989 1990 

Management $61,250 $61,500 $63,125 $66,964 31,900 $33,000 $34,200 $35,000 

Engineering $34,300 $34,700 $34,500 $35,556 $25,800 $26,600 $29,000 $28,871 

Operations $30,900 $28,900 $33,850 $37,429 $20,950 $21,300 $23,600 $22,750 

TABLE 7. - MEDIAN VALUE PROFILE OF BROADCASTERS 
(Radio and TV Combined) 

MANAGEMeif ALENGINEERING 

1990 

OPERATIONS 

Category 1988 1989 1990 1988 1989 1988 1989 1990 

Salary Level $42,500 $42,100 $45,500 $31,000 $31,900 $32,821 $24,200 $28,100 $28,373 

Received Salary Increase 56.2% 56.2% 51.2% 74.6% 67.8% 73.2% 69.8% 75.7% 77% 

Amount of Increase 7.6% 7.4% 6% 5.9% 5.8% 5% 6.7% 5.7% 5% 

Years in Present Job 6.7 7.0 7.0 6.4 7.5 6.0 4.5 4.2 4.0 

Years in Broadcasting 21.2 26.0 23.0 163 16.9 17.0 13.8 15.4 14.0 

Does Free -Lance Work 28.1% 32.1% 33% 47.9% 47.3% 45% 50.4% 56.2% 44.6% 

College Graduate 63.8% 64.8% 60.5% 30.5% 32.9% 30.7% 59% 60.6% 60.5% 

Age, Years 44.8 53.6 47.1 39.1 39.9 41.3 34.7 37.4 37.0 

many ways, I believe they are 10 years 
ahead of us. 

In the United States, we have a median 
of two engineers per radio station. That's 
down 26% in only four years. Although 
we complain vehemently (justifiably so) 
about the loss of jobs, we need only look 
to our Southern brothers to see how effi- 
cient a station can really be. 

In Mexico, there are three radio stations 
per engineer. No one is suggesting that our 
industry could, or should, operate with 

such small staffs. Even so, the difference 
does suggest that technology and the 
drive for profits will continue to create 
pressure for engineers to be more efficient. 
This may mean smaller staffs. On the oth- 
er hand, this pressure also creates new op- 
portunities for those who are knowledge- 
able and want to work. 

As technology becomes more complex, 
the ability for non -technical people to un- 
derstand it becomes even more difficult. 
Station managers will increasingly rely on 

the technical people they trust to make 
technical decisions for their stations. The 
high cost of new technology prohibits 
making purchasing mistakes. Stations can't 
afford to purchase the wrong equipment. 
That's where the successful engineers of 
the '90s come in. 

The survey form always asks for com- 
ments on trends and issues in the broad- 
cast industry. Although there are plenty 
of nay -sayers and complainers, this year's 

Continued on page 99 
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 A TRUE 

0 E 
Garden Grove, CA-It's among the rich- 

est real estate markets in the world. From 
its modest bungalows to its sprawling 
mansions, Southern California stands 
alone. The buying and selling is frenzied. 
And so is the competition among realtors. 
To make a difference in that crowded mar- 
ket, you must make a big impression. 

For one of the most successful area 
realtors, Sony video is helping to provide 
that competitive edge. To showcase more 
homes more effectively, some two dozen 
Century 21 offices in the Los Angeles area 
(including four of the top ten Century 21 

offices in the USA) now promote their 
properties on a cable TV program called 
Showcase of Homes. 

"Think of how much time and effort go 
into one agent's showing one potential 
buyer a single property," explains David 
Loveless, general manager of Brighton 
Communications, the company that pro- 
duces Showcase of Homes for Century 21. 
"With every nightly broadcast of Show- 
case of Homes," he says, "we help our 
Century 21 clients spotlight properties to 
hundreds of thousands of potential buy- 
ers." Showcase of Homes appears five 
nights a week on cable systems from Los 
Angeles to San Diego. 

"We get new listings every day from 
Century 21," Loveless explains, "and we 
go out with our Sony equipment to shoot 
the houses, inside and out." Each video 
provides a full tour of the house and its 
setting. What's more, Brighton's team also 
shoots video profiles of neighborhoods 
throughout the area. "Southern California 
is so big and so varied," Loveless says, 
"video is the only way to give potential 
buyers an in-depth look at neighborhoods 
they might never even consider otherwise." 
In short, video helps Century 21 overcome 
distance, conquer time, expand market 
potential, and make every agent's in - 
person sales calls much more meaningful. 

Brighton uses Sony equipment from 

SHOPPING 
NETWORK 

start to finish because it responds to the 
production company's various needs 
extremely well. They shoot on Sony Pro- 
fessional Video's top -of -the -line DXC-M7 
cameras. Whether recording sun filled 
back yards or dimly lit studies and dens, 
the cameras adjust to the many different 
lighting situations found in the homes. 
Thanks to the excellent pictures generated 
by the cameras, the homes look their best, 
making the realtors' jobs easier. The cam- 
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Developing an 

engineering 

budget 
Building a technical budget is a valuable process for 
engineers. 

By Ronald F. Balonis 

Broadcast engineers and business 
managers generally have little in common. 
The engineer is concerned with achiev- 
ing technical or operational goals, the 
manager is interested in the costs of 
achieving them. In today's broadcast 
world, however, they cannot disagree on 
the importance of the bottom line, be- 
cause it supports the structure of any 
broadcasting entity. Today, broadcasting 
is a big business, incorporating more than 
10,000 radio stations. It's a competitive 
world, in which each station fights for 
listeners, and battles other media for sup- 
porting revenue. 

From a business standpoint, it takes 
more than the best sound, the glitziest 
equipment or the most aggressive sales 
force to achieve a profit and maintain the 
bottom line. In any competitive business, 
it takes planning, coordination and con- 
trol over resources and operations. It re- 
quires a budget, a budget -building proc- 
ess, and a shared bottom -line mentality. 

A budget is a deceptively simple list of 
numbers that result from the budgeting 
process. That process is an effective busi- 
ness tool, because it forces thinking in 
terms of functions, and sharpens decision - 
making. It helps locate problems, coor- 
dinate activities and facilitate objective, 
goal -oriented planning and evaluation of 
the operation. 
Balonis is chief engineer at WILK-AM, Wilkes-Barre, PA. 

Although operating within a budget 
may seem like a handicap because of the 
control and accountability it represents, 
for the engineer it can become a useful 
tool for improving maintenance and the 
overall technical operation. Broadcast en- 
gineers are planners, builders and prob- 
lem solvers. But their electronic and me- 
chanical skills exists within the less - 
understood business environment. For the 
engineer, budgets and the budgeting proc- 
ess provide a way to tie the technical and 
business worlds together to achieve both 
the technical goals and a solid bottom line. 

The budgeting process requires the defi- 
nition of plans, projects, problems and 
needs in dollar amounts instead of just op- 
erational or technical ones. This requires 
today's facts and figures to make realistic 
projections of costs and expenses for 
tomorrow. 

Budgeting is more than a cost -projection 

process; it is also a planning, scheduling, 
organizing and future forecasting process. 
It requires an objective and reflective look 
at how a station operates, and at how and 
why things are done. It provides a means 
of cost/benefit analysis for the technical 
side of a radio station. It also furnishes a 
method of charting a technical course or 
master plan for the facility, rather than just 
responding to one technical crisis after 
another. 

The budgeting process provides an ob- 
jective method of self -evaluation for a sta- 
tion's technical operation, systems and 
equipment. Its documentation lets you 
know when something needs to be 
replaced because it's either worn-out, too 
costly to maintain, out-moded, or too in- 
efficient. The budgeting process can also 
document the reasons, need, and time for 
capital expenditure for a technical im- 
provement - a new console, audio - 
processing hardware, antenna or transmit- 
ter. It is an effective way to keep the tech- 
nical facilities in sync with a station's mar- 
keting and programming goals, and with 
radio's ever-changing technology. 

An engineering budget plan 
This engineering budget plan represents 

one generic example of many possible ap- 
proaches to the budgeting process. The 
engineering benefit is in the analytical 
process. 
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BRIDGING 
TIDE GAP. 

BARCO intelligence-spanning the distance 
between independent products to create an 
intelligent system. 
The BARCO BVRS Routing Switcher extends the 
concept introduced by the Emmy Award -winning 
BARCO CVS monitor, the first broadcast monitor 
crafted with micro -processor control of every 
function. Designed to accept any composite or 
component source, the routing switcher reaches 
new horizons in flexibility, and can be easily 
expanded to meet future needs. Used in con- 
junction with the CVS monitor, the switcher 
provides an unambiguous on -screen source or 
"destination" ID, while the monitor functions 
as a menu -driven remote control panel for 
the routing switcher. 

BRRC® 
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BARCO, Inc. 
1000 Cobb Place Blvd. 
Kennesaw, Georgia 30144 
(404)590-7900 
Fax: (404)590-8042 

Northeast: (201)729-0710 
Southeast: (404)590-7900 
Midwest: (708)213-3114 
Western: (916)631-8113 
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it's invested in your future. 

New era 
It's been said already, but it's worth 

repeating: Times have changed and we're 
not going back to the "good old days." 
Tomorrow's successful engineer will have 
a different set of skills. The engineer must 
be technically competent, just as before, 
but new skills are required. 

The engineer will communicate effec- 
tively. Writing and speaking skills won't 
be foreign skills. Engineers will have to 
come out of the back room and into the 
front office. 

The professional image projected by 
tomorrow's successful engineer will be the 
key. For some, that may require a simple 
change of clothes or a reorganized office. 
Others will have a more difficult time mak- 
ing the transition. 

The concept of team playing will be im- 
portant. No longer the guru of the elec- 
tronic mountain, tomorrow's successful en- 
gineer will be the team leader. The 
engineer will lead the station through the 
maze of electronic technology, selecting 
only those devices that improve the sta- 
tion's performance, image and bottom 
line. 

Finally, the successful engineer will 
never leave school. Because technology 
is running in fast forward, so too must the 
people who install, maintain and manage 
it. Having to understand the operation of 
discrete transistors will become as obso- 
lete as the RCA tube manual. Continual 
professional growth will not be an option. 

These five levels combined represent 
the skills needed to be a successful en- 
gineer. Remember, these factors are not 
unique to broadcast engineering. If used 
effectively, they can make you a winner 
in whatever field you choose. 

SBE 
certification - 
key to success 

The SBE certification program is de- 
signed to raise the professional status of 
broadcast engineers by providing stan- 
dards of professional competence. The 
program is the only industry -recognized 
certification program that was designed 
by and for broadcast engineers. Follow- 
ing are the four basic levels of certifica- 
tion and their requirements: 

Broadcast Technologist: 
Pass a proficiency test. No experience 

required. 
Show proof of holding an FCC first- 

class license that has been renewed as 
a lifetime general -class license, and have 
two years continuous or three out of five 
years satisfactory service in broadcast 

Technical schools presently SBE 
certified: 
Department of Communications 
University of Wisconsin -Platteville 
Platteville, WI 53818 
Att. Dave Westerman 
608-342-1379 

Telecommunications Division 
Mercer County Community College 
1200 Old Trenton Road 
Trenton, NJ 08690 
Att. Walt Gradzke 
609-586-4800 

John Wood Community College 
150 S. 48th St. 
Quincy, IL 62301 
Att. Tim Morrel 
217-224-6500 

Queensborough Community College 
Bayside, NY 11364 
Att. J.R. Carver, Ph.D. 
718-631-6262 

Cayuga Community College 
Franklin Street 
Auburn, NY 13021 
Att. Donald Fama 
315-255-1743 

Milwaukee Area Technical College 
1015 N. 6th St. 
Milwaukee, WI 53203 
Att. Tom Otavi 
414-271-1036 

Rogers State College 
Will Rogers and College Hill 

Claremore, OK 74017-2099 
Att. Tom Needham 
918-341-7510 

Ohio University -Zanesville 
1425 Newark Road 
Zanesville, OH 43701 
Radio-TV Department 
Att. Tim Frye 
614-453-0762 

Mitchell Vocational Technical School 
821 North Capital 
Mitchell, SD 57301 
Att. Dan Muck 
605-995-3024 

Pasadena City College 
1570 E. Colorado Blvd. 
Pasadena, CA 91106 
Att. Keith Kintner 
818-578-7216 

Bates College 
1101 S. Yakima Ave. 
Tacoma, WA 98405 
Att. Michael Scott 

Virginia Western Community College 
P.O. Box 14007 
Roanoke, VA 24038 
Att. Wayne Michie, chairman 
Engineering/Industrial Technologies 
Division 
703-857-7275 

AFRTS Technical Training Program 
3420th Technical Training Group/ 
560th Signal Battalion 
Lowry AFB, CO 80230 
Att. Howard E. Egan 
303-370-2794 

Technical schools undergoing the 
SBE certification review process: 

Hocking Technical College 
Nelsonville, OH 45764 
614-753-3591 

Navarro College 
3200 W. Seventh Ave. 
Corsicana, TX 75110 
Att. Henry Wooten 
214-874-6501 

Yuba College 
2088 N. Beale Road 
Marysville, CA 95901 
Att. David Buchla 
916-741-6700 

Brown Institute 
2225 E. Lake St. 
Minneapolis, MN 55407-1900 
Att. Dick Kruse 
612-721-2481 

Napa Valley College 
Napa, CA 94558 
Att. Gary Vann 
707-253-3258 

Table I. Technical schools with SBE-certified programs, and schools with programs under re- 
tiew for certification. For the latest information about schools in your area, contact the SBE office. 

or broadcast -related industry. 

Broadcast Engineer: 
Five years experience in a broadcast 

or broadcast -related industry and pass 
a proficiency examination. 
Separate tests are given for the radio and 
TV levels. 

Senior Broadcast Engineer: 
Ten years experience in a broadcast 

or broadcast -related industry and pass 

a proficiency examination. Separate tests 
are given for the radio and TV levels. 

SBE Professional Broadcast Engineer: 
Twenty years experience in broadcast 

or broadcast -related industry, be recom- 
mended by a senior or SBE profession- 
al broadcast engineer, and have one ad- 
ditional reference from a certified senior 
or professional broadcast engineer and 
a reference from at least one person who 
has supervised his or her work. I:T:.))))) 
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UP HERE -TO BE A LEADER 
YOU HAVE TO PERFORM! 

Meeirer of the 
faeáe Frecuency 
Syreena Group 

And Cablewave's FM Broadcast Antennas 
ARE PROVEN First Rate Performers! 

Proven performance and reliability 
are two of the many reasons 
broadcasters from Ganada to 
Chile choose Cablewave Systems. 
Manufactured under stringent quality 
control, our most popular FM antenna 
lines, CFM and HFM, are both 
designed with high power -handling 
of 5-40 kW with up tc 16 bay configur- 
ations. The CP-1000 and HP -1000 FM 
antennas are suitably for lower power 
applicat ons of 1-4 kW. Our ECFM 
and EHFM antennas are designed for 
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the lower power requirements of 
educational stations. 

Write or call for our new 12 page 
FM BROADCAST ANTENNA 
literature - Cablewave Systems, 
60 Dodge Avenue, North Haven, CT 
06473, (203) 239-33'1 

Cablewave Systems 
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to sound fiscal practices. 
Many engineers have never developed 

a budget, much less followed one. They 
may or may not have been told how much 
money is allocated for engineering. If you 
don't control your budget, schedule a 
meeting to discuss it. You shouldn't have 
to go to the manager for permission to 
purchase most items. However, neither 
should the manager wonder where the 
station's money is being spent. 

Level V: Professional growth 
The uppermost level on our engineer- 

ing success pyramid is professional 
growth. When your station is sold, wheth- 
er you'll be kept depends on many of the 
things we've discussed. However, in addi- 
tion to your current skills, one of the fac- 
tors that may be used to determine your 
future is evidence of your efforts to grow 
professionally. A person who takes the 
time to study and learn new skills is more 
likely to be retained (or hired) than some- 
one who hasn't. 

I'm not saying you have to go back to 
college and get an advanced degree. 
What's important is that your skills are 
kept current to cover new technology. 

There are at least four ways to accom- 
plish this task. First, you can attend profes- 
sional conventions. They offer excellent 
opportunites to learn. If you can't afford 
to go, there are alternatives. The SBE con- 
vention is extremely cost-effective and 
provides high -quality technical seminars. 
This year's show was held in St. Louis 
earlier this month. Next year's show will 
be held in Houston. Budget now so you 
can attend. 

The second way to improve yourself is 
through local SBE meetings. The pro- 
grams are often presented by manufactur- 
ers and others qualified to help you learn 
new skills. 

A third way to grow professionally is 
through structured training programs. The 
NAB offers several seminars each year. A 
popular seminar is the one on engineer- 
ing management. It teaches engineers 
about the skills needed to manage people 
and resources. Contact your local commu- 
nity colleges and trade schools about train- 
ing. They often have night classes you 
could attend. A list of technical schools 
offering SBE-certified programs is shown 
in Table 1. These schools can provide 
training in electronics to help build that 
first level of the success pyramid. Complet- 
ing the required program can either get 

you certified or help to build credits to- 
ward recertification. Additional schools 
are currently being reviewed by the SBE. 
Before you make a decision on where to 
receive training, call the SBE office for the 
latest list of schools. 

The final way to improve your skills is 
through SBE certification. The SBE certifi- 
cation program helps you advance your 
skills and provides rewards for your efforts 
through an industry -recognized program. 
Holding SBE certification is proof to the 
entire industry that you've achieved a cer- 
tain level of technical competence. A re- 
lated article, "SBE Certification - Key to 
Success," pg. 62, describes the four certifi- 
cation levels and minimum qualifications. 

SBE certification can also come in 
handy when you ask for a raise or pro- 
motion. Is SBE certification worth the ef- 
fort? Ask those certified engineers who 
earn $1,300 to $6,550 more than non - 
certified engineers. The annual Broadcast 
Engineering salary study (in this issue on 
page 26) shows that SBE-certified en- 
gineers tend to earn more than non - 
certified engineers. 

Ask your station to pay for your educa- 
tion. Your boss should know that you're 
trying to improve your skills. Besides, the 
station is more likely to be supportive if 

CAMERA REMOTE 
CONTROL THE 
SENSIBLE WAY 

Telemetrics - for over 20 years 
the innovators of camera 
control systems. 

Control Pan -Tilt - 
Trolley -Zoom -Focus 

with 
Simple Joystick Panel 
Presetable Shot Panel 
Touch Screen Panel 
Computer RS -232/422 

thru 
Multicore Cable 
Twisted Pair 
Telephone Modem 

Telemetrics 
7 Volley St, Hawthorne, N.J. 07506 
For Information Coll 1201 1423-0347 
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You knowyou have a need... 

Simple choice? 

Some companies would like you to believe that purchasing broadcasting and 
post -production equipment is a simple choice. 

If you have a need for routers, automation, machine 
control systems, master control systems, production switchers 

and/or custom applications, include Utah Scientific in your equipment analysis. 
Because of Utah Scientific's thousands of extremely satisfied customers throughout the 

world, we understand that no two customers are alike. We invest heavily in research and 
development, staff selection, and team training, to keep in- 
dustry professionals like you on the leading edge of techno- 

=- - 
1 

logy and secure from technical problems. In fact, our equipment 

MED F is so reliable that we have added a 10 -year warranty on many of our 
products. Now, that's Confidence in Quality. 

Utah Scientific makes your choice much easier. Contact 1-800-453-8782 or (801) 575-8801. 

,fi 

gy...j.s.- urn/4 SC/Ern-IF/C, 
DYNATECH Broadcast Group 

4750 Wiley Post Way Salt Lake City, UT 84116-2678 800-453-8782 (801) 575-8801 (801) 575-3299 FAX 
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Continued from page 54 
probably wearing a suit jacket, dark 
slacks, white shirt and tie. Before you say 
these people don't work on dirty equip- 
ment, ask yourself the last time you spilled 
toner on yourself or the floor. I can't think 
of anything in a radio or TV station that 
holds more potential for soiling your 
clothes than the black toning solution used 
in copiers. Despite this potential for soil- 
ing clothes, these companies recognize 
the importance of their employees look- 
ing professional. 

Think about what you wear to work. 
Does your attire project a professional im- 
age? If all you've ever worn is jeans and 
a T-shirt, the change will be difficult. Even 
so, if you're interested in surviving the tur- 
moil in today's market, consider your im- 
age carefully. Remember, the image you 
project may not fit into the new compa- 
ny's plans. 

Level IV: Team member 
If you ask 10 engineers to name the 

goals of their stations, nine of them prob- 
ably wouldn't know. Engineers, for many 
reasons, have been the last to be perceived 
as part of the station's management team. 
Frankly, that's largely our fault. 

Engineers have for years set their own 
agendas and enjoyed a great deal of in- 
dependence. I don't know any engineers 
who punch time clocks or keep rigid of- 
fice schedules. Therein lies part of the 
problem. Independence can result in the 
opposite of team playing. If you are not 
participating in the everyday decisions 
made at your station, you're missing a lot 
of opportunity. 

Some engineers don't want to be part 
of a team. They simply want to be left 
alone to fix equipment. If this is the case, 
prepare for the worst. 

Station goals 
To be an effective team member you 

have to understand the game plan. This 
means understanding the goals of your 
station. You have to know what the man- 
ager is trying to accomplish (it's more than 
just selling air time) and the image that 
is being projected. 

The decisions you make on equipment 
must reflect the long-range goals of the 
manager. You may plan on purchasing 
new audio processing and even have it in 
your proposed budget. But, what if the 
manager is planning on a satellite - 
delivered service that will specify the type 
of processing to be used? Instead of decid- 
ing what to purchase and then trying to 
figure out how to use it effectively, reverse 
the process. 

First, become familiar with the goals of 
the station. Discuss the station's plans with 
the manager and be sure you understand 
them. 

This is the area where some engineers 

fail miserably. They can repair almost any- 
thing, but they are unable to view tech- 
nology from the manager's perspective. It 
probably makes no difference to a man- 
ager whether the console has 10 or 12 in- 
put channels. But, if that difference would 
make it easier for the morning announc- 
er to air the commercials and reduce mis- 
takes, then it's an important factor. You 
must be able to analyze the needs and ex- 
plain them in terms that are important to 
the manager. 

Now it's time to consult the rest of your 
team. Many of today's equipment pur- 
chases affect multiple departments. For in- 
stance, a cartridge -based automation sys- 
tem doesn't affect just the engineering 
department. The traffic, accounting, oper- 
ations and maintenance departments are 
also affected by such a decision. You can't 
make an informed decision about what to 
buy if you don't ask others for their input. 
That's why it's so important to use a team 
approach. 

Technology experts 
Engineers are, and always will be, the 

technology experts. Operators, producers 
and others may contribute to the decision - 
making process, but they don't make the 
final decisions. The equipment used in to- 
day's stations is complex. Most important, 

the equipment usually must interface with 
a host of other devices. Although the oper- 
ators may know the value of a specific fea- 
ture, they are not skilled enough to know 
whether a particular product will work 
with other devices within the station. The 
engineer is the only one qualified to know 
whether box A or box B will work with 
the rest of the station's equipment. The en- 
gineer will always be the key to an effec- 
tive and profitable broadcast operation. 

Be the team leader. You orchestrate the 
decision -making process. Recruit the oth- 
er team members and direct the review 
process. Then, based on their needs and 
the station's needs, you decide what to 
buy. The result will be the best -suited prod- 
uct for the staff and the station. You will 
be seen as the professional who integrated 
the entire process. 

Fiscal responsibility 
In addition to being the technology ex- 

pert, successful engineers must under- 
stand the financial operation of their sta- 
tion. This is also a part of being a team 
member. Instead of avoiding the use of 
debt service or return -on -investment 
(RIO), learn what they mean to your 
department. Accept your share of fiscal 
responsibility by showing the manager 
that your decisions are designed to sup- 
port the need to make a profit. 

Managers want to know what effect the 
new hardware will have on the bottom 
line. They understand that it's going to cost 
something, that's usually not the primary 
objection. What they want to know is how 
the new equipment can improve the sta- 
tion's product and reduce expenses. 

Today, few managers will buy technol- 
ogy for technology's sake. It's your respon- 
sibility to look for ways to use new tech- 
nology to improve the station's product 
and to reduce costs. These two criteria are 
not mutually exclusive. However, buying 
a product that performs one task at the 
detriment of another is not a solution 
either. 

If you see a way for the station to make 
money, tell the manager. Show how the 
purchase will affect the bottom line. Use 
financial and technological reasons to jus- 
tify the purchase. Remember, you are the 
most qualified person in your station to 
show how to best use new technology. All 
you have to do is show how the technolo- 
gy will make money. 

Finally, learn how to operate your 
department on a strict fiscal budget. If you 
don't have a specific budget, develop one. 
Review yoyr expenses for the past year 
and project them for the next year or two. 
Armed with this information, present an 
engineering budget to your manager. 

Once you've developed a budget, pro- 
vide the manager with monthly reports. 
They are useful to you, and they show the 
manager that you also operate according 
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COMPOSITE 
O/6/TAI 

Yes, it's true that our new 

VPR-200 and VPR-250 

D2 video recorders are 

designed and built specifically for 

broadcast operations. It's also true 

that they offer the broadcaster 
superior signal quality. But 

a much more important 

consideration is that these 

machines make business 
sense. Here's how. 

You probably amortize 

your recorders over 5 or 7 

years, but the "200" and 

"250" are built to be around 

a lot longer than that- 
you're not going to find any 

"bent metal" here! Precision -milled 

castings and pre -aligned guide 

assemblies not only give you depend- 

able long life, but also low mainten- 

ance costs. 

Replaceable 

heads and 

easy access 
components 
reduce down- 

time. 

We've given 

your operators 

some help, too. 

For example, 

these are the only D2 machines 

designed specifically for broadcast 

Time -code information, error 
messages, even audio level 

bargraphs can be displayed 
over a separate video output. 
On -board speakers reduce 
equipment costs, save rack 
space, and make installation 
easier. 

Streamlined control functions 
reduce operator errors and 
cut training costs. All machine 
selections are clearly dis- 

played and easily changed 
without cumbersome menus. 

that make it easy to change program 

length. With program compression, 
your operators merely enter the 

program length required and the 

machine does the rest. You get no 

bounce, no blur video, and recovery 

of all four audio chan- 

nels! And because all 

machine selections 

are clearly displayed 

and easily changed 

without cumbersome 

menus, operator train- 
ing time and operator 

errors are significantly 

reduced. 
Then there's virtually 

instant lock -up and 60 X shuttle 

speed to save you time and money, 

The VPR-200 mounts 
all S cassette sizes 
for flexibility from 
spots to movies. 

The VPR-250 handles 
small and medium 
size cassettes if 
that's all you 
need. 

plus air lubricated tape guides, 

and ...but you get the idea. 

You may not have thought of 

video recorders as "business 

machines" before, but we think your 

first VPR-200 or 250 will change 

your mind. Call 1-800-25AMPEX 
for more information. 

AMPEX 
C7 1490. Anqnz Corporation 

BE -100-V200 
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Ampex D2. 
A better business machine .. . 

from the ground up! 
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Video Timing AnalyzerTiF 

SC/H phase 
Yes, and lots more 
fitter, 

Digital measurement of all timing parameters 

ROICE6$GIWRRZ 'r+OEO TIMING ANALYZER TIF Z005.3000.0 
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D-8000 München 80 
Postfach 80 1469 
Telex 523 703 (rs d) 
Telefax (0 89) 41 29-21 64 
Tel. internat. ±(49 89) 41 29-0 R®HDE&SCHWARZ An independent concern, found 

5000 employees, represented in 8 
Design and turn -key installation 
of systems with software and servicing 
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I've known a few who were sharp enough 
to detect problems and suggest solutions 
before anyone else did. Even if your man- 
ager doesn't seem to care about what 
brand of console you buy or how old the 
limiter is, you have a responsibility to 
make that information available. When it 
comes time to make that big capital re- 
quest, you want the person who writes the 
checks to be on your side. 

Teach the staff 
The station manager isn't the only one 

you need to talk with about the station op- 
eration. The more you talk with others, 
the better you'll be able to determine 
needed technological improvements. 
These days, others are often involved in 
writing that check for new hardware. The 
problem is that most of them don't know 
the front end of a camera from the back 
end of a tape recorder. 

How are you going to convince some- 
one in this position (for instance, a busi- 
ness manager or program director) to sup- 
port your request for new equipment? 
Rambling about better signal-to-noise, less 
blooming and smear won't work. The time 
to recruit someone to your team isn't on 
the day of the big game. Start earlier. 

Take the business manager to lunch. It 
may be uncomfortable to use such tactics, 
but it's important. The fact is, you may 
need his support in the future, so gain that 
individual's confidence now. 

Set up staff meetings to review the op- 
eration of new equipment. Don't assume 
that everyone read your memo on oper- 
ating the new remote control. Chances are 
80% of them saw the memo, 50% started 
to read it and perhaps 20% really did read 
it. That leaves 20% of the staff who may 
not even know there is a new remote con- 
trol and 80% who don't understand fully 
how to use it. 

Level III: Image 
The image others have of you is based 

primarily on "looks." Whether you like it, 
looks matter. This applies to your personal 
appearance and to your surroundings. 
Let's look first at your surroundings. 

When I began in broadcasting, the en- 
gineering office was called a shack, which 
carried a negative connotation. A shack 
is defined as a small crude building. If 

you're using the term, stop it. You don't 
refer to the program director's or business 
manager's offices as shacks, so why use 
it when talking about your work area? 

If you don't have a clean, well -organized 
office, create one. Try to separate your of- 
fice from the shop or repair area. This ac- 
complishes two things. First, it provides 
you with a real office atmosphere where 
you can look and work like your fellow 
professionals, and it provides a place to 
conduct business. Second, it prevents your 
office from becoming a catch-all for equip- 

ment and supplies. Let the office be an of- 
fice - not your shop and vice versa. 

The shop area should resemble those 
seen in computer magazines. You don't 
see trash, dirt and junk in a computer re- 
pair facility, and there are good reasons. 
Modern broadcast equipment should be 
handled only in clean areas. Placing that 
tape head on a bench covered in metal fil- 
ings is certain to cause trouble. 

Also, a clean repair area is important in 
improving your image as a professional. 
Suppose you took your $1,200 video cam- 
era in to be repaired and the technician 
placed it on a dirty bench. What if the re- 
pair area had broken equipment stacked 
in the corner and test leads hanging every- 
where? Would that repair area instill your 
confidence in the technician's abilities? Of 
course not, yet some engineers continue 
to believe that they can operate a service 
bench that looks like a combination junk 
yard and warehouse. 

When the manager comes to see how 
you're doing on the repair of a camera or 
tape recorder, remember that appearances 
are everything. If your shop area looks 

professional, your work will be perceived 
as professional. 

Looks matter 
Some of you may not want to hear this, 

but it's important. How you dress is criti- 
cal to your success. Appearance is the sin- 
gle most important factor in forming a 
professional image. 

When you meet new people, their first 
impression of you is formed in 10 seconds 
and is based entirely on your appearance. 
More than 80% of your perceived compe- 
tence will be based on your appearance. 

If the station's owner arrived unan- 
nounced, would you be properly dressed 
to go to lunch? Or, would you look like you 
just staggered in from a 2 -week camping 
trip? 

I've relayed this message for years, and 
someone always gripes about getting dirty 
repairing equipment. Well, pardon me, but 
that excuse doesn't (if you'll forgive the ex- 
pression) wash. 

Remember the last time you saw the 
IBM or Xerox copier technician? He was 

Continued on page 58 
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New Model AT825 X/Y Stereo 
Field Recording Unidirectional 
Condenser Microphone 

Good stereo audio is now as 
simple as good mono. Because, 
now you can hold great stereo in 
one hand. Create stereo ambience 
on every ENG remote. Pick up 
stereo music or audience reaction 
in your studio without needing a 
degree in acoustics...just one 
carefully -placed microphone. 

In the field, a single camera - 
mounted AT825 creates well- 
balanced stereo, while the talent 
may use a mono lavalier or hand- 
held microphone as usual. Fed 
to a stereo mixer, the ambient 
sound microphone provides 
authentic stereo for greater real- 
ism and impact. Even commer- 
cials can come alive with stereo. 

Inside the AT825 windscreen, 
two precision unidirectional 
microphone capsules create a 
remarkably stable stereo image 
and true directionality - the 
result of closely matched, very 
uniform cardioid patterns. When 
mixed to mono, there are no 
peaks or dips in centered sound 
sources, due to careful electro - 
acoustic matching of the element 
pair. 

Each capsule is surrounded by 
acoustic foam, minimizing both 
transmitted and wind noise. 
An outdoor wind screen is also 
included. The AT825 frequency 
response is peak -free from 30 to 
20,000 Hz with a switchable low- 

pass filter built in. It can with- 
stand SPLs up to 130 dB with less 
than 1% distortion. The AT825 
pan be powered from an AA 
battery or phantom power. 

Find out how easily you can 
add stereo to every shoot. Write, 
call, or fax today. 

au iotechnica 
Audio-Technica U S. Inc 

1221 Commerce Drive, Stow, OH 44224 
(216) 686-2600 FAX (216) 688-3752 
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Continued from page 49 

must be able to build a station with blocks 
of technology to form a high-performance 
and efficient broadcast system. Without 
these skills, you can't succeed. Because it's 
easy to contract for services if you can't 
do the work, the manager will simply find 
someone who can. 

As technology changes, those who man- 
age it must also change. As a broadcast 
engineer, you must, of course, be able to 
troubleshoot and repair the equipment. 
But just as important, you must be able 
to see how to effectively use new technol- 
ogy to improve your station's product - 
and bottom line. 

Today, technical competence means 
more than just repair. You must be able 
to troubleshoot systems as opposed to 
components. Much of the equipment in 
TV stations is not repaired at the compo- 
nent level. It takes a different type of skill 
to locate and replace subsystems than it 
does to replace board -level components. 

Competence also means being able to 
understand the entire station's technical 
operation. Interfacing a traffic computer 
with a library system is a typical situation. 
You must be able to coordinate such work, 
even if you'll never have to repair either 
computer. 

Level II: Communication 
You must be able to communicate effec- 

tively, which includes writing and speak- 
ing. Engineers, unfortunately, are often 
perceived as loners, wanting to be left 
alone with their electronic boxes. Many 
engineers do have poor communication 
skills, but it doesn't have to be that way. 
Here are some suggestions on how you 
can improve your own communications 
within the station. 

The written word 
Start by sending your boss a monthly re- 

port on engineering activities. Describe 
what you've done, what it costs, and the 
improvements that resulted. At first, this 
may seem hard. You may feel uneasy brag- 
ging about your work. If you don't brag 
about your successes and efforts, who 
will? Never pass up the opportunity to tell 
others about how you improved the sta- 
tion's operation. 

Large stations often distribute newslet- 
ters or weekly memos to the staff. If your 
station doesn't do this, consider starting 
a newsletter. Even a brief memo can help 
inform everyone about a common prob- 
lem or solution. With a little work, a news- 
letter or memo can become a 2 -way com- 
munication tool. 

When many engineers sit down to type 
a memo, look out. The result is typically 
a 2- or 3 -page diatribe on what rules have 
been broken lately, what new features 
have been installed, and why some piece 
of equipment isn't fixed. If that's not bad 

PROFESSIONAL 
GROWTH 

TEAM MEMBER / LEADER 

PROFESSIONAL IMAGE 

COMMUNICATION SKILLS 

TECHNICAL COMPETENCE 

Figure 1. The engineering skills pyramid shows how each of the skills builds upon the others. 
Successful engineers today must have all five basic types of skills. 

enough, the memos are often written in 
a condescending tone, treating the au- 
dience as though they had an IQ of 12. 

Instead of talking down to your readers, 
keep your memos short and upbeat. Look 
for the positive in whatever changes have 
been made. When possible, mention 
someone else positively in the memo. This 
is even more important if the publication 
is seen as an official newsletter. People like 
to see their name in print if the report is 
good. 

A newsletter or regular memo is an ef- 
fective way to update the entire staff on 
station activities. Sometimes, engineers 
think they're the only ones doing new 
things in a station, but that's unlikely. 

The accounting department may have 
a new payroll procedure, which affects 
employees' checks. The traffic department 
may have implemented new procedures 
that affect when equipment can be taken 
down for maintenance. The station may 
have been sold. The more communication 
that exists, the less likely anyone is to find 
themselves in trouble because they were 
not informed. 

You don't have to do all of the work. 
was able to recruit a secretary and pro- 
motions manager to help at my station. 
The result was a biweekly memo that 
didn't take a great deal of time. 

There is another reason to give it a try. 
At one station, after publishing a newslet- 
ter for only six months, I was able to jus- 

tify a complete desktop publishing system. 
Just think what you could do with such 
equipment - all purchased because you 
tried to improve the station's image and 
performance. 

Teach the boss 
Communication must also be verbal. 

The most critical communication is with 
your boss. Set up regular meetings and be 
sure your boss understands the basics of 
how the station operates. You don't have 
to be overly specific, but it's to your ad- 
vantage to keep your boss informed on 
the station's operation. 

There is another advantage to having 
your manager understand the basics - it's 
easier to justify capital replacements. Un- 
fortunately, managers are sometimes con- 
sidered simpletons when it comes to 
equipment. That is not a fair characteri- 
zation, but there will always be some 
managers who don't know or care about 
the hardware. However, they're in the 
minority. 

It's important for your manager to know 
the ages of the transmitter or the on -air 
console. How can you hope to justify re- 
placement if the person who signs the 
check doesn't know that the 20 -year -old 
transmitter is on its last leg? Waiting until 
you can't get parts is not the way to justi- 
fy replacement. 

Most managers are pretty smart when 
it comes to the basics about equipment. 
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When we set out to produce the best 

image acquisition tool for field production, we 

knew the competition would be heavy. Which is 

exactly why the Sony BVW-400 comes out on top. 

No other imaging device puts such 

extraordinary performance into such a compact, 

lightweight camcorder. 

The BVW-400 Betacam SP® camcorder is 

engineered with Sony's most advanced CCD sensor 

technology-the Hole Accumulated Diode (HAD) 

768 FIT chip. So you can shoot video with 700 

lines of resolution. With virtually no vertical smear. 

At the same time, the BVW-400 weighs 

only 15 lbs. It's just 15 inches long. And its low 

profile offers an unobstructed peripheral view. 

There's also an optional adapter for simul- 

taneous Betacam SP" recording on an external VTR. 

All this performance in such an easy -to - 

handle package will give you a degree of creative 

flexibility that you've never had before. 

Of course, when you consider Sony is the 

originator of one-piece technology, a camcorder 

this good should come as no surprise. 

For more information about the BVW-400, 

call 1 -800 -635 -SONY. 

After all, while a camcorder should be 

designed to weigh as little as possible, its perform- 

ance should never be taken lightly. 

SONY 
BROADCAST PRODUCTS 
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The broadcast 
engineer and changing 
technology 
Engineers need new skills to survive in the shark - 
infested waters of broadcast engineering in the '90s. 

By Brad Dick, editor 

You heard the rumor about the station 
being sold, but nothing prepared you for 
the sale being approved so quickly. "There 
won't be much in the way of staff changes;' 
your boss says. There's some hope, you 
think to yourself. However, from what 
you've heard about the new owners, it 
could be a rocky time, especially for the 
program director - and you. The new 
owners want to change formats and they 
have a reputation for bringing in their own 
team to run new properties. You begin to 
wonder whether you've been sold out in 
the buyout. 

Although engineers don't typically 
change jobs as often as other broadcast 
professionals, such transitions are becom- 
ing more common. When your station is 
sold, and at the current pace it's likely to 
happen, what will you do? What if the new 
owner wants to bring in a new staff? Will 
you fit in? Or, will you be encouraged to 
move on? 

Needed skills 
It used to be that engineers could stay 

at a station as long as they wanted to. It 
was the manager, program and news 
directors and announcers that changed. 
After all, only the engineers knew how 
everything worked and no one in his right 
mind would risk upsetting that critical 
area. 

However, gone are the days when en- 
gineers could remain constructively em- 

ployed simply by repairing a station's 
equipment. If that's all you're doing today, 
watch out. You are a prime target for re- 
placement. If you want to succeed in to- 
day's business, you have to play a much 
larger role than did your counterpart 20 
years ago. 

Before 1960, an engineer could survive 
by just keeping equipment fixed and run- 
ning. If you were lucky, you'd get to in- 
stall a new console or maybe even a trans- 
mitter. 

For those engineers who started in 
broadcasting in the 1940s, changing such 
equipment was a major project, something 
done only once or twice in a career. To- 
day's engineers replace equipment much 
more often because the technology (and 
competition) demands it. 

Stations require more and different en- 
gineering expertise than ever before be- 
cause of technological and marketplace 
changes. If you don't have these skills, 

your future's about as bright as a 12V lamp 
connected to a 6V battery. 

Skill pyramid 
If you look at your fellow engineers, one 

thing will become clear. Today's success- 
ful engineers, although technically com- 
petent, also possess a high degree of skill 
in other areas. Those skills are summa- 
rized in the engineering skill pyramid. (See 
Figure 1.) The pyramid symbolizes the im- 
portance of each skill level building upon 
another. 

The basis for all engineering success is 
technical competence. The next level is 
the ability to communicate effectively. The 
third level of the pyramid is image. This 
relates to how others perceive you and 
your skills. The fourth level pertains to be- 
ing a team member and leader. How ef- 
fective are you in being a member of the 
station's management team? The fifth level 
concerns professional growth. This is the 
most dynamic area and one that often 
means the difference in climbing the cor- 
porate ladder and having that ladder fall 
on your head. Let's look closer at each of 
the levels and how they build on one an- 
other to create the successful engineer. 

Level I: Technical competence 
You must be technically competent. You 

must have the skills to install, repair and 
purchase the station's equipment. You 

Continued on page 52 
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 Consistency. 
As reliable as digital circuits 
are, they are also consistent. 
Digital signal processing is 
very straightforward; there are 
fewer things to go wrong and 
fewer set-up adjustments to be 
made. Digital signals are 
predictable, and therefore 
performance is consistently 
good, from the start, and over 
the long haul. 

Flexibility. 
By eliminating the constraints 
of analog signal processing 
(signal-to-noise degradation, 
chroma -to -luminance delay, 
etc.), each piece of digital 
equipment becomes far more 
useful. Producers need not be 
constrained by how many 
generations down the final 
product might be. 

NI Efficiency. 
High reliability, consistency 
and flexibility of digital 
equipment all add up to this: 
the all -digital system is "on- 
line" when you need it. 
Downtime and set-up time are 
minimized, and many analog 
considerations are eliminated. 
There are fewer constraints 
placed on the efficient use of 
your facility. The system does 
not control you, you control it! 
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Not long ago, these facts would 

have been fiction. Then Sony 

introduced D-2 composite video. 

D-2 takes the amazing possibilities of 

digital technology and makes them a prac- 

tical reality. 

In fact, revolutionary is the only way 

to describe it. D -2's digital world is a 

place where performance is 

consistently extraordinary. 

Where every tape copy is as 

good as the original. Where audio is as 
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D-2 maintains consistently high performance. 

important as video. And where machines 

operate without the need for constant 

adjustments. 

In the digital world, a D-2 VTR does 

its job just about perfectly. So you can too. 

tin 3. W m 

e 

c 
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And it's all a matter of fact. 

D -2's picture quality is exceptional 

from the start, and it stays that way con- 

sistently. Here's why: 

D-2 effectively eliminates dropouts. 

To everyone 
with their video 

it's time to 

G 

G 

D -2's unique error correction and con- 

cealment system means you'll never have 

to worry about dropouts. 

D -2's digital transparency is another 

1)-2 is 
virtually 

transparent. 

clear advantage. 

AM -0-W 
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not. 

And copies of D-2 tapes aren't dubs. 
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They're "clones." Digital replications indis- 

tinguishable from the original. 

As for audio, D-2 VTR's have broad- 

cast sound quality previously unheard of. 

ti m 

formance machine would be hard to work 

with. But in fact, D-2 is quite easy to use. 

For example, D-2 shows you pictures - 

ANALOG D-2IDVR-18 

D-2 
offers 

pictures 

in -shuttle 

2x 

faster. 

in -shuttle faster and in color. So you can 

svos' sail sl e 
work more quickly and effi- 

ciently. And one person 

ta e r e c o r e r S can comfortably operate 

facethe facts. up to eight D-2 VTRs. Which 

D-2 
combines 

digital 
audio 
with 

digital 
video. 

Four independently editable channels of CD 

quality digital sound. In stereo that never 

1 

needs a phase adjustment. 

Fact is, no other composite VTR per- 

forms as well as D-2. In both video and 

audio. You might think such a high per - 

makes it a lot easier to do a lot more. 

Given all this intelligence, you'll have 

to agree. Sony D-2 sets a new standard in 

recording technology. After all, you can't 

argue with the facts. 

D-2 
lets one 

person 
easily 

operate 

up to eight 

VTRs. 

For more information call (800) 635 -SONY. 

SONY 
BROADCAST PRODUCTS 
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Aspects of the 
all -digital system 

What do we mean by the 
phrase "the all -digital 
system"? First, we're talking 
about the ability to generate 
audio and video directly in the 
digital domain, in such 
equipment as state-of-the-art 
graphics systems and audio 
synthesizers. Next, we're 
talking about the ability to 
record, store and retrieve 
those digital signals, and the 
ability to process the digital 
information (as in digital multi - 
effects systems, still -store 
boxes, production switchers, 
etc.). Finally, we're talking 
about the ability to 
interconnect the myriad types 
of equipment without reverting 
to the analog domain. Once 
we're in the digital domain, 
let's stay there. 

Digital signal 
generation 

Most video and audio signals 
originate in analog form. But, 
because of the transparency 
of digital signal processing, 
the sooner the signal is 
converted into digital form, the 
better. Today's most advanced 
cameras utilize digital signal 
processing right in the camera 
head. Soon cameras will 
produce direct digital output. 
Digital audio consoles for 
mixing and processing prior to 
digital recording are already 
common. Most computer 
graphics systems generate 
images in digital form, and the 
quality of these images is 
limited only by present analog - 
world considerations. It won't 
really matter to the all -digital 
system whether the origination 
image is live -action or 
computer -generated. The fact 
is, the signal representing 
audio or video, at its earliest, 
will be in the digital domain. 

Digital recording is 
better than analog 
recording 

Digital recording is a reality 
with the D-1 (component) and 
D-2 (composite) tape formats. 

Digital recorders are more 
cost-effective than comparable 
analog machines because 
they are inherently more 
reliable, more consistent and 
more efficient. Being cassette - 
based and requiring fewer 
machine set-up routines, 
digital VTRs allow more 
freedom for the tape operator. 
With four audio channels, 
digital VTRs can provide new, 
cost-effective avenues for 
audio production, sweetening 
and programming. Tape life is 
greatly increased, too. The 
number of usable passes is 
far higher than with any 
analog tape format. 

The quality of digital recording 
is much higher than its analog 
counterpart's. Digital 
recordings have a higher 
video signal-to-noise ratio, and 
moire is eliminated. Audio 

performance is at the level of 
compact discs. And the multi - 
generation aspects of digital 
are unparalleled (over 20 
generations without any 
noticeable degradation). 

Digital recorders offer some 
unique features. Perhaps the 
most significant feature, never 
possible in analog, is error 
correction, the ability to 
produce absolutely accurate 
playback of the recorded 
material, even when tape wear 
or damage would normally 
render an inaccurate 
playback. Error correction, 
along with the consistently 
high signal-to-noise ratio of 
digital processing, produces 
"clones." 

Another feature of a digital 
VTR is its signal -monitoring 
capability. Each VTR can act 
as its own tape evaluator, 
giving the operator a 
consistent and reliable means 
of tracking the performance of 
each tape in the system. 
Future developments in 
sophisticated digital 
diagnostics will allow 
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engineers, even from a remote 
location, to evaluate the on- 
going, on-line performance of 
each VTR. 

A unique feature of the D-2 
(composite) digital recording 
format is the ability to perform 
audio and video pre -read 
edits, where the tape machine 
is used as a playback source 
and a recorder simultaneously! 
This unusual aspect of the 
D-2 format is just beginning to 
be appreciated. 

Digital signal 
processing is better 
than analog signal 
processing 

Digital processing has been 
around for years. All of today's 
character generators, graphics 
systems and multi -effects 
generators are entirely digital 
in their signal creation and 
manipulation. Time base 
correctors have incorporated a 
lot of digital processing; and 
digital control circuits have 
been used in production 
switchers, routing switchers, 
editing systems, transmitters, 
etc. 

Digital signal processing 
enjoys the common digital 
advantages: more reliability, 
more consistency and more 
efficiency. All that's needed to 
bring out the full potential of 
much of today's processing 
equipment is the elimination 
of the analog interface. But 
digital processing offers a lot 
more. 

Color correction in the 
component digital domain 
(D-1) has proved to be the 
most precise and effective 
means of control and 
manipulation of color 
parameters. Digital routing 
switchers offer efficiencies 

never before possible in the 
analog realm. One example: 
video (with vertical interval 
time code) and audio can be 
handled as one combined 
signal, requiring just one 
crosspoint in the switcher. 
Another efficiency is the ability 
of a routing switcher to handle 
both D-1 component and D-2 
composite signals, eliminating 
the need for separate routing 
switchers. 

Digital component and 
composite production 
switchers allow all of the 
features of today's analog 
switchers, without the 
aggravation of instability and 
constant adjustment. Powerful 
new video effects processing 
and picture manipulation are 
possible in these switchers. 
Image manipulation is an 
integral part of the production 
switcher; complex layering 
and multi -effects are accessed 
by the switcher control panel 
and/or edit system. 

Encoding and decoding of 
composite and component 
signals will be accomplished 
in the digital domain much 
more precisely and accurately. 
Digital DAs and delay lines, 
digital audio mixing and digital 
distribution systems are now 
in place to complete the all- 
digital studio. 

Digital interconnection 
is better than analog 
signal interconnection 

Direct connection among 
digital boxes will eliminate the 
need for multiple analog -to- 
digital and digital -to -analog 
converters. Each such 
conversion in our present 
analog -oriented equipment 
introduces distortion and 
artifacts. 

In the all -digital system, signal 
distribution and transmission 
will be in serial form. This 
means that digital video and 
four channels of digital audio 
will be all combined on one 
coax cable. Serial 
transmission allows the data 
to be sent over long distances 
without the usual problems 
encountered in analog (noise 
and interference, high - 
frequency roll -off, etc.). 

Signal quality and consistency 
will be maintained throughout 
the all -digital system. Separate 
video and audio patching 
systems will be consolidated 
into a single digital patch. 
Routing switchers, with 
multiple levels of video and 
audio, can be reduced to one 
digital level. 

And once we're all -digital, 
video and audio level 
adjustments will be eliminated 
from most equipment. All 
signals will remain at unity 
throughout the system. Just 
one more advantage of an 
all -digital system. 

There is little question that 
digital technology offers major 
improvements over much of 
our analog -designed 
equipment. But what started 
out as improvements in 
individual devices now 
extends to the overall system. 
The digital system provides a 
transparent pathway from 
camera to transmitter. This 
pathway is more reliable and 
efficient, and requires less set- 
up time, less parameter 
monitoring and less 
maintenance. The digital 
system has lower operating 
costs and a longer life, both of 
which contribute to a greater 
return -on -investment. 
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 The creative 
environment 

Just as the digital system 
provides a transparent 
pathway from camera to 
transmitter, so too does it 

provide a transparent pathway 
from talent or event to viewer. 
Equipment or technology 
ceases to be a barrier to 
getting the project done. This 
enhances the ability of 
creative talent to communicate 
effectively and efficiently with 
the viewer. The digital system 
permits creativity that is 

limited not by what machines 
can or cannot do, but by what 
the creative people can 
imagine. 

We stated at the beginning 
that digital technology will 
redefine broadcast and post - 
production operations in the 
1990s. Most of the pieces of 
the all -digital system are here. 
There will be new developments 
and refinements, but clearly, 
the '90s will be the digital 
decade. 

SONY - 
Broadcast Products 

Sony Communications Products Company 
1600 Queen Anne Road 
Teaneck, NJ 07666 
©1990 Sony Corporation of America 
Sony is a registered trademark of Sony 
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eras also stand up very well to the heavy 
use and travel demanded by Brighton. 

The same ruggedness is found in their 
editing equipment: the Sony VO -9800 
VTRs, RM -450 edit controller and various 
Sony monitors. A tremendous amount of 
editing is done, since Brighton shoots over 
150 homes every week. And the editing 
equipment is up to the task. Says Loveless, 
"The Sony equipment has stood up fan- 
tastically to all the editing we do. And the 
finished shows look great." 

Brighton purchased most of its gear 
last March. "You better believe that Sony 
equipment is easy to learn and use," 
Loveless says. In less than a month, the 
first Showcase of Homes was on the air. 
What's more, prospective sellers appreci- 
ate the process. "People enjoy having a 
video crew in their house," he says. "They 
feel like they're in show business." 

But in this business, sales are the only 
applause that count. "The show definitely 
produces results," Loveless says. The 
president of the country's second largest 
Century 21 office agrees. Al Little, presi- 
dent of Century 21 Val Realty points out, 
"Brighton's videos help gamer a lot of 
business. Tilling prospective sellers their 
homes can be advertised as a TV video is 
the kicker that brings them into our office." 
People looking to buy homes also respond 
favorably to Showcase of Homes. Says 
Little, "The videos touch their emotions 
much more than a newspaper listing. 
Those videos are a really useful tool." 

So it isn't surprising when Loveless 
states, "Century 21 couldn't be happier. 
We have more demand from them than we 
can handle." As a result, plans are in the 
works to purchase another Sony editing 
bay. "We owe it all to you guys," Loveless 
concludes. "Sony reliability and service 
are great. The salesmen really stand 
behind their products." 

In Southern California, it looks 
like Sony has really found a home. 

Portland, OR-When it comes to put- 
ting on a terrific performance for the fans, 
it's tough to beat the Portland Trail 
Blazers. Everyone who comes to the 
12,884 seat Memorial Coliseum sees a 
tremendous display both on and above 
the hardwood. With Sony's help, the 
1989-90 NBA Western Conference Cham- 
pions provide a value-added bonus to 
fans attending games. 

Last year, the Trail Blazers purchased 
a range of Sony professional video equip- 
ment including BW type VTR's and a 

in the arena input live video to the pro- 
duction suite. The set-up allows fans to 
see a show that dwarfs even the big men 
on the court below. 

The huge screens display key player 
matchups fans might overlook, as well as 
low and tight live game coverage. Fans 
also enjoy movie or sports clips called up 
on the Blazer Broadcasting's Sony optical 
video disk system. The clips tie into the 
action on the court. The cameras and 
optical disk, in effect, provide three extra 
sets of eyes to view the game. Says 

BLAZING VIDEO 
BVE-9000 editor. Then, the team's 
Blazer Broadcasting division set up a 
state -of -the art production facility. The 
system's centerpiece, the Seafirst 
BankVision scoreboard, includes four 
mammoth Sony JTS-16 JumboTron® color 
video screens. Says chief engineer Joe 
Bashlow, "Fans al- 
ways remember the 
Sony screens. The 
resolution is supe- 
rior, and the light 
output offers bril- 
liant video ren- 
dition under all 
arena lighting con- 
ditions. Through- 
out the entire 
season, fans volun- 
teered rave reviews." 
Three dedicated 
DXC-M7 three-CCD 
cameras positioned 

Bashlow, "We try to groom what's on- 
screen to the arena situation. The fans 
really love it." 

Video is well -suited to Blazer Broad- 
casting's needs. Bashlow notes, "The 
DXC-M7 cameras are terrific at picking up 
action, giving us a great -looking image to 

work with. They're 
especially good at 
handling the bright 
court lights." Even 
when the NBA's 
giants barrel out of 
bounds and into his 
cameramen, Bashlow 
reports, "I can count 
on the camera, and 
hopefully the opera- 
tor to survive." 

Just like the Trail 
Blazers, Sony's win- 
ning more 
fans everyday. 
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Lake Buena Vista, FL-Imagine if 

you could sit right next to Johnny 
Carson's desk and be interviewed by 
the "King of the Talk Shows." Or pic- 

ture yourself acting on a hit TV show 
like "The Golden Girls." At the Walt 
Disney World Resort, such appear- 
ances happen routinely for otherwise 
average citizens. With Sony's help, 
"Superstar Television" at the Disney - 
MGM Studios Theme Park makes the 
dream of television stardom come true 
for hundreds of people every day. 

Visitors to "Superstar Television" 
enter an auditorium that is set up like 

a TV studio and is fully equipped with 
Sony professional video equipment, 
from DXC-M7 cameras and PVM 

series monitors to VPH-1042Q projec- 
tors and U-Matic SP° VTRs. On stage 
are re -creations of various television 
programs' sets from contemporary 
and classic television broadcasts. 
Twenty-two times a day, seven days a 
week, members of the studio audience 
are brought on stage and taped with 
the Sony equipment, then matted into 
recordings of actual shows. Says Keith 
Kolbo, "Superstar Television's" Stage 
Supervisor, "In the 25 minute presen- 

tation, we create trailers and promos for a whole range of 
popular television shows. Visitors get to 'star' with 
present-day personalities, as well as the notable television 
figures of the past." 

The response of the people in the audience is tremen- 
dous. They see family and friends appear on the Sony 
screens throughout the auditorium, crystal-clear and 
larger -than -life. And the participants greatly enjoy the 
"Superstar Tblevision" show. After participating in the 
high -quality production, and having their 25 minutes 
of fame, they can return home and tell every- 
one how Disney and Sony made them stars. 

SONY 
Sony Business and Professional Group. 1600 Queen Anne Road. Teaneck. NI 076(+6. ©1990 Sony Corporation of America. 
Sony, U-Matic. UMatir SP and IumhoTron are trademarks of Sony. Disney Photos and Artwork ©1990 The Walt Disney Company. BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL GROUP 
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The planning package consists of a 1 - 

page engineering budget form. (See Fig- 
ure 1.) Worksheets for deriving each line 
item on the budget are shown in Figures 
2-5. The budget plan is divided into three 
parts: studio operations and maintenance, 
transmitter operations and maintenance 
and capital expenditures. Under the stu- 
dio and transmitter sections, expenses are 
broken down into three subheads: opera- 
tion (for consumable items and minor re- 
pairs), projects and scheduled mainte- 
nance. Under the latter two headings, 
each project or scheduled replacement is 
listed, dated and priced separately. 

This method breaks the budget into dis- 

crete parts. It forces a systematic data - 
collection process, along with careful plan- 
ning, scheduling and organizing. Consider 

Consider budgeting a 
yearly financial proof 

of performance. 

it a yearly financial proof of performance 
to determine needs, list problems, and be- 
come aware of the economic dimensions 
of the technical operation and its mainte- 

nance. The worksheets provide an annu- 
al self -evaluation of the facility, and can 
become part of the technical maintenance 
record for the station. 

Begin with a step-by-step budget con- 
struction process, and end with enough 
documentation and data to justify line 
item entries for a year's worth of en- 
gineering. 

Studio operation 
The budget summary shown in Figure 

1 begins with studio operations. On the 
first line, consumable items are addressed, 
such as open -reel and cassette tape; tape 
cartridges; batteries for news gathering or 
account executive spot demo tape record - 

19 ENGINEERING BUDGET ESTIMATE/PROJECTION FOR _WXXX_ 

BY DATE 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ Studio +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

OPERATION: 

Consumable Items (tape, cas., carts, bat., & misc.) + 

Maintenance/repair (tape rec., mixers, etc. & misc.) + 

PROJECTS: (equipment/system reconfiguration/modification) 

1. + 
2. + 

a + 

SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE: (repair/replacement/renovation) 

1. + 

2. + 

3. + 

TOTAL FOR STUDIO OPERATION & MAINTENANCE _ + 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++ Transmitter ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

OPERATION: 

Consumable Items (tubes, air Tilt, gas, & misc.) + 

Maintenance/repair (xmtr, ant, tower, & misc equip) + 

PROJECTS: (equipment/system reconfiguration/modification) 

1. + 

2. + 

3. + 

SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE: (twr lights & paint, other repair/renovation) 

1. + 
2. + 

a + 

TOTAL FOR TRANSMITTER MAINTENANCE & OPERATION 

CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FOR TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS 

19 ENGINEERING BUDGET FOR STUDIO AND TRANSMITTER 

Figure 1. A sample 1 -page engineering budget form. 
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Improve the Means to the End 
Introducing Our New Extended Benefits Package: 

Model MCE325 Programmable User Station 

- ...... . 

' M ... .,.0 
.. ............ .... 

.... 

MN uiC '- 
WC ON ON 

:.. 
AU rd. 

Think of it... 
a versatile intercom user station with a wide range of operational and packaging formats. 

Physical benefits include a five way modular packaging technique 

for permanent or portable applications. While headset operation comes standard, 

adding our MCS325 Speaker and a plug-in microphone supports an open -listening setting. 

Operator benefits sport user-friendly software and hardware based programming; 

the MCE325 can be operationally and functionally configured to suit individual requirements. 

As for the small print: the MCE325 works in conference -line 

or dedicated -line environments, with 2 -channel split talk/listen or 4 -channel combo talk/listen, 

in 2 -wire or 4 -wire line mode, or a combination of both. Also featured are two channels 

of IFB, two program inputs, and call signaling. Modular packaging includes: rack mount or 

portable headset station, rack mount or portable speaker station, or console mount headset station. 

Please call or write for details. 

The First Name In Intercommunications 

Professional Intercommunications 

Professional Audio Products 

1988 - 1989 

Engineering 

Emmy Award 

RTS SYSTEMS 
A Telex Communications Company 

1100 West Chestnut Street 

Burbank, California 91506 

Phone 818-566-6700 

Fax 818-843-7953 

"."-t ---, 

Circle (37) on Reply Card 
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ers; tape recorder, LP and CD cleaning 
supplies; tape editing supplies; replace- 
ment light bulbs; and other small, miscel- 
laneous items used in the production 
process. 

Make a list of these items, with a rec- 
ord of vendor and cost. Use the data to 
project usage based on the station's pro- 
gramming and marketing goals. Start with 
last year's figures, if they exist, and add 
a growth factor (according to the station's 
plans) and an inflation factor (according 
to the economy). 

The next line deals with studio equip- 

ment maintenance and repair. In the 
course of producing a station's air signal, 
equipment wears, and eventually wears 
out. For example, head life on cart and 
tape machines can operate for 500-600 
hours. Each year, a typical station 
produces more than 6,000 hours of audio 
material. Depending on which equipment 
is used to produce the audio, and how 
many of these devices are available, you 
can expect to replace heads and pinch - 
rollers anywhere from twice a year to 
once every two or three years. Phono styli, 
tape cartridges, mixer pots and console 

switches also wear, depending on use or 
format requirements, and equipment dura- 
bility. 

Start from a maintenance record, if pos- 
sible, or figure it from usage projections 
to determine the frequency of replace- 
ment and the amount to cover the nor- 
mal wearable parts on all studio devices. 
In many of these cases, the initial cost of 
these parts will depend upon the frequen- 
cy of replacement required. Examine this 
to determine if any "penny-wise, pound- 
foolish" choices are being made. Tape car- 
tridges are a good example, because the 

19 OPERATION DETAIL WORKSHEET FOR 

BY DATE 

CONSUMABLE ITEMS --- USAGE RATE / COST PER UNIT ---- COST -- 

2 

3. 

4. 

CONSUMABLE ITEM TOTAL 

ITEM MAINTENANCE / REPAIR COST -- 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

TOTAL FOR MAINTENANCE / REPAIR 

Figure 2. Worksheet suggestions for consumable items and repairs 
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cheaper cart often wears more quickly 
than its higher -priced competitor. Over the 
replacement cycle (although this may 
stretch beyond a single fiscal year), the 
one set of premium cartridges will cost 
less than the two or three sets of the 
bargain -basement brand required during 
the same period. Also, higher audio qual- 
ity may be delivered during that period 
if you used premium cartridges. You will 
also get a higher protection of the invest- 
ment if you use better software on the ex- 
pensive hardware. Consider someone who 
buys a Ferrari and puts only the cheapest 
gas in it. This will not allow the capital in- 
vestment to perform to its highest 
potential. 

Next is projects. For this line item, fig- 
ure the projects for the upcoming fiscal 
year. These include projects to solve prob- 
lems in programming or production, and 
maybe even in sales. They could involve 
reconfiguring a studio's equipment, build- 
ing a custom system, or making technical 
modifications to current equipment. 
Projects are the reflective part of the budg- 
eting process -a sort of station wish list - and are generated from the needs ex- 
pressed by other staff members. "Wish we 
had a dubbing studio:' or "a place to play 
demo spots to clients, in person or on the 

phone" are a couple of examples. Projects 
are the small things that make a station 
worth more in little ways. They make a 
station's production or sales systems a lit- 
tle more efficient. 

Just because 
something is replaced 
doesn't mean it will 

never need to be 
again. 

Start by making and keeping a list of 
project items. Work from the list to deter- 
mine the need, value and cost to imple- 
ment the project. Rank them by priority; 
many things are nice to have, but not ab- 
solutely necessary or cost-effective. Above 
all, assess project needs from an operation- 
al standpoint. 

The last line item in the studio section 
is scheduled maintenance. In every studio 
a number of timely things have to be 
done, and that reflects upon the whole sta- 
tion. When wear or obsolescence dictate 

it, studios should be painted and refur- 
bished. The environment should be main- 
tained to promote equipment efficiency 
and station productivity, which primarily 
involves the heating, lighting and venti- 
lation systems. The structural aspects of 
the studio affect the efficiency and produc- 
tivity of the station. Maintenance should 
be scheduled on a timely basis, at best, or 
on an as -needed basis, at worst. 

The "bridge -painting" model may be 
helpful here, in which a person paints a 
bridge from one end to the other, finish- 
ing just in time to begin repainting again 
at the other end. In the application at 
hand, the entire contents of a facility will 
eventually require replacement, in a 
never-ending process of identifying what 
is the most needy at the moment. Having 
this progression of retooling predeter- 
mined over a period of years is the goal. 
Just because something is repaired, up- 
graded or replaced doesn't mean it will 
never need to be again. 

A list of scheduled maintenance items 
is a good way to keep track of their time- 
liness (and their cost -at -last -replacement). 
Start the worksheet by using the list as a 
guide. Some maintenance may be 
weather- or problem -dependent, and may 
result from operational difficulties or oth- 

STEREO TO GO. 

No matter what your production needs-news, sports or 
entertainment-Sony's ECM-MS5 stereo microphone puts 
high quality stereo miking from a single point within your 
reach. Incorporating Sony's MS (Mid -Side) capsule technology 
the MS5 brings true stereo imaging to the field. To find out 
more call 1 -800 -635 -SONY. 

ECM-MS5 
Three matched condenser capsule floated by a 
one-piece rubber shock mount 
Light weight 7.6 oz. 
Total Mono compatibility 
Accepts 12-48V external power 
Optional accessories include: Windscreen (AD -72), 
Handgrip (GP -5) and DC-MS5 power supply 

SONY® Sony Communications Products Company. 
1600 Queen Anne Rd., Teaneck, NJ 07666. 
© 1989 Sony Corporation of America. Sony is a registered trademark of Sony. 

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO 
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ALL TETRODES ARE NOT 
CREATED EQUAL. 

Beware. If it's not an original Thomson tetrode, 
you're not getting Thomson performance, reliability 
and longevity. 

Isn't your station worth it? We carry a full stock 
of our tetrodes, so you can buy direct from the source. 

Circle (39) on Reply Card 

All tetrodes are available for immediate delivery. 
To order, simply contact us at the address below. 

THOMSON ELECTRON TUBES 
AND DEVICES CORPORATION 

For additional information, mention code TS 

40 G Commerce Way - P.O. Box 540 - Totowa, New Jersey 07511 Tel : ( 201 ) 812-9000 - Fax : ( 201 ) 812-9050. 
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er unexpected emergencies. A good plan- 
ning process helps avoid exigency, and 
saves money - crisis engineering is the 
most expensive kind of engineering a sta- 
tion can have. Determine the costs and 
priorities for each, considering the time 
variable for each item. Extrapolate where 
necessary from existing maintenance 
records as to the expected lifespan for crit- 
ical or heavily used items. 

Transmitter operation 
Once again, begin with consumable 

items. These are the things necessary to 
maintain the operation and performance 
of the transmitter. In the course of opera- 
tion, transmitter equipment also wears. 
Transmitters use tubes, air filters, and oc- 

casionally, go through some of their oth- 
er parts. Tubes can last from one to two 
years or more, with air filters lasting typi- 
cally less than that. Other maintenance 
depends on the age of the transmission 
system and the whims of nature. 

Start with a list of the items, including 
best vendor and cost. Use maintenance 
records' data to project usage, based on 
efficiently maintaining the transmitter. 

On the next line is transmitter equip- 
ment maintenance and repair. The main- 
tenance needs of the transmitter site 
equipment differ from that of the studio. 
Transmitter sites tend to be isolated places, 
subject to vandalism, lightning and weath- 
er extremes. The items listed on this line 
should be limited to the normal mainte- 

nance variety, however. These are usual- 
ly items found during inspections (of trans- 
mitter, transmission lines, antenna and 
tower) that have failed from use or age. 
Issues of safety or improved reliability may 
also fit here, if they are not of a capital 
nature, and simple enough not to require 
project status. Cost projections in this area 
are complicated; they differ from the more 
predictable consumables, because the 
needs are subject to great variation from 
year to year. 

Start from a maintenance or trouble rec- 
ord, if possible. Determine what problems 
have occurred, and project what will or 
might occur in the future. Look for prob- 
lems to solve. The overall maintenance 

Continued on page 74 

19 PROJECTS DETAIL WORKSHEET FOR 

BY 

1. 

PROJECT 

DATE 

COST -- 

2. 

3. 

4. 

TOTAL FOR PROJECTS 

Figure 3. Worksheet suggestions for projects and scheduled maintenance. 
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Only BTS can offer you a facility 
control system as advanced as the BCS-3000. 

The BCS-3000 is a single, integrated control system 
designed to bring all the "pieces" of your facility together, 
interfacing and operating as one smooth unit. 

It uses industry standard computer network and machine 
control protocols ...not proprietary protocols used in other 
systems. Aw' the BCS-3000 is a user defined and 
configurable system, allowing for more flexibility in 

operation and expansion of BTS's full family of products 
...which include routing switchers, master control, 
machine control and automation devices. 

Let the BCS-3000 bring the "total picture" of BTS 
engineering to your facility. 

Broadcast 

BT Television 
Systems, Inc. 

A joint company of Bosch and Philips. 
Phone 1-800-962-4BTS. 

Circle (40) on Reply Card 
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EVEN 
DISNEY HAS 
TO RELYON. 

MORE THAN 
GIC 

The secrets of the 

rtertainment industry can 

DE found in a wonderfully 

mysterious room. The editor's suite. 

That where the leaders of Disney 

you 5.ta4 or the leading 

edge on'y through 

breakthrjugl products. 

logging, still -frame ed ting and, of course, Which is critica 

dazzling picture quality. 

ly important if you 

live to create magic. 

3roducticns trust their magic to the leader Equally important, Sony supplies you Sony. The leader video leaders follow. 

n professional videotape: Sony. 

Disney producers and engineers know 

-hat fant]sies come true on the tape 

iesigned for real -world shuttling, 

with a brilliant supposing cast: Scies 

representatives who listen. Engineers 

who can respond quickly. And researchers 

who know that 
SONY 
PROFESSIONAL VIDEO -APE 

ä) 1490 Sony Capo®non of Americo. Son, is o registered trademark. 
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goal is economic efficiency without loss 
of performance in this final part of the 
product "assembly line." 

In the transmitter projects line, consider 
that projects for the transmitter site/sys- 
tem differ from studio ones. They tend to 
be reactive rather than proactive, and 
oriented toward improving operational ef- 
ficiency, or fixing problems. Minor updates 
because of new technology, may also be 
included, such as more automatic systems 
to make the plant self-regulating, better 
remote control or safety improvements. 
Complexity for the sake of complexity 
should be avoided, along with unwarrant- 
ed glitz and twinkling lights. 

Start the worksheet with a list of proj- 
ect items, perhaps the result of operational 

difficulties. Work from the list to determine 
the need, value and cost to implement the 
project. Rank them by priority. 

For the scheduled maintenance line, 
consider that a transmitter site requires a 
number of timely things to be done. These 
items reflect the station's position and im- 
age in the community and industry. Eve- 
ry five or six years, towers need repaint- 
ing. Every year and a half or so, tower 
lights need replacing. Every summer and 
fall there's brush and grass to cut and mow. 

There's also timely maintenance to pre- 
serve the buildings' weatherproofing. Veri- 
fy that roofs don't leak and that buildings 
are in an environmentally safe (for equip- 
ment and people) condition. Include peri- 
odic antenna adjustment and tests to keep 
a measure on performance. To ensure that 

the overall condition of the transmitter 
plant doesn't deteriorate, best results will 
occur if these items are scheduled on a 
timely basis rather than on an as - 
needed basis. 

A list of scheduled maintenance items 
helps keep track of their timeliness and 
most recent costs. Start the worksheet by 
using the list as a guide. 

Technical improvements and capital 
expenditures 

This is the last worksheet, and perhaps 
the most important. Based on the techni- 
cal analysis of the budgeting process, op- 
erational and technical needs can be de- 
termined. All equipment will eventually 
require replacement because of use, tech - 

Continued on page 78 

19 SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE WORKSHEET FOR 

BY DATE 

MAINTENANCE ITEM COST -- 

2. 

3. 

4. 

TOTAL FOR SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 

Figure 4. Worksheet suggestion for capital expenditures. 
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The Telecine People... 
URSA 

JRSA offers the quality of flying spot, 
he accuracy of digital processing and 

-he flexibility of video effects by 
combining advanced CRT technology, 
-otally new scanning techniques and a 

'till digital color channel. 
The premium top of the line film 

-ransfer equipment. 

MK 111 

TURBO 
The Urimedia MKIII TURBO, based 
on Rank Cintel MKIII Telecine. 
The outstanding features and 
quality of flying spot technology at 
an economical price. 

Rank Cintel Inc. 
Eas- Coast Sales Office, 
704 Executive Blvd, Valley Cottage, 
New York 10989 9998 
Tel: 914-268-8911 
Fax: 914-268-5939 

TO 
THE 

FUTURE 
A joint venture between 
Rank Cintel and Kodak 

to develop a 
CCD HDTV TELECINE. 

Rank Cintel 
IMAGES OF EXCELLENCE 

Circle (41) on Reply Card 

ADS -2 
Rank Cintel's versatile multi -purpose 
CCD Telecine featuring a unique 
electronic dirt and scratch concealment 
system, lever operated film gauge 
change and "state of the art" 135 
sensors. The ideal transfer telecine for 
dailies, features, archival, broadcast 
and documentary use. 

Now with optional AMIGO pre- 
programming system. 

MK III 
HDTV 

Available now, HD version of the 
world acclaimed MK Ill telecine. 
A flying spot high definition 
equipment to meet all proposed 
HDTV standards. 

Rank Cintel Inc. 
National Heádquarters, 

13340 Saticoy, North Hollywood, 
California 91605, U.S.A. 

Tel: 818-765.-7265 
Fax: 818-765-3315 

Telex: 182694 

Rank Cintel Inc. Midwest Sales Office, 411 East Jarvis Avenue, Des Plaines, Illinois 60018, U.S.A. Te1:708-699-0530 Fax:708-699-0581 
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'We chose Ikega 
Cameras with an 

When it comes to attracting future business to their remote mobile 
units, NEP understands the critical importance of selecting the 
right equipment. 

Not surprisingly, when it came to selecting Studio 
Chip Cameras, they chose Ikegami's HK -355. 

A long time Ikegami camera user, NEP's 
national recognition and quality reput- 
ation has been earned on such diverse 
productions as: The Cosby Show, 
The Goodwill Games, Farm Aid Con- 
cert, The Tyson -Douglas Heavyweight 
Championship, and The Academy of 
Country Music Awards. 

When it comes to CCD technology, the 
right equipment for NEP is Ikegami. 

The HK -355 Studio Chip Camera offers 
many exceptional features: 

Three 2/3" FIT CCDs each with 450,000 
pixels, deliver a resolution of 800 TVL 

and S/N ratio of 62 dB. 

6 -vector Color Corrector provides remote 
control of camera colorimetry-including 
a unique Auto Color facility to produce 
matching colorimetry accurately and 
automatically. 

Computer Control System enables com- 
plete remote control, Full Auto Setup, 
extensive Diagnostics, and Multiple 
Filing System. 

Full 3 Channel Detail System reproduces exception- 
ally fine details in entire picture, regardless of scene colors. 

A hand-held version, the HK -355P, offers extensive remote 
control, Auto Setup and Diagnostics. 

For more information, contact your Regional Ikegami Sales office. 

Ikegami 
Ikegami Electronics (U.S.A.) Inc., 37 Brook Ave., Maywood, NJ 07607 
East Coast: (201) 368-9171 West Coast: (213) 534-0050 
Southeast: (305) 735-2203 Southwest: (214) 869-2363 
Midwest: (708) 834-9774 Hawaii: (808) 946-5955 

'-- 
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HK -355 Studio Chip 
eye on the future" 

-George Wensel, V.P. Operations, NEP 

,:.: 
C;., 

¡ 
, 
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Continued from page 74 
nological improvements, or a change in 
the facility's operational needs. The re- 
placement or addition of new equipment 
is a capital expense, subject to technical 
considerations and production and finan- 
cial ones. 

Create a technical improvement list. 
Make a list of reasons for each item, detail- 
ing why it is needed and what benefits its 
acquisition will provide. Make a list of rea- 
sons against each as well, noting any rea- 
sons why it shouldn't be purchased (for ex- 
ample, what other items could be bought 
with this money), and, of course, include 
its total cost, including taxes and delivery 
charges. Justify the requested capital ex- 
penses using these facts, and rank them 

according to pertinent priorities. 
Finally, enter the data from the work- 

sheets on the engineering budget form 
and submit it for consideration and in- 
tegration into the station budgeting proc- 
ess. Budgets are not the cut and dried 
things that the numbers would imply. The 
final engineering budget must fit within 
management goals and the economic real- 
ities of operating a competitive business. 
For engineering to have any direct input 
and control over how station resources are 
expended in the technical area, this 
documentation is essential. 

The continuous plant evaluation and 
performance review of technical hardware 
that this process entails is an extremely 
valid engineering process. Such objective 

research pays dividends in the audio qual- 
ity of the station, as well as the labor effi- 
ciency of maintenance personnel. It may 
also pave the way toward better working 
relations between the facility's corporate 
management and its engineering depart- 
ment. By "speaking the language" and be- 
coming more a part of the team, the 
broadcast engineer will be capable of in- 
fluencing and getting involved in the sta- 
tion's success. 

19 TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS WORKSHEET FOR 
+++ CAPITAL EXPENDITURES +++ 

2 

BY DATE 

TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENT COST -- - REASONS FOR & AGAINST -- BENEFITS PLUS & MINUS - 

3. 

4. 

TOTAL FOR CAPITAL EXPENDITURES FOR TECHNICAL IMPROVEMENTS = 

I =.r4))ll 

Figure 5. Justify your request for technical improvements with fiscal as well as technical reasons. 
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Your Next Cart Macnine is Digital 

i)igiCart 
RANDOM ACCESS 
DIGITAL AUDIO RECOZDOI 

,TFREO/1681T EIN AR 

DisiCart 1.05 

Please Insert Disk 

Cul )ELCi 

EDIT 

NEVI 

[INTER 

1E\ 

u 
(ANCEE 

NO 

.50 N 3( 10 li .12 9 3 0 

Radio World called it The 
Talk Of The Atlanta NAB 
Show. Broadcast Engi- 

neering's pane] selected it as one 
of their NAB "Pick Hits." And 
C.E.'s from everywhere pro - 
chimed it a winning combination 
ol digi! al performance and analog 
price. 

The Digital Cart for Broadcast 
360 Systems presents the tool 

broadcasters have been asking 
for-the sonic excellence of CDs in 
a convenient user recordable for - 

C O üI ? A R E 

FEATURE ANALOG DIGICART 

Random Access 
Cue Title Display 
Time Remain Display 
Instant Cueing 
Adjustments 
HF Loss With Wear 
Stereo Phase Error 
Wow & Flutter, % 

Start Time, Sec. 
Dynamic Range 
Distortion 
Cost, R/P Stereo 

No 
No 
No 
No 

10-20 
Yes 
Poor 
.1-.3 
.1-.3 

58 dB 
1.5% 

53K -6K. 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

None 
None 

<1° 
Zero 
Zero 
92 dB 
.005% 

$3,995. 

mat. DigiCartTM is a true digital 
audio cart machine. It looks and 
operates a lot like an analog cart; 
but under the surface, it's a pow- 
erful production tool that reshapes 
the quality and speed of broad- 
cast operations. 

Now you can store up to ten 
minutes of stereo at 15 kHz (or 40 
minutes in mono at 10 kHz) on a 
rugged, removable magnetic disk 
cartridge. With true 16 -bit linear 
encoding, fast access and an 
unlimited number of cuts per disk, 
DigiCart performs the daily tasks 
of broadcasting in a direct and 
reliable way. 

Random Access for Automation 
If automation is part of your sta- 

tions' business plan, DigiCart's 
serial control port can be the key 
to cost-effective operation. 

Optional internal (and external) 
hard disks hold a full day's pro- 
gramming, and can be loaded at 
greater than ten times normal 
speed from the removable 
cartridges! 

And since each cut has its own 
ID, cue lists can be created and 
stored within DigiCart to speed 

production. It's even possible to 
cue up a second spot while the 
first one is playing on the same 
machine! 

DigiCart uses rugged, 
removable Digital Audio Disks. 

Call for a free brochure on how 
DigiCart can upgrade the quality 
of your station. 

360 SYSTEMS 
18740 Oxnard Street, Tarzana, CA 91356 
Phone (818) 342-3127 Fax (818) 342-4372 
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PAÌ4SO 
ThE aN 

Panasonic Broadcast Sys- 
tems' answer is the new, lower - 
cost, high quality 1/2 -inch video- 
tape recording system, a family 
of recorders priced like 3/4 -inch, 
but with performance and 
quality more like one -inch. With 
cassettes nearly 50% smaller 
than 3/4 -inch (providing up 
to 50% more recording time), 
Panasonic's new MI I not only 
provides much more flexibility 
in the field; it takes up far less 
archival real estate. Plus, the 
new MII's broad compatibility 
ends the dilemma of meeting 
rising quality requirements 
within today's lean budgets. 

AU -520 Portable Field Recorder with 90 minute 
cassette record capability. 

AU -410 Dockable Recorder mates with camcorder cameras of all the major brands. 

vanced VLSI technologies with 
the very latest materials. The 
result is a series of recorders 
that work smarter, fit better and 
cost less than any comparable 
system. 

FIELD ACQUISITION 
SYSTEMS 

If you're thinking 3/4 -inch 
Panasonic's new series of systems for the field, think again 

MII recorders capitalizes on Mat- You can compare 3/4 -inch to 
sushita's vast experience as the the new MII for price, but you 
world's largest manufacturer of can't compare the quality, fea - 
video recorders, combining ad- tures or performance. And, you 

simply can't get a 3/4 -inch cam- 
era/recorder. 

The new AU -410 Dockable 
Recorder can mate to virtually 
any video camera designed for 
camcorder operation. Now, 
your favorite camera can make 
pictures with quality that rivals 
that of one -inch VTRs. The 
AU -520 Field Recorder pro- 
vides all the high -end produc- 
tion features required in the real 
world, and, unlike 3/4 -inch, of- 
fers full 90 -minute videocassette 
record capability in the field. 
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NIC HAS 
EWERS. 

STUDIO AND POST - 
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS 

Don't let the low prices of 
these studio production VTRs 
fool you. All use full bandwidth 
video and an advanced analog 
component CTCM video signal 

AU -62 Studio Player, the ultimate in low-cost, high 
performance utility players. 

system for video excellence, 
generation after generation. 
Each recorder has digital time 
base correction built-in and ad- 
vanced VLSI techniques have 
cut the total PC board area by 
40 percent, power consump- 
tion by 40 percent, and system 
weight by 20 percent. 

Want the machine to wake- 
up in a specific mode for certain 
applications?A non-volatile 
memory and on -screen menus 
allow you to program each ma- 
chine's operating personality to 
suit yours: shuttle knob speed, 
machine status and time code 
displays, machine address, 
ballistics emulation (C, Beta, MII, 
SMPTE time code* or CTL, 
pause -to -standby characteris- 
tics, etc.) or revert to the factory 
default settings with one touch. 

To ensure reliability, all new 
MII machines feature self-clean- 
ing heads, a drum motor confi- 
dence check during edits, a 
modular power supply, plus a 
Super Dropout Compensation* 
(SDOC) system, which corrects 
for up to one field. 

For systems compatibility 
with almost any mix of VTRs in 
use today, each of the new pro- 
duction VTRs includes a 9 -pin 
RS -422A serial/parallel inter- 
face, plus a 50 -pin parallel input 
via an optional interface board. 

AU -65 Studio VTR, the perfect editing platform for 
sourcing from MII or other formats. 

Each new MII VTR is com- 
pletely conversant with today's 
edit controllers. The new Mils 

AG -7750 S -VHS Recorder with V/C 3.58 component 
I/O, time code, RS -422A and digital TBC assures 
maximum quality dubbing to and from Mil. 

are plug -compatible with 3/4 - 
inch VTR machines. Acquire in 
S -VHS or distribute in S -VHS at 

the highest quality levels using 
the system's Y/C in/out for dubb- 
ing to or from S -VHS. 

AU -63 Studio Player with AT"' Auto Tracking for superior 
slow-motion, is the perfect companion for an AU -65 - 
based suite. 

The AU -62 Studio Player is 
the ideal utility machine for high 
quality, low-cost video play- 
back. The AU -65 Studio VTR 
is the perfect editing platform 
with 1 -event assemble and in- 
sert editing for video and 
audio. 

Variable memory editing 
makes the AU -65 incompara- 
ble for slow-motion inserts. The 
AU -63 Studio Player with ATTM 

Auto Tracking is the perfect 
companion for an AU -65 -based 
suite or for any other application 
where the best in variable 
speed performance is important. 

The openness of Panasonic's 
new MII is a standing invitation 
to every producer to step up to 
the world of full bandwidth video. 
Now, the question becomes, 
"Can you afford to pay more for 
less?" That's a question only 
you can answer. OP".r1r: 
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MII SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY 

Source VTRs 

AU -62 

AU -63 

.... 
n... 

l '00.p ; 9Í10°= 

S -VHS 

Any VTR using RS -422. 

Field Acquisition 

ANY CAMERA 
Accepts NTSC composite. 
Y/C component, or RGB com- 
ponent video camera outputs. 

DOCKABLE CAMERA 
The AU -410 docks with the full 
range of professional video 
cameras from Ikegami, Sony, 
BTS, Ampex, Hitachi, JVC, etc., 
as well as Panasonic's AK -400, 
AK -450, and the new AQ -20 digi- 
tal processing video camera. 

EDIT 
CONTROLLER 

The new MII recorders 
are compatible with edit 
controllers utilizing the 
RS -422A serial/parallel 
interface standard, such 
as those of CMX, Grass 
Valley Group, Ampex, 
Sony, Convergence, 
Paltex, and others. 

AU -520 

AU -410 

SWITCHER 
The super quality of 
Panasonic's patented 
encoder/decoders as- 
sures modern switchers 
a stable, clean video sig- 
nal whether they're look- 
ing for a composite or 
component input. The 
mode programmable 
system ensures that the 
machines respond the 
way you want them to at 
power up-every time. 

Edit/Record VTR 

AU -665 
For the most sophisticated applica- 
tions such as high -end component 
graphics suites or animation systems, 
Panasonic's AU -665 offers the ex- 
tended performance specifications 
required. 

Panasonic 
Broadcast &Television Systems 

Panasonic® Division of Matsushita Electric Corporation of America, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094 
For more information call: 1-800-524-0864 

CMX. Grass Valley Group, Ampex, Sony Convergence, Partes. Ikegami, BTS, Hitachi, JVC are marks of their respective owners 
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data or the audio output. 
A early provider of data network serv- 

ice was Bonneville Telecommunications, 
formerly known as Radio Data Systems, 
based in Salt Lake City. Bonneville began 
to broadcast data under an experimental 
FCC authorization in 1971. Indesys, of Sun- 
nyvale, CA, offers FM radio subcarrier re- 
ceiver hardware and a network operating 
at 19.2kbit/second. Multicomm Telecom- 
munications based in Arlington, VA, (a 
subsidiary of Amway, former owners of 
the Mutual Broadcasting System), began 
development of an FM radio subcarrier 
network in 1982. By 1986, Multicomm was 
operating subcarriers in more than 80 
markets because of limited acceptance 
and conversion to C -band and Ku -band 
satellite links. However, that number was 
reduced to about 15 markets by 1988. 

Traffic information: Not yet common in 
this country, the Radio Data System (RDS), 
sponsored by the European Broadcasting 
Union (EBU) in Geneva, Switzerland, can 
turn on or temporarily retune a car's FM 
radio when a traffic report comes in, as 
well as send station -related program and 
identification data to receivers equipped 
with alphanumeric displays. FM stations 
in all western European countries, where 
RDS-equipped car radios are available, are 
transmitting RDS on a 57kHz subcarrier. 
American broadcasters viewing the RDS 
display at the 1990 NAB convention indi- 
cated greatest interest in the "Radiotext" 
and "program type search" features. These 
receiver functions could display a station's 
call letters, slogan, frequency or call -in 
number, and could direct listeners to an 
alternate frequency, such as a translator. 
According to RDS marketers, Delco Elec- 
tronics (General Motors) and Philco (Ford 
Motor Company) are developing RDS- 
equipped radios for future automobiles. 
The system is also being explored as a pos- 
sible replacement or enhancement for the 
EBS system. 

FM radio subcarriers will also be a part 
of a broadcast traffic service test in Los 
Angeles. The multimillion dollar project 
called "Pathfinder" is a joint venture of 
Caltrans (the California State Transporta- 
tion Agency), the Federal Highway Ad- 
ministration and General Motors. Cars 
equipped with navigation systems and 
electronic map displays will receive and 
display data from the L.A. Traffic Opera- 
tions Center via FM subcarrier. The sub - 
carrier data will display traffic jams on 
maps in the test vehicles, which began this 
summer. 

Telemetry: For years, radio stations have 
used their subcarrier capability to send 
transmitter readings back to the station's 
control point. Although this transmitter - 
studio link avoids phone line costs, it is not 
usable if the FM transmitter is off the air. 

Also, an FM subcarrier transmitter tele- 
metry channel occupies a portion of the 
same spectrum that may be used by 
potential revenue -producing subcarrier 
services. 

As Figure 1 shows, business music ap- 
plications lead the use of FM station sub - 
carriers for the country as a whole, al- 
though the combination of stock and 
commodities information, paging and oth- 
er data services totals to a higher figure. 
In the top 30 markets, audio services are 
currently overshadowed by the data - 
related services. 

Among all forms of data broadcasting, 
that is, wireless point-to-point and point- 
to-multipoint delivery of data information 
around the country, two methodologies 
currently predominate: FM subcarrier sys- 
tems and VSAT terminals. Figure 2 shows 
that the installed base of data broadcast- 
ing transmission installations or "drops," 
is led by FM subcarriers on various stations 
across the country and by Equatorial Com- 
munications, a digital VSAT network. To- 
gether, they account for 85,200 out of 
114,000 drops in the United States, a 75% 
market share. Though diminishing (they 
represented 86% in 1987), FM subcarrier's 
market share will carry through 1992 and 
probably beyond. This graph also shows 
the projected increase in market share ex- 
pected in the use of alphanumeric pagers 
for additional data transmission besides 
simple paging (stock quotes and sales 
data). These services are typically trans- 
mitted on standard VHF business frequen- 
cies in the 160MHz and 400MHz bands. 

FM subcarrier technology 
The wide channel bandwidth autho- 

rized for FM broadcasting makes it feasi- 
ble to multiplex several channels of infor- 
mation together with the monophonic 
main channel. (See Figure 3a.) 

Stereophonic sound is, of course, the 
most common form of multiplexing on FM 
stations. It uses an amplitude -modulated 

50 

40 

30 

20 

suppressed -carrier subchannel at 38kHz, 
and a 19kHz subcarrier pilot. The modu- 
lation of the stereophonic subchannel is 
equal to the instantaneous difference of 
the left and right audio signals (L -R), which 
are usually low -pass -filtered to 15kHz; 
therefore, bandwidth of the stereo sub - 
channel is 38kHz ±15kHz, or 23kHz to 
53kHz. 

The stereo pilot must modulate the main 
carrier between 8% and 10%, thus the 
L+R main channel and the L -R subchan- 
nel together may modulate the FM carri- 
er by up to 90% (as depicted by the modu- 
lation envelope diagram of Figure 4). 
Because the L -R subcarrier is double- 
sideband AM, the envelope is shown with 
a maximum modulation of 45% for low- 
er sidebands and 45% for the upper 
sidebands. 

Before 1982, the FCC rules permitted a 
modulation spectrum, or baseband, of 
75kHz for FM stereophonic transmission. 
Although standard stereo requires only 
53kHz of baseband, the additional spec- 
trum between 53kHz and 75kHz was 
authorized for subcarrier use. In its Report 
and Order on the subject in 1982, the FCC 
authorized the use of FM baseband up to 
99kHz, primarily to provide spectrum for 
proposed quadraphonic transmission, but 
also opened it up for additional SCA us- 
age. Multichannel audio never became 
popular with FM broadcasters, possibly be- 
cause the quadraphonic systems have 
signal-to-noise ratios (S/N) several decibels 
poorer than stereophonic reception (which 
in turn is already up to 23dB noisier than 
mono FM), and because discrete quad 
transmission required a subcarrier that oc- 
cupied the pre -1982 portion of the base - 
band available for revenue -producing SCA 
subcarrier services. What evolved was the 
current state of affairs, in which two (or 
more, with narrowband data services) 
revenue -producing SCAs are possible 
along with stereo FM. (See Figure 3c.) 

Also in the FCC's revision of the FM 
baseband in 1982, the allowable modula - 

38% 

17% 

MUSIC 

7% 7% 

READING 
SERVICE 

AURAL 

17% 

OTHER 
TALK 

DATA 

5% 5% 

I l 
COMMODITIES 

18% 

r--1 ALL MARKETS 

TOP 30 MARKETS 

8% 

PAGING 

10% 

4% 

STOCK 
QUOTES 

OTHER 
DATA 

Figure 1. FM subcarrier usage by type of service (estimated). (Source: Waters Information Services, 
Binghamton, NY) 
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tion of the FM carrier was increased when 
subcarriers were added. Before 1982, the 
modulation back -off required when sub - 
carriers were added was one -for -one - 1% 
reduction of the main channel and 
stereophonic subchannel for each percent 
of subcarrier modulation or injection. Af- 
ter it was demonstrated that under typi- 
cal program conditions, one -half -for -one 
modulation back -off occupied approxi- 
mately the same bandwidth as stereo 
alone, and, therefore, produced no signifi- 
cant increase in adjacent or alternate 
channel interference, the FCC adopted this 
change as well. Broadcasters are now re- 
quired to back off the main modulation 
only 1/2 percent for each percent of sub - 
carrier injection, up to a total of 110% 
peak baseband modulation, as shown. 
Other combinations of subcarrier injection 
up to 20% with main -plus -stereo modula- 
tion are apparent. 

20% subcarrier injection (maximum 
permitted with stereo) 

80% main + stereo subcarrier modula- 
tion (10% back -off) 

10% stereo pilot 

110% total modulation 

A back -off of 10% in main -plus -stereo 
modulation amounts to approximately 
1dB, which is not a noticeable difference 
to most listeners. Therefore, broadcasters 
had one fewer negatives to consider when 
adding subcarrier services. 

Note that all 20% of the available injec- 
tion may be concentrated in one subcar- 
rier, provided the center frequency is be- 
low 75kHz. When only SCA-type sub - 
carriers are transmitted with a monophon- 
ic main service, total subcarrier injection 
up to 30% is permitted. (See Figure 3d.) 

The FCC's rule changes also allowed 
new forms of subcarrier modulation to be 
employed, in addition to the standard FM 
subcarriers previously allowed. For exam- 
ple, double- and single-sideband AM were 
permitted, as well as frequency- and 
phase -shift modulation, which opened the 
lucrative field of high-speed data trans- 
mission. 

Subcarrier frequencies 
There are innumerable ways to divide 

the composite baseband spectrum. The 
most frequently used spectrum centers on 
67kHz, which long ago became a de fac- 
to standard for FM subcarriers. This loca- 
tion in the baseband allowed sufficient fre- 
quency separation from the stereophonic 
subchannel, which extends to approxi- 
mately 53kHz. The 67kHz frequency was 
also separated - but less so - from 
76kHz, which was present in earlier ster- 
eo decoders as a second harmonic of the 
reinserted 38kHz L -R subcarrier, and the 
source of significant beat notes or "bir- 
dies:' (Modern integrated circuit stereo 

decoders typically use a 38kHz square 
wave, which is almost devoid of the beat - 
generating second harmonic.) 

Based on the need to provide sufficient 
separation from existing 67kHz subcarri- 
ers, and maintain clearance below the 
FCC's 99kHz baseband modulation limit, 

a second de facto standard developed at 
92kHz. This frequency actually has a lit- 
tle more modulation bandwidth available 
than does the 67kHz carrier, a function 
that compensates partially for the slight 
rise in its noise floor with baseband fre- 
quency, typical of all FM systems. The 
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Figure 2. Market shares of U.S. data broadcast methods. (Source: Waters Information Services, 
Binghamton, NY) 
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Figure 3. FM baseband spectrum and modulation limits. 
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TVV 
(EVV 
ARK 
ELO 
(CBS 
(DV M 
(TO L 
(EHT 
(BRZ 
MOX 
AIT 
/NEM 
ISLA 
:TTK 
(LVI 
.ETK 
:FCF 
:FQC 
:FMT 
:BFî 
:ITV 
:KVR 
:KVU 
:JOH 
:BUT 
;IVM 
1SV7 

ATV 
TVNZ 
CCTV 
VOK 
TTV 
RAI 
KBC 
BTQ-7 

KOCO 
WITF 
KJTV 
WISN 
WCVB 
WAKA 
KSTS 
WJCL 

ws®C 
WTVH 
KG BT 
KRGV 
KTXS 
WS LS 
WHME 
WJZY 

WXIA 
KPIX 
KSEE 
KR MA 
WOFL 
WATL 
WHO 
WGN 

WCMH 
WVIZ 
WGAL 
KOAT 
WUTR 
WCET 
WSYX 
WCAU 

These stations had to pay us 
to gei on this list. 

STW-9 
BCV 8 
KBS 
CSSR 
BBC 
WABI 
WCCB 
WETM 
WXXI 
KEZI 
WTAE 
KSFY 
WCFE 
WTTW 

WIPB 
WTVJ 
KGUN 
KCOY 
WHCT 
WMAZ 
WBAL 
WBFF 
KSPR 
WPTZ 
WHYY 
KLRN 
KTMD 
KODE 

WETK 
KHJ 
KARK 
WYAH 
WTTV 
KFME 
KLTV 
WSFA 
KPNX 
KICU 
KSBW 
KCNC 
WRC 
WXEL 

What we mean, of course, is that they all have purchased 
Ampex switchers, and we don't exactly give those things away. 

But what's more important is what the TDs and directors at 
stations like these are saying about our switchers... 

"We can configure the switcher any way we choose, fast! 
Between live news and some spot breaks we have only 30 

seconds to change TDs, directors, everything! With Century we 

can do it, with time for a sip of coffee to spare" 
"Key clip level, gain level, etc., are all stored per source 

in the Century's key memory-we never have to adjust a key 

on -air" 

"We store all of our switcher setups on the same disk 
where we store our program options. Then we can pop the disk 

WTVW 
WPSD 
KPLC 
WJZ 
KMOV 
WFIE 
WHAS 
KLFY 
WDSU 
WMAR 
WLOS 
WXII 
WRGB 
WBNS 

WNEP 
VVVIA 
WIS 
WSMV 
KCOS 
KPRC 
KTRK 
WWCP 
WYFF 
KBTX 
KFDM 
KSAT 
KVUE 
KSL 

WDBJ 
WVTV 
KVVU 
KPHO 
WHMM 
WAVY 
WXEX 
WOWK 
KBDI 
KWHY 
W TVT 
WGNX 
WAVE 
WECT 
WMHT 
KW TV 
KABY 
WSAV 
WBTV 
WFMY 
WCPO 
WCIV 
KUTV 
KUSA 
KXLY 
KXAS 
KWCH 

in and have our entire switcher ready, bingo, for the whole 

program ...with all the panel memory setups... in 3 or 

4 seconds!" 

So if you're considering a switcher for your broadcast 
facility, get the full story before making a decision. Call 
1-800-25AMPEX for a poster and an information kit. 

01990 Ampex Corporation 

AMPEX 
B E -100-C E N B 
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92kHz subcarrier is further removed from 
the stereophonic portion of the baseband, 
as well as its harmonic products that lead 
to intermodulation beats in receivers, and, 
therefore, this frequency usually has less 
effect on the stereo service. 

Other subcarrier frequencies are possi- 
ble under FCC rules, and are bound only 
by the protection requirements of an ad- 
jacent stereo or subcarrier service and the 
total injection limits. For example, the RDS 
system mentioned earlier, uses a narrow - 
band (approximately 3kHz) channel cen- 
tered at 57kHz for its digital signaling. Oth- 
er system designs have employed an array 
of single-sideband subchannels across the 
53kHz to 99kHz band to carry five in- 
dependent channels of 5kHz audio or 
medium -speed data. The Receptor system 
discussed earlier sends almost 20kbit/sec- 
ond using a subcarrier frequency of 
66.5kHz, which improves performance be- 
cause it is harmonically related to (3.5 
times) the stereo pilot. 

Transmission systems 
Improvements in receivers and stereo 

decoders, and the careful choice of modu- 
lation type and subcarrier frequencies 
have minimized the potential for main 
channel interference from subcarrier serv- 

ices. Of course, the performance of the 
transmission system also must be consid- 
ered. Proper planning is essential in the 
establishment of any subcarrier operation. 
To ensure that the subcarrier service is 
carried with minimal degradation to itself 
and the stereophonic service (which is the 
broadcaster's "bread and butter"), plus any 
other subcarrier services on the baseband, 
the entire transmission system should be 

90% 

45% 

10% 

L R 

PI LOT 

investigated. 
Stereo generator: Modern stereo gener- 

ator designs are more than clean enough 
for stereo -only service, but they must be 
exceptionally clean when additional sub - 
carriers are operated. The term "clean" 
here refers to low spurious modulation 
products outside the 0-53kHz band. (See 
Figure 4.) This is achieved by low-pass 
filtering of the left and right audio before 

L -R 

(LSB) 

L -R 

(USa) 

o 15 19 23 38 

Figure 4. FM stereo baseband modulation envelope. 

Four -Channel 
SCA Generator and Receiver 

SCA DATA SYSTEMS, INC. 
THE LATEST INNOVATIONS FOR 

THE SCA INDUSTRY 

()Music 4 is a registered trademark 
of SCA Data Systems, Inc 

The MUSIC 4 system repre- 
sents the latest technology in 
SCA audio transmission. Four 
5 Khz for two 10 Khz) channels 
can be placed on a single 67 or 
92 Khz subcarrier. 
Superior channel bandwidth 
and distortion character- 
istics are achieved using the 
patented MUSIC 4 lSB sub - 
carrier modulation. 
Superior S / N ratio when 
compared to conventional 
FM subcarrier systems. 
Advanced generator design 
eliminates subcarrier inter- 
ference with main stereo 
channel. 
Generator incorporates off - 
the -air audio and injection 
monitoring. 
DATA 4 option available. 

S.C.A. Data 
° Systems Inc. 

3000 Ocean Park Blvd. #3002 

Santa Monica, CA 90405 

(213) 452-2506 Fax: (213) 450-5307 

kHz 
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One ore 
Just Store Pictures 

Simply Storing Pictures 
Isn't Enough Anymore, 
Your still store had better deliver 

absolutely pristine imaws and be a 

multitasking production center, or 
you re not getting your money's 
worth. 

Can Any Still Store 
Realty Do This? 

One can. ALTA's Centurus look at 

our bandwidth, for 

example. We don't 
just meet broadcast 
specs. We exceed 

them with high- 
speed component 
processing through- 
out. That means you 
get the sharpest 
image possible. 

Store More 
For Your 
Money! 

Now compare 
Centaurus' storage 
capacity. All on-line, 
for instant recall at 

the lowest cost per picture. 
And when your storage require- 

ments grow, we'll grow with you. 
With additional on-line storage, and a 

535 Race Street, San Jose, 

digital tape cartridge for inlimited off- 

line storage. 

No Other Options 
Needed! 

Our dual synchronizers and TBCs 

are built right in. SO you can work 
directly with images from tape, cam- 

era, microwave and sateLite feeds, 

whatever. All without Lying to invest 

in additional equipment. 

Becomes a Master 
of Effects in Minutes! 
Put some polish on your produc- 

tions. Centaurus gives you more 
effects to work with, on a keyboard 
that's simple to operate. Plus its built- 

in switcher and dual TBCs let this still 

store stand alone, so you won't tie up 

your entire studio. 

How Can This Be? 

Specifications 
ABEKAS 

A42 
ALTA 

Centaures 
AMPEX 
ESS-5 

HARRIS 
ESP II 

Bandwidth 4.2MHz 
(±0.25dB) 

5.5MHz 
(-3dB) 

5.9MHz 
(±5dB) 

5.0 MHz 

(±0.5dB) 

Signal to Noise 52dB 58 dB ? 56dB 

Storage 
Capacity* 

200 fields 
100 frames 

250 fields 
125 frames 

207 fields 
207 frames 

200 fields 
200 frames 

Sync'nronizer - Dual - Dual 

TBC - Dual - - 
Production 
Effects 

1 wipe 
dissolve - 

9 wipes 
dissolve 
7 digital 

1 wipe 
dissolve - 

3 wipes 
dissolve 
3 digital 

Warranty 1 year 2 year! 1 year 1 year 

Single Channel 
Dual Channel 

$19,900 
$24,900 

- 
$16,903 

- 
$31,500 

$26,333 
$30.995 

'Basic System Based on available data as of June, 1988. 

11LTA. 
GROUP, INC 

How can we make a 

full -featured, dual chan- 
nel still store for less 

than the cost of other 
single -channel systems? 
Simple. We've been 
doing it for years. In 

fact, ALTA engineers 
were among the pio- 

neers of the digital still 

store. That's why our 
warranty is twice as 

long, and our still store 
gives you twice the 
value. 

So if you're looking 
for a still store that does 

more than just store pictures, choose 
the one that does more for your 
money. 

Choose Centaurus. 

CA 95126 FAX 408-297-1206 Tel. 408 -297 -ALTA 
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stereo generation (which directly affects clipping products. Such protection is in- below full modulation (for 10% injection), 
the bandwidth of stereophonic subchan- tended mainly for the benefit of subcarri- and are more susceptible to spurs from the 
nels), and removal of pilot harmonics and er services, which typically operate 20dB stereo subchannel. However, even low - 
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Figure S. An example of a clean stereo FM station's spectrum. No additional subcarriers are in use. 
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Figure 6. Spectrum of an FM stereo signal with paging subcarrier at 57kHz. Note several -50dBV to -60dBV harmonic spurs in the upper part 
of the baseband, caused by interference picked up in the station's STL. If aural subcarriers were employed, these spurs would be problematic. 
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No Camcorder Compares... 

... In size and weight 
JVC's new X-1 is the 
smallest, lightest profes- 
sional 3-CCD camcorder 
in the world. 

... In quality and 
performance 
The X-1 combines rugged 
JVC construction with 
features not found on any 
other camcorder. 

Measure the difference yourself. Call JVC at 
1-800-JVC-5825 to find out why people are 
calling the X-1 "The Exciting One" ... and 
receive a free Video Designer's Template. 

... In cost 
The X-1 is less expensive, 
and the S -VHS format 
makes it more economical 
to use. 

JVC 
PROFESSIONAL 
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Figure 7. Baseband spectrum from an FM stereo station with the Receptor messagewatch subcarrier at 67kHz. Note that depth of filtering be- 
tween L -R and data subcarriers is > 70dB. 

"If the R-2000 did anything 
more, I'd be out of a job." 

CFBC-AM/C98-FM Technical Director Gordon Miller displays his 
NCA Microelectronics R-2000 Remote Monitoring System. 

Recently we received this letter from a technical 
director at a radio station in Canada. He writes: 

Well done, NCA!! / have been the proud owner 
of an R-2000 for the past four months. 1 must admit 
I was a little leery about trying something new. But 
I've got to tell you that I'm sure glad I did. 

The R-2000 is easily the most sophisticated (but 
still very easy to set up and use) monitoring and 
control system I have had to work with in the past 
five years. 

1 am constantly finding that I don't need many of 
the other devices which I have acquired over the 
years to handle various routine activities. If the 
R-2000 did anything more, I'd he out of a job. 

The R-2000 won't replace your station engineer, 
but it will allow you to monitor and control your re - 

motely located AM, FM or TV broadcast station 
transmitter site 24 hours a day over a standard dial - 
up telephone line. 

The R-2000 system makes technical adjustments to 
faulty equipment at the site by remote control ... 
which eliminates unnecessary site repair visits for you. 

FLEXIBLE 
Macros allow you to define how you want the 

R-2000 to correct many transmitter problems on its 
own. Users can configure the unit to tailor their 
own responses using the built-in vocabulary. 

EXPANDABLE 
Inputs and outputs are expandable up to a total 

of 256 each. The system's standard eight hour bat- 
tery pack can be expanded to allow the unit to oper- 
ate fully up to 24 hours without AC power at the re- 
mote site. 

NO HIDDEN COSTS 
The R-2000 is a completely operational system 

that includes many standard features you have to 
pay extra for in other units. 

To Talk To An Actual R-2000, Dial Our Demo Number (506) 634-5018. 
NCA MICROELECTRONICS 

So don't worry, broadcast engi- 
neers. The R-2000 can't replace you, 
but it will make your job easier ... 24 
hours a day. 

STANDARD FEATURES: 
32 inputs (expandable to 256) 
16 outputs (expandable to 256) 
All inputs configurable as analog, 
digital or temperature 
Battery backup included with 
every system 
Telephone keypad access (input) 
with digitized voice (output) 
Completely user configurable 
Pullout drawer with keyboard and 
display included 
Remote data communication 
option 
One year warranty 

Exclusive U.S. Distributor: 
JAMES GRUNDER & ASSOC., INC. 

5925 Beverly Mission, KS 66202 
(913)831-0188 Fax: (913)831-3427 
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FIELD PRODUCTION 

A peceo4p awa pe4edpeo 

For your audio needs: a growing line of compact, 
easy -to -use FP amps and mixers. 

Shure FP products are built specifically for ENG, EFP, film, and video work. They're not general audio products that "might" 
work on remotes. And no one offers as wide a selection with this kind of built-in ruggedness and reliability. 

FP32 

FP31 

FPII 

FP51 '' 

FP42 

FPIb 

c. 

FP12 

For Stereo Remotes. The FP32 Stereo Mixer is comparable in size 
and features to our famous FP31. Its stereo capability, light weight, 
easy -to -use controls and convenient shoulder harness make it the 
first choice of field crews. Our FP42 Stereo Mixer simplifies mic 
cueing, so important in situations like sports remotes. Plus it enables 
you to easily mix down stereo in your post production booth. It offers 
all the features of the popular M267 plus stereo capability and a 
stereo headphone amp. 

The Industry Standards. The FP3I is Shure's original field production mixer. 
Thousands bet their audio on it worldwide. The FP16, a one -by -six dis- 
tribution amp with transformer balancing and link jacks, outperforms all 
competition. It's also ideal as a portable press bridge. 

For Long Yardage Situations. The FPII Mic-to-Line Amp provides 
freedom from noise in long line situations, with up to 84 dB of gain 
in 15 6 -dB steps. It converts any mic to line level and includes an 
invaluable limiter circuit. The FPI2 Headphone Bridging Amp is 
a must for shotgun and boom operators. It keeps them on target 
without need for a return line. It's ideal for multiple headphone feeds, 
troubleshooting, and as an intercom. 

The new FP51 gated compressor/mixer rides gain automatically. Once you set the compres- 
sion level, the FP51 adjusts automatically to changing signal levels in critical remote -to-studio 
feeds to maximize signal output. As a result, your broadcast :s quieter, smoother, better balanced 
-and more natural sounding. 

For more information on the entire FP line,eall or write Shure Brothers Inc., 222'Hartrev Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202-3696. (312) 866-2353. 

SIN#URE ® 

THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS...WORLDWIDE" 
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o}, Ma er 

It's the 

aeL 
LiLL LI L 

Emulates 
VTR, allowing your 

video editor to directly 

control virtually 
synchronizable 

ATR ever made. 

Supportset 
mode selection 

and automatic 
edit 

operations.' 
Itsgot 

Synchronizes 
an ATR 

system-and 

in your editing 

io the 

any 
video editor's punch 

-in i 

acceps ands. You can add an AIR to 

your video editing 
and pun 

accepts 
commands. 

even if all your 
¡n use. 

transport ports 
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( Lap r Ire a 
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system 

efficient 
sand m 
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1fs got 611011 machines 

M 
stem. Has Synchronizes 

MIDI segUencers 
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to your video editing y boards, sound 
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system, 
modules, 

used 
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sound sweetene 
aced 

When 
as a 

transport.erted 
allows MIDI -controlled 

surge 

audio to be used as a 

e te 

Emulator 
produi Lc 

CLLreed 

Zeta-Threeem 
ADAMSSMITH 

34 Tower Street Hudson, MA 01749 USA 

TEL 508-562-3801 FAX 508-568-0404 

NYC TEL 201-671-8768 FAX 201-671-8808 
When compromise is not part di # LATEL818-840-9588 FAX 818-955-9706 

of the studio specification. IF J UK TEL 0223-410104 FAX 0223-215293 

level pilot harmonics (-60dB relative to 
100% modulation) can cause audible beat 
notes in some stereo receivers. 

Figure 5 is a graph drawn by a spectrum 
analyzer, using a high -quality demodula- 
tor connected to the transmission line 
sample output of an operating FM station; 
normal programming and audio process- 
ing were in effect during the measurement 
of this exemplary station. The horizontal 
range spans from 0Hz on the left to 100 
kHz on the right, and vertically spans from 
100% modulation at the top line to 80dB 
below this reference at the bottom. The 
graph shows the energy contained in a 
bandwidth of approximately 1kHz 
(954.85kHz, to be exact) across this fre- 
quency span. Peak modulation was close 
to 100% frequently around the time of this 
measurement, but the spectrum analyz- 
er's graph shows the average (not peak) 
energy within relatively narrow band- 
widths (compared to the width of the main 
and stereo subchannel). The displayed lev- 
el of these channels is less than the wide - 
band peak values displayed by station 
modulation monitors. 

The stereo pilot is visible as the sharp 
spike next to the 20kHz reference line. 
Note that the injection is a little low (-23dB 
or 7.1% modulation). Also, notice that the 
low-pass filtering in the left and right au- 
dio and minimal use of audio clipping has 
effectively protected the pilot from inter- 
ference products (to approximately 70dB 
below reference modulation). The base - 
band above the stereo subchannel (above 
53kHz) is low in noise and spurious prod- 
ucts, measuring approximately 75dB be- 
low reference modulation. The fall -off in 
noise above 85kHz is because of a low- 
pass filter in the composite microwave STL 
receiver. 

Figure 6 depicts another station meas- 
ured in similar fashion to the first, but this 
station has some problems with spurious 
signals in the upper baseband, at approx- 
imately 67kHz, 72kHz, 75kHz and 83kHz. 
It is believed that the microwave STL link 
of this station was receiving interference 
from private radio transmitters operating 
on a frequency near the 950MHz auxiliary 
band. Although adequate for stereo serv- 
ice, these spurious products would notice- 
ably degrade the noise level of an audio 
subcarrier service, and could also degrade 
the reliability of a high-speed digital sub - 
carrier. This station was also operating a 
paging subcarrier service at 57kHz (which 
was unrelated to the cause of the previ- 
ous problem). 

Figure 7 measures an FM broadcast sta- 
tion operating in stereo with the digital 
subcarrier for the messagewatch system 
mentioned earlier. This subcarrier is es- 
sentially double-sideband-suppressed car- 
rier modulation with digital filtering. No- 
tice the steep fall -off in energy at 

Continued on page 119 
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"At first we considered digital too costly and exotic 
for our needs. In reality, it was neither." 

We all know that perception can differ 

from reality. Just mention Alaska and it 

conjours up images like the one above. 

Cold and remote. But can you imagine 

temperatures reaching 90 degrees, a rain 

forest, or even a desert in the arctic? 

To truly appreciate the beauty and 

diversity of Alaska, you need to talk to an 

expert. Like Bill Dowd of KTUU-TV in 

Anchorage. Who, as a broadcast 

professional, also has some surprising 

things to say about D-2. 

"Our initial response to digital was - do 

we really need it and why? We're 

comfortable with our 1" equipment and it 

does the job. But like most stations, the 

customer is our first priority. Which means 

we need to offer the highest quality 

services available. 

- Bill Dowd, Operations Manager, KTUU-TV, Anchorage 

The Sony 

DVR-10's 

primary 

application is 

with Syntax, our 

commercial 

production 

group. Aside from the superior quality that 

digital offers, the DVR-10 opens a whole 

new world of creative options. With 

features that enable us to offer an 

expanded selection of in-house services to 

our clients. 

As for compatibility, the DVR-10 fits 

right in with our analog and Betacam® 

machines. Which not only increases our 

creative flexibility, but it gives us the 

consistent quality we never had with our 

analog equipment alone. 

But there was still something else we 

didn't expect. That the cost of upgrading 

to digital was comparable to that of analog 

equipment. Which means we didn't have to 

raise our commercial production rates. So 

that was it. The decision was made" 

...Bill Dowd 

It's no surprise that broadcasters 

everywhere are realizing the benefits of 

going digital. And in markets of all sizes, 

they're going with a Sony DVR-10. 

Experience the reality of digital for 

yourself. For more information, contact 

your Sony Broadcast Sales Engineer or 

call 1 -800 -635 -SONY. 
Sony Communications Products Company, 1600 Queen Anne Road, 
Teaneck, New Jersey 07666.01990 Sony Corporation of Amenca. Sony 
and Betacam are registered trademarks of Sony. 

SONY 
BROADCAST PRODUCTS 
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Bringing 
in the feeds 

By Peter Hammar 

Mobile units cover the 1990 Goodwill Gaines. 

Some call them "mobile units," "remote 
pickup units" or "remote production units:' 
Others say "outside broadcasts" or "OBs" 
or "scanners." Whatever the name for TV 
trucks in the field, there were plenty of 
them in Seattle July 20 through Aug. 5 to 
cover the 1990 Goodwill Games. Approx- 
imately two dozen remote units fed a mul- 
timillion dollar broadcast center, built in 
a converted bus garage. These trucks sent 
the Goodwill Game's sights and sounds to 
more than 20 million U.S. households on 
TBS via cable. The Goodwill Games world 
feed, using international satellites, provid- 
ed coverage to more than one billion 
potential viewers. 

Olympian task 
The Goodwill Games spanned 17 days, 

and 2,500 athletes from more than 50 
countries competed in 186 events in 21 
sports. Engineers had to connect sites in 
Seattle, in Tacoma to the south, at the Tri - 
Cities 150 miles to the east, and in Spo- 
kane, 300 miles across the state. To do so 
required building a backbone of leased 
fiber-optic and copper lines. A myriad of 
private fiber-optic and laser links, terres- 
trial microwave hops, C- and Ku -band sat- 
ellite feeds and copper completed the 
network. 

Venues included the new Weyerhaeus- 
Hammar is owner of Hammar Communications, San Carlos, 
CA. 

er Aquatic Center in Federal Way near Ta- 
coma (swimming and diving), and the Ath- 
lete's Village and Husky Stadium at the 
University of Washington in downtown 
Seattle (track and field, athletics, wrestling 
and volleyball). Events were also held at 
the Seattle Coliseum (basketball and box- 
ing), the Tacoma Dome (gymnastics, fig- 
ure skating and ice hockey), and the Spo- 
kane Coliseum (volleyball, gymnastics and 
weightlifting). Other venues included Seat- 
tle's Lake Washington (rowing/sculling), 
and Seattle city streets (marathon 
running). 

Coverage included cutaway shots from 
various vantage points atop Queen Anne 
Hill and the Columbia Center skyscraper, 
aboard the Goodyear blimp Columbia, 
from the roaming Voyager Caravan prowl- 
ing the greater Seattle area and Puget 
Sound - even from an F-18 fighter jet cir- 
cling the city. 

Simple and reliable 
A simple philosophy guided the choice 

of equipment: Use the cheapest method 
that will work well, won't break, and will 
maintain consistent NTSC quality. Skip 
Long, Goodwill Games project engineer 
for TBS, and Larry LaFave, TBS venue 
project engineer, reviewed and developed 
the equipment list. 

The broadcast nerve center for the 
Goodwill Games was the International 

Broadcast Center or "IBC:' To create the 
IBC, Turner converted a former Seattle 
municipal bus maintenance barn into a $5 
million broadcast production facility. The 
center featured six video edit suites, three 
large production control rooms, and 
numerous radio and voice-over booths. 
There were two videotape centers, with 
more than 60 Betacam SP VCRs and type 
C VTRs. The center also had a graphics 
area, with 10 character generators, a paint 
system and a digital disk recorder for 
rotoscoping and cel animation. 

Parked just outside the center were two 
large mobile units. Turner Broadcast rent- 
ed and reconfigured them as master con- 
trol rooms. One unit, the 48 -foot Super 
Shooter 8, controlled the TBS feed. The 
second, Super Shooter 5, served as the 
"host broadcaster control room:' This 
truck produced the international feed for 
countries that did not send representatives 
to Seattle to cover the games. 

The contractors who reconfigured the 
two master control trucks were responsi- 
ble for all maintenance. The vendor as- 
signed an engineer -in -charge and one or 
two assistants to each vehicle. This turn- 
key approach provided great cost savings. 

Mobile units on location 
Most of the mobile units at the venues 

were working sports trucks and needed 
little, if any, modification for the games. 
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"For Dependability and Quality, You Can't Beat 
the Odetics Cart Machine..." 

"Since we switched over to the 
Odetics TCS2000 Cart Machine, on -air 
discrepancies have dropped from about 
six per day to virtually none. And the 
quality has improved dramatically . 

Our old machines were labor 
intensive. Too much time was spent 
daily pulling carts from storage and pro- 
gramming. We needed a machine that 
would do away with human effort...and 
human error. 

I shopped and compared for over two 
years before I settled on the TCS2000. 
The other machines I researched didn't 
have the Odetics level of automation, 
and they were not nearly as dependable. 

I've been especially impressed with 
the Odetics machines ability to down- 
load from our traffic computer and 
generate a play list. Not only does that 
feature save time and effort, it eliminates 

the error factor. And, of course, if we 
don't have on -air failures, we don't 
worry about makegoods. 

The on -air appearance of the 
station is 100% better now. That's a big 
morale booster for everyone here. And 
the machine has certainly made my job 
easier. I don't miss those phone calls 
about our old machines problems at all 
hours of the night. 

I didn't know a lot about Odetics 
before I bought their equipment, so I 

asked for a factory tour and demonstra- 
tion. After I saw the large-scale robotics 
work the company was doing for the 
space industry as well as the broadcast 
business, I knew Odetics had the 
automation expertise I needed. In fact, 
I would strongly recommend that any 
chief engineer looking at cart machines 
take that factory tour. Also, I knew 

Odetics had already installed about 80 
machines at other stations, so I called 
some of those chief engineers. I didn't 
talk to anyone who wasn't happy with 
the Odetics machine. 

Most of the engineers I talked to 
emphasized the exceptional after -sale 
service and support Odetics provided. 
We found that out for ourselves when 
our new machine was installed. The 
training and support our operations 
people got was efficient, thorough and 
highly professional. 

If you'd like to know about what the 
Odetics cart machine has done for 
KPHO, why not get some firsthand 
information? Feel free to give me a call 
at (602)264-1000." 

Bill Strube, Director of Engineering 
KPHO, Phoenix 

Odetics Broadcast 
1515 South Manchester Avenue, Anaheim, California 92802-2907 Phone (800) 243-2001 or (714)774-2200 
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Three of the trucks were 35 -foot, straight - 
body vehicles, or "bread vans:' The others 
were 40- or 45 -foot trailers. Some units 
covered more than one venue, moving as 
needed during the two weeks of the 
Games. 

Turner leased these trucks from a vari- 
ety of sources around the country. The 
different layouts created a small challenge 
for production personnel. A changing en- 
vironment eliminates the "automatic 
reach" that puts an operator's fingers on 
the right controls almost without thinking. 
Some trucks sported the East Coast tradi- 

The TBS production compound in the Tacoma 
Dome produced ice skating events for the 1990 
Goodwill Games. The rink is visible to the up- 
per right. 

tion of mounting the switcher on the right- 
hand side of the truck. Others used the 
West Coast left-hand style (hence the term, 
the "Left Coast"). One truck had the 
switcher sideways. 

Turner engineering configured two ve- 
hicles for slow-motion video. These used 
special 90 -frame -per -second cameras mar- 
ried to special 90fps VTRs. These trucks 
traveled between venues as required. 

Venue communication: 
Calling the shots 

The communication system between 
the IBC and each venue included talkback, 
cue and interruptible feedback (IFB). A 4 - 
wire intercom system was the primary 
communications hub. Additional 2 -wire 
party -line intercoms formed smaller sub- 
systems within the IBC. 

For communication to the remote 
trucks, the IBC used full -duplex transmis- 
sion circuits via T-1 carrier, and dry (no 
ring voltage) Class A copper phone lines. 

Each mobile unit had a director, tech- 
nical director and the other normal staff 
needed to make a large mobile setup 
work. The field directors in the mobile 
units received general direction from the 
producer and director back at the IBC. 

New Concept sAn Ix Bulk 
The state of the 
art technology! I)(® Erasers 

Continuous duty! 
Quick erase! 
Full automatic! 
Very low power 
consumption! 

For details 
FAX 81-3-702-9654 

4800 $9,950 
for D2 -M, etc. 
META L OXIDE, 
Full Auto 4.5 sec. 

r 

a 

3800 $9,450 
for BETACAMSP, 
etc. 
META L OXID E, 
Full Auto 4.5 sec. 

6000 $13,950 
up to D2 Large and 
up to 14" Reel size 
METALOXIDE, 
MASTER ERASER 

À 
lI) 

3300 $8,450 
for U-matic, VHS, Beta 
MIL, etc. 
OXIDEMETAL, 
Full Auto 3.0 sec. 

2300 $6,450 
for Pancake OXIDE 
Tape, Full Auto 

2000 $5,950 
for Reel and Cassette 
OXIDE Tape, 
Full Auto 

200 $3,450 
for Reel and Cassette 
OXIDE Tape, 
Manual operation 

SANIX Plaza 101 

SAIIIX CORPORATION 1-29-1, Kaminoge, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 158, Japan 
Telefax; 81-3-702-9654 

However, all individual shot calls came 
from the directors at each venue. 

Having all shots called from the field led 
to the occasional feeling of helplessness 

Engineers had to 
connect sites in 

Seattle, in Tacoma to 
the south, at the Tri - 

Cities 150 miles to the 
east, and in Spokane, 
300 miles across the 

state. 

on the part of the directors back at the 
IBC. Some speculated that robotics and 
other automation devices could do away 
with field directors altogether. However, 
the broadcast's success proved the effec- 
tiveness of local venue control. Field direc- 
tors, chosen for their experience in cover- 
ing certain sports, can build rapport with 
the crew and talent. People seem to re- 
spond better to commands and instant 
problem -solving from a local director than 
to orders barked by an unseen voice many 
miles away. 

Cellular phones aided communications 
between the IBC and the field, as well as 
between the venue trucks and their field 
crews. According to one communications 
person at the IBC, however, cellular 
phones can actually create problems: in- 
stant phone communication makes it pos- 
sible to replace planning with last-minute 
decision making. 

Live or delay 
Normally, all feeds from the field went 

back to the IBC live. Turner crews did a 
few tape -delayed feeds when there were 
more simultaneous events than there were 
available video links back to the center. 
As a backup in case of line trouble, most 
venues made archival recordings on 1 -inch 
or Betacam while feeding the IBC live. 

Audio and video monitoring 
in the field 

In addition to line-out monitoring and 
metering, most venues also relied on the 
Game's closed-circuit TV (CCTV) system. 
The CCTV system consisted of 16 chan- 
nels carrying 10 "venues of the day:' Six 
additional channels - Canal Plus, TSS (So- 
viet television), TBS' world feed, and three 
information channels - completed the 
CCTV mix. 

To maintain consistent audio and video 
levels, the broadcast center had a daily 
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check-out procedure. When the venue 
crew arrived at the truck, they called the 
tech center to check their audio and vid- 
eo, and get a "buy," or OK. The truck 

A simple philosophy 
guided the choice of 
equipment: Use the 

cheapest method that 
will work well, won't 

break, and will 
maintain consistent 

NTSC quality. 

crews then contacted the "4 -wire room" 
and checked out the intercom and related 
connections. The mobile unit was then 
handed off to the host or domestic con- 
trol rooms and checked through all the 
way to the end point. 

US West lines operated at unity gain. 
The daily check-out looked for losses be- 
tween the mobile units and the terminal 
gear, and in the links between the telco 
office and the IBC. Equalizing distribution 
amplifiers compensated for any losses. 

Gathering and transmitting audio at re- 
mote broadcasts can lead to many prob- 
lems. Ground loops, noise (SCR, RFI and 
EMI), and impedance differences plague 

Shadowed by a medal -bedecked Space Needle, 
the International Broadcast Center for the Good- 
will Games was a $5 million production com- 
plex built in a former bus maintenance barn. 

Sennheiser's dedication tc state-of-the- 
art technology, coupled with quality 
engineering, earned our microphones 
an Academy Award*. Sennheiser 
continues to ;et the standard in the 
industry, this time with thz, MKH 60 
and MKH 7C, our newest shotgun mi- 
crophones. They display all the rug- 
gedness that you need in audio produc- 
tion and the reliability that Sennheiser 
has become famous for. 

Sennheiser. The first and :ast authority 
on shotguns! 

Ask your Ser.nheiser Representative 
for a demons:ration. 

Ï:SENNHEISER° 
SENNHEISER ELECTRONIC CORPORATION 
6 Vista Drive, P.O. Box 987, Old Lyme, CT 0637 

(203) 434-9190 FAX# 203-434-1759 
Manufacturing Plant: D-3002, Wedemark, 

Feder 1 Republic of Germany 

*©A.M.P.A S.e 
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AVITEL. THE BEST 
LINE IN THE BUSINESS. 

Avitel introduces a new high performance, modular line of equalizing Video Distribution 
Amplifiers. Utilizing extensive hybrid -SMD technology, Avitel is setting the standard for 

VDAs with an impressive list of features which include: integral 3dB cable equalization, 
7 matched 75ohm outputs per DA, differential looping input, 13 modules per frame, 

front panel controls for gain and equalization. In addition, the 
Avitel DA has the following plug in, user installed module options.Ara , 

variable clamp, user adjustable video delay, extended cable 

equalizer, DARTbus sync signal monitoring, dual power supplies, 
30 MHz HDTV bandwidth. But that's not all. Avitel, with over 10 

years of worldwide product leadership, has put a highly competitive 
price tag on each of their new DA's. Now that's a line too good to resist. 

AVITEL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 3678 W. 2100 S.,,SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84120,(801)977 95,33 
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1-in/16-out 

Video E Audio Dist. Ample. Video/Audio 
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OPAMP LABS INC (213) 934-3566 
1033 N Sycamore Av LOS ANGELES CA, 90038 

Routing Switchers(St-A/V) 
(24,1 6,12,8,4,2 stations) 

t' 

VIDEO IDENTIFIER 
Low cost insertion of ID or any message up to 20 characters. 

Alerts 32 I0's 0 EPROM White or black characters One rack ant 

Fully ppsdenable With Box background or without Power on relay bypass 

Variable 50e STAG or PAL Remote Controllable 

Croat for source identification. spoiling serializing work tapes. preventing piracy etc Keeps you 

CG available tor more important tasks. $849 
for more information call or write. 

QUEUE SYSTEMS 
7985 Santa Monica 81. Ste. 109.295, W. Hollywood, CA 90046 (213) 656-0258 

copper -based interconnects. At one ven- 
ue, the Seattle Coliseum, Turner engineer- 
ing used a 16 -bit digital -audio fiber-optic 
system. This transported audio signals 
from the floor to the mobile unit approxi- 
mately 1,000 feet away. The system natu- 

Two production trucks formed the internation- 
al (left) and domestic master control rooms for 
the Goodwill Games. The IBC appears to the 
right. 

rally overcame the biggest problem in the 
field - ground loops. Also, some of the 
technicians back at the broadcast center 
did A -B comparisons. They noticed the 
coliseum's digital fiber-optic audio feed 
seemed to have a larger dynamic range 
than the analog, copper -based setups at 
the rest of the venues. 

Video timing 
Integrating all of the video equipment 

was a design challenge for the Turner en- 
gineers and their contractors. The system 
needed to provide in -phase feeds from any 
tape or venue source to 10 switchers in 
the center and the two adjacent mobile 
units. 

Most of the mobile 
units at the venues 

were working sports 
trucks and needed 

little, if any, 
modification for the 

games. 

Remote trucks usually function as 
freestanding units. However, for the 
Games, engineers wired all of the truck 
equipment, VTRs, character generators 
and, in one instance, the still -store into the 
main IBC signal system. All of the signals 
were zero -timed as they entered the IBC's 
128x128 routing switcher. The IBC's main 
sync generator served as the system's mas - 
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ter clock. In this way, any of the equip- 
ment in either of the two trucks or the IBC 
itself could end up together in time at the 
production switchers. 

It would have been impractical to gen - 

lock the venues to the IBC. Instead, a bat- 
tery of 24 frame synchronizers, one for 
each venue, retimed the signals as they 
entered the router. 

One of the outstanding accomplish - 

The interior of the domestic master control room, a 48 -foot production trailer. The monitor wall 
holds 72 monitors. 

CABLE REELS built for 
the professional environment 

Extremely durable tubular 
steel construction 
Heavy-duty, permanently 
lubricated bearings 
Stackable or with casters 
3 -position brake 
-lock for transporting 
- soft brake for spooling out cable 
- free wheeling for fast rewind 

Request Canare's 
full line 
Cable & Reel 
Catalog. 

CAn/AFIE 
M 

CANARE CABLE, INC. 
511 5TH St., Unit G, SAN FERNANDO, CA 91340 

(818) 365-2446 FAX: (818) 365-0419 

ments of the Goodwill Games broadcast 
was its use of point -of -view (POV) cameras. 

At the rowing event on Lake Washing- 
ton, each boat had either an active cam- 
era unit or a "dummycam" of the same 
weight. Three boats with 2GHz transmit- 
ters beamed their separate video and au- 
dio signals to a relay helicopter. At the 
helicopter, an RF intercom subswitched 
the signals into a frame synchronizer. The 

One of the outstanding 
accomplishments of 
the Goodwill Games 

broadcast was its use 
of point -of -view (POV) 

cameras. 

helicopter then retransmitted the switched 
signals to a receiver at a remote truck near 
the lake. 

Another orchestration of POV was on 
the opening day of the Games. The rov- 
ing Voyager Caravan roamed the streets 

H Genuine Ampex replacement parts 
n 35,000 different parts in stock 
n Parts for out -of -production recorders 
H For overnight delivery, call 1-800-227-8402 

AND FOR AN EXCITING OFFER, TURN THE PAGE! 

AMPEX 
Ampex Customer Support 
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of Seattle. It even boarded a ferry out on 
Puget Sound. The caravan double -hopped 
its signals, first to a relay on the Space Nee- 
dle, and then via a laser transmitter to the 
roof of the IBC approximately 500 feet 
away. Another pathway for Voyager vid- 
eo was by 2GHz microwave to the 700 - 
foot -high Columbia Center. Thereafter, the 
signal went down US West fiber links back 
to the IBC. 

One spectacular shot involved reporter 
Steve Largent live in a Blue Angels F-18 

flying over downtown Seattle at 250 miles 
per hour. The signal got home via the 
Columbia Center hop. 

Working with telco 
The bulk of video for the games was 

routed through fiber-optic lines provided 

ATWATER ARENA COLISEUM 

by US West, which is the regional Bell 
operating company for the area. The fi- 

ber network consisted of one or more 

One spectacular shot 
involved reporter Steve 
Largent live in a Blue 

Angels F-18 flying over 
downtown Seattle at 
250 miles per hour. 

times two multiple -channel, fiber-optic sys- 
tems going from each venue back to the 
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Figure 1. The US West video network for the Goodwill Games included sing e- and multichannel 
fiber-optic systems between the various venues and the IBC. A minimum of copper video cable 

was used. 

multiple -channel, fiber-optic systems go- 
ing from each venue back to the IBC. One 
or more single -channel fiber lines followed 
the same route. Most venues were 
equipped with at least one fiber-optic re- 
ceiver, as well as the CCTV feed to the 
venues from the IBC. (See Figure 1.) 

In addition to fiber, US West provided 
dozens of dry pairs for communications 
and additional audio feeds. The Turner en- 
gineering staff had high praise for US 

West. As one engineer put it, "This is not 
the telco some of us have come to know 
and love over the years:' According to an- 
other, telco personnel had spent months 
working beneath city streets with him, 
and were always anxious to respond. Even 
telco supervisors labored by his side until 
3 a.m. one day, when last-minute arrange- 
ments for the closing ceremonies had to 
be completed. 

High -fiber future? 
Engineers at the Games agree that fu- 

ture events like this will require more use 
of fiber optics and greater interface with 

The Turner 
engineering staff had 

high praise for US 
West. As one engineer 

put it, "This is not the 
telco some of us have 

come to know and 
love over the years." 

the telcos. More pathways for dedicated 
video, audio and communication feeds 
mean more flexibility in the field and in 
broadcast centers. Additionally, such prob- 
lems as ground loops and RFI/EMI will 
disappear. 

Engineering the Goodwill Games was a 
mammoth undertaking, reminding us 
once again of just what our technology 
can do if we wish. But coverage of the 
Games, or any other event, is not merely 
a test of technology, but of people. Given 
how smoothly most of the coverage went, 
it was clear that directors and operators, 
engineers and vendor support staff stayed 
in top form throughout the entire two 
weeks of 18 -hour days. 
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Continued from page 48 
respondents also echoed another theme - the need for qualified technical people. 

The industry will pay and pay well for 
those people who know how to imple- 
ment tomorrow's technology to help their 
stations make money. If you're one of 
them, your future is bright. However, if all 
you want to do is push a camera or a few 
buttons or if you're waiting for retirement, 
watch out. The industry is too smart to 
support people who can't contribute to the 
station's operation. 

CLEAN 
PATCH BAYS 

NO DOWN 
TIME 

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS 
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE 
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS 

VERTIGO 1/4" TRS AND TT BURNISHERS: 
Each used to eliminate noise caused by contamination 
of main contacts in normal patching situations. 

VERTIGO 1/4" TRS AND TT INJECTORS: 
Each allows injection of cleaning solvent in breaking 
contacts (normals), to eliminate intermittency that 
occurs when patch cord has been removed. 

ONLY $34.95 Ea. (Cont. USA) Please write 
for additional information and order form. Used by 
Professionals Worldwide. US Patent No. 4,733,678 

VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES 
12115 Magnolia Blvd. #116 
North Hollywood, CA 91607 
Telephone: (818) 907-5161 
Fax: (818) 784-3763 

Say what? 

The most difficult part of the salary 
survey is reading through the many 
hundreds of comments from respon- 
dents. It's not because of the time in- 
volved, but because there are usually so 
many complaints that the process be- 
comes discouraging. This year was no 
exception. 

The survey showed that many en- 
gineers are tired of the long hours and 
low pay. Also, many believe they don't 
receive the recognition they deserve. 

Bean counters received the typical 
slams as did the FCC. This was the first 
year that complaints about the FCC 
didn't rate in the top five. 

Radio engineers complained about the 
failing AM band. (So what else is new.) 
This time, the Japanese received the 
most blame because they manufacture 
the receivers. Said one respondent, 
"They (the Japanese AM radio manufac- 
turers) wouldn't know a good AM receiv- 
er if it bit them:" 

TV engineers have coined a new term 
for part-time help, "1099ers:' The phrase 
refers to the use of non -staff, part-time 
(and, therefore, less expensive) person- 
nel to perform duties at the TV stations. 
Many respondents complained about the 
use of the 1099ers instead of qualified 
and trained staff. 

Several personal examples of en- 
gineers leaving the industry were evi- 
dent. One said that he left after 15 years 
and immediately received a 25% in- 
crease in salary. He also said, "I no 
longer have to work weekends and 
holidays:' 

Not everyone complained about the 
industry, although the ratio was about 
50:1. Some were excited about the new 
technologies coming to broadcasting - 
DAB and HDTV. Here are a few of the 
comments: 

"There are plenty of opportunities for 
radio engineers who understand the 'big 

W., 
ONE HEAD IS'BETTER 
THAN TWO, THREE... 

H New Universal AST" head fits Ampex VPR-80, VPR-6, VPR-3, 
and VPR-2 

n Cuts your inventory costs and reduces maintenance errors 
n Genuine Ampex heads-One year or 1000 hour warranty 
n Call 1-800-227-8402 for fast delivery Ampex Customer Support 
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picture' (knowledge of business, pro- 
gramming and promotions.)" 

"Strong need for maintenance person- 
nel. Weak need for operators." 

"Was in TV for six years, radio chief for 
10 years. Last year I got back into TV 
where I could receive a better salary and 
my skills would be better utilized, even 
as just a staff engineer:' 

"Too many small market (radio) broad- 
casters who refuse to pay competitive 
salaries. I work for three stations part- 
time to make 75% of the median salary 
listed in last year's survey for the top 100 
markets:' 

"Trend is toward more free-lance and 
less full-time engineering employees:" 

'Stations seem to be investing only as 
an immediate problem -solving strategy, 
instead of investing in the future (equip- 
ment wise). At our station, a trend to 
save money tends to be in low salaries, 
slow to rehire replacement engineers 
and to hire non -licensed, non -certified, 
non -trained people to work at entry-level 
positions. Audio- and videotape positions 
are prime examples of this. Opportuni- 
ties seem to be strictly in maintenance 
positions, and computer knowledge is 
valuable:' 

"The Norfolk Southern Railroad Com- 
munication Technician starting salary is 

$30,000 per year. Our chief engineer 

doesn't make that after 25 years at this 
station:' 

"The equipment is so advanced it's dif- 
ficult, if not impossible, to repair in the 
field:' 

"I take care of three AM -FM combina- 
tions. The trend will be to do more mul- 
tistation (radio) work:' 

"Loss of engineering positions because 
of the sharing of engineers between 
stations:" 

"Opportunities exist for radio broadcast 
engineers, but our industry pay for start- 
ing engineers is a joke. My assistant 
needs a second job to survive. I think 
you're going to see a trend of using con- 
sultants for all RF soon. RF engineers are 
in great demand. So great that we can 
demand high money and get it!" 

"Our students are having good success 
in production houses, equipment sup- 
plies and industrial video. Unfortunate- 
ly, TV looks weak and radio looks espe- 
cially bleak:' 

"There will always be jobs for talented, 
creative engineers with good people 
skills:' 

"Trends: more automation, a 4 -tier em- 
ployment system. A core few managerial 
and technical staff, some minimal wage 
gofers and button pushers, 1099 em- 
ployees for part-time and on -call work, 

and outside vendors for maintenance:' 

"Within the last month, my station laid 
off seven people:' 

"Age discrimination is now a real prob- 
lem. The only reason I stay is that I'm 
afraid I couldn't get another job at my 
age:" 

"It appears to me that administrations 
are happy with technicians who can in- 
stall and remove equipment and know 
how to ship it back to the manufacturer 
for repair." 

I =.r=-)))11 

For AM, FM, SCA 
and TV modulation monitors. 

WHEN ACCURACY COUNTS... COUNT ON... 

Call (215) 687-5550 or write for more 
information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, 
SCA and TV monitors. 

LANCASTER AVE. AT DORSET, DEVON. PART. 

GANG ROLL 
For SONY ° & AMPEX VTR's 

using RS -422 serial port! 
PLAY/STOP/FF/RW D/RECORD 

8 VTR's-$1849 16 VTR's-$2299 
7985 Santa Monica BI. Ste 109-295 
W. Hwd, CA 90046 (213) 656-0258 

SONY is a registered trademark of Sony Corporation 
AMPEX is a re, istered trademark of Ampex Corporation 

QUEUE SYSTEMS 
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PRECISION MAGNETIC 
TEST TAPES 

T 
Standard Tape Laboratory, Inc. 

26120 Eden Landing Road #5, Hayward, CA94545 
(415) 786-3546 
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Dolby SR improves the 
medium for your message. 

TAPE RECORDERS 

Dolby SR provides 
performance 
buted to digital 

ystems while main- 
ining such analog 
rtues as economy, 

editing ease, and tape 
interchange. 

CARTS 
Along with their 
familiar ruggedness 

and all-around 
utility, carts with 
Dolby SR capture the 
full dynamics of all 

your source material, 
digital or analog. 

' U Dolby SR/A 

aY .W W.W. 

DISCRETE STL'S 
AND RPU'S 
Dolby SR improves 
eadroom and 

dowers noise, while 
suppressing the 
effects of inter- 

ference and fade. 

.....,.r ..... .,, .-.A..N.....0N. 
t.....1«_.. 

w 
e . 
III.» A 

1 -INCH VTR'S 

With Dolby SR, video 
can sound as good as it 
looks. Signal purity is 
maintained through the 
multiple tape genera- 
tions necessary in 

today's post -production 
techniques. 

~ Q1 DoAtiyi SR/A ,_ "; . 
AAA 

et 
AAA. . W w 

r.. 

TV STL AUDIO SUB - 
CARRIERS 
With Dolby SR, there's 

no need to re -allocate 
subcarrier frequencies 
or replace existing 

equipment in order to 
deriver high quality 
audio to the transmitter. 

m 

C.t.1Y lee MANN 

811 

SATELLITE AUDIO 
Dolby SR improves 

analog channels 
without audible side 
effects yielding 

performance rivaling 
digital systems. 

Listeners today expect better sound wherever they go - at home, at the 
movies, in the car. To keep up with their expectations, you need Dolby SR. 
Two channels, with the compa :t, easy -to -operate Dolby Model 363 (shown). 
Or up to 24 channels, with Dopy Laboratories' multitrack products. 

Dolby SR dramatically reduces noise, increases headroom, and lowers 
distortion from initial production to final transmission. That means you can 
deliver your message today with the clarity you've been expecting from the 
technology of tomorrow. 

Dolby Laboratories Inc 100 Potrero Avenue San Francisco, CA 94103-4E13 Tele tbone 415-558-0200 Telex 34409 Facsimile 415863-1373 
346 Clapham Road London SW9 9AP Telephone 01-720-1111 Telex 919109 Facsimile 01-720-4118 

Dolby and the Double -D symbol are trademarks of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corps ration. ©1989 Dolby Laboratories Inc. 58913671 DD Dolby 
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Jesse Maxenchs has been appointed 
Western Hemisphere regional manager 
for AKG Acoustics, San Leandro, CA. He 
is responsible for U.S. sales of Orban OP- 
TIMOD broadcast products, for sales of all 
Orban and dbx products in Canada, and 
for Central and South American sales of 
products of all AKG divisions. 

Richard Farquhar has been named 

/People/ 
vice president and director of sales and 
marketing for TSI, Louisville, KY. 

Daniel G. Wright has been appointed 
president and CEO for Abekas Video Sys- 
tems, Redwood City, CA. He is responsi- 
ble for the worldwide operations of the 
company. 

Tom O. Mikkelsen has been appoint - 

Bells & 
Whistles... 

S 3000 wideband switcher has all the bells 
and whistles. 

Its 70 MHz bandwidth will provide you with a switching system 
that is HDTV -ready and compatible with the increased 

performance of today's high resolution production equipment. 

Other key features include its unique output equalization 
and output monitoring capabilities. 

The TVS/TAS-3000...superior in design, superior in 
performance. What you'd expect from BTS engineering. 

BTS 
Broadcast 
Television 
Systems, Inc. 

A joint company of Bosch and Philips. 

Phone I -800-962-4BTS. 
Circle (69) on Reply Card 
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ed director of operations for Cycle Sat, For- 
est City, IA. He is responsible for the head - 
quarter's technical facility, technical staff 
and tape duplication. 

Robert Corrigan, Matthew Doyle and 
Martin Stein have been appointed to po- 
sitions with Ampex, Redwood City, CA. 
Corrigan is vice president of marketing, 
Ampex marketing and sales and service. 
He is responsible for worldwide market- 
ing support including advertising and pro- 
motion, trade show coordination, market 
research and planning, customer and sales 
training, telemarketing, teleproductions 
and graphic services. Doyle is vice presi- 
dent of Ampex marketing and sales and 
service. He is responsible for worldwide 
customer support and field service activi- 
ties. Stein is director of market strategy. 
He is responsible for defining mid -range 
to long-range product and market oppor- 
tunities. 

John Greene has been named district 
sales representative for JVC Professional 
Products, Elmwood Park, NJ. He is re- 
sponsible for the sales of the company's 
product line in Virginia, eastern Pennsyl- 
vania, southern New Jersey, Washington, 
DC, and Maryland. 

Lynn Claudy has been promoted to 
director of advanced engineering and 
technology for NAB, Washington, DC. He 
is responsible for managing NAB's policy 
development process on advanced tech- 
nology. He also coordinates policies on ad- 
vanced television. 

Ted Pine has been promoted to direc- 
tor of marketing for New England Digital, 
Lebanon, NH. He is responsible for the de- 
velopment and implementation of adver- 
tising, public relations, trade show and 
direct -mail marketing programs. He also 
assists in the development of long-term 
business and product development 
programs. 

Robert Zohn has been appointed direc- 
tor of sales and marketing for Nucomm, 
Hackettstown, NJ. He directs worldwide 
sales and distribution of the company's 
fixed and portable analog microwave 
systems. 

Don Burt has been named Eastern 
regional sales manager for Quantel, 
Philadelphia. He is responsible for manag- 
ing territory in 20 states, including areas 
in the mid -Atlantic, Washington, DC and 
the Southeast. 

Cindy Edwards and Keith Arnett 
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have been promoted to positions with the 
Davis Communications Group, Four Oaks, 
NC. Edwards is inside sales manager for 
radio products. Arnett is vice president of 
marketing. He is responsible for the over- 
all operations of the company. 

Darrell W. Wenhardt has been named 
West Coast director of design and prod- 
uct management for A.F. Associates, 
Northvale, NJ. 

John Carey has been promoted to vice 
president of sales and marketing for Otani, 
Foster City, CA. 

Peter Lewis, Stephen Morris and Vin- 
cent Pietrorazio have been appointed as 
technical staff engineers for Neve, Bethel, 
CT. Lewis and Morris are responsible for 
field service for the company's consoles 
and the Mitsubishi product line. Pietrora- 
zio specializes in the Mitsubishi product 
line. 

Ray Baldock has been named director 
of product development and Northeastern 
regional sales manager for Odetics, Ana- 
heim, CA. He is responsible for new prod- 
uct development within the company's 
broadcast cart product family. He also 
services accounts in the Northeast. 

Herbert Didier has been appointed 
sales director for the broadcast equipment 
division of TFT, Santa Clara, CA. He is 
responsible for assisting with the compa- 
ny's marketing efforts, which include sales 
support and public relations. 

Adriano J. Bedoya has been appoint- 
ed international sales engineer for Canon 
USA, Englewood Cliffs, NJ. He is respon- 
sible for sales throughout Latin America. 

James T. Stenberg has been promot- 
ed to director of engineering for Micro 
Communications (MCI), Manchester, NH. 
He is responsible for development, design 
and manufacturing engineering. He also 
represents MCI as the technical member 
at various industry committees and con- 
sultant activities. 

Horst Stahl has been named technical 
director for the Angenieux Corporation of 
America, Miami. He is responsible for en- 
gineering and technical support of the 
company's products nationwide. He also 
acts as a liaison to the Angenieux factory 
in France concerning the development of 
products for the American market. 

Mary G. Nahra has been appointed na- 
tional sales manager for East Coast Vid- 

eo Systems, Belleville, NJ. 

John J. Schwan has been appointed 
vice president of sales for editing ma- 
chines, Washington, DC. He directs the 
company's national sales efforts. 

E. Riley Webb Jr. has been appointed 
Western regional sales manager for OFTI, 
Dallas. He is responsible for the manage- 
ment of the company's manufacturers' 
representatives, distributors and direct 

salespersons west of the Mississippi. 

Leonard Staskiewicz has been ap- 
pointed Northeast zone manager for BTS 
Broadcast Television System, Salt Lake 
City. He is responsible for overseeing the 
sales direction of six regional BTS sales 
managers throughout the Northeast. 

I =.':3)))I 

... or 
ust Bells. 

You can have the same routing switcher that is being used in 
hundreds of broadcast stations and production houses around the 

world... at a dramatically reduced price. 

The TVS/TAS-2000 is a time -proven switcher. 
It has been one of the most reliable products in the industry for 

years. Now, we're able to offer you this same technology 
at a price that is extremely affordable. And if you think 

that's just a come-on, give us a call. 

The TVS/TAS-2000... superior in design, superior in 
performance. What you'd expect from BTS engineering. 

a 

BTS 
Broadcast 
Television 
Systems, Inc. 

A joint company of Bosch and Philips. 
Phone I -800-9622-4BTS. 
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i New products 

Digital audio recorder 
By Cipher Digital 

CDI-328: hard -disk and magneto -optical media system in 2 - 

or 4 -track models; sampling at 48kHz, 44.1kHz and 32kHz with 
oversampled Delta/Sigma A/D conversion; may be referenced 
to external time code, video or word clock; includes remote 
edit control unit; random access capability to two track -hours 
of full -bandwidth audio in storage processor. 
Circle (352) on Reply Card 

Machine controller 
By Audio Kinetics 

ES.LOCK 1.11 option: serial control for transport syn- 
chronizer for use with Studer A820/A827 multitrack audio and 
Panasonic and Sony video transports; for 9 -pin serial port con- 
figuration; enables more accurate transport "crawl" feature, re- 
cord track selection and frame jogging; same cable usuable for 
any compatible transport. 
Circle (353) on Reply Card 

Fiber-optic material 
By Fotec 

A450 series: "gap loss" fixed attenuators for fiber-optic sys- 

tems using ST, FDDI or FC connectors; based on the loss of 
a fixed gap between the ends of fibers; available as precision 
spacers for use with splice bushings or as ST -ST, ST-FDDI, FDDI- 
FDDI and FC -FC bulkhead splices. 
Circle (350) on Reply Card 

Tool case 
By Techni-Tool 

Tec Tuff kit: an assortment of high -quality tools in a strong, 
durable case; 3 -tumbler combination lock; 18.5"x13.5" case 
available in 6-, 8- or 10 -inch depths; valance design with pad- 
ded handle. 
Circle (361) on Reply Card 
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How your Audio? 
The PC3000 can tell you! 

Cansultranics 

eN º 
' ze x: 

pC3000 

Rx Lev: -1.8 

Rx Fra: 20006 

0.0 

Tx Fn: 15000 

Sweep: Manual 

Clear Screen 

Tx lme: 600 term 

Fa Imp: 6» term 

Screen 

Mode: Recall 

Program Channel Audio Analyser 

Call today for more information... 

Consultronics 
1 

The new PC3000 Audio 
Analyser from 
Consultronics is the 
easiest way to test mono 
or stereo program 
channels, tape ecorders, 
and other professional 
audio equipment. 
DSP circuitry, EL graphic 
display and easy to use 

berm make the PC3000 
I for all your Audio 

testing needs today and 
tomorrow. 

Consultronics Consultronics Consultronics/Boyd 
533 Valley Way, 160 Drumlin Circle Third Avenue, Millbrook 
Milpitas, CA 95035 USA Concord, ONT L4K 3E5 Canada Southampton, SO1 OLE England 
Phone: 408-263-2600 Phone: 416-738-3741 Phone: 0703 705252 
FAX: 408-263-8717 FAX: 416-738-3712 FAX: 0703 705151 
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Thought you couldn't 
afford a programmable 

master station? 

PROD 

PR 

PR 

fóbJ S'v}y.e.nif9;ÁTatP9^,Ne.y.,p 

"t n 

Introducing Our New 12 -Channel 
Communications Control Center. 

The new CMS -812 party -line intercom master station 
is so incredibly easy to program, you'll wonder how you 
ever got through a production without it! 

Special prompts in the LCD window show you exactly 
what you're doing every step of the way. Programming 
8 IFB channels, talks, listens, privacy, even walkie-talkies 
is a snap. 

You can preset up to four configurations and recall 
them with the touch of a button. So go ahead. switch 
between rehearsals, live performances and taped shows. 
You might not remember all the configurations, but the 
microprocessor memory never forgets. 

Renting Your Mobile Truck Or Facility? 
No problem. Four complete setups can be stored in 

memory to instantly recall any event. Just think of the 
time you'll save. You can go from a football game to a 

golf tournament to late breaking news coverage without 
having to reconfigure the whole setup. No other 
master station can do that! 

*8 -Channel version even less. 

ll 
RMI 

, 

A Front Panel You'd Know In The Dark. 
All the "dual -action" controls are where you'd expect them 

to be. Each responds instantly to the lightest touch. And since 
your lighting conditions can vary, we've installed an adjustable 
brightness control, too. 

There's individual channel "listen" adjustments, 12 talks, 
12 listens, interruptible program feeds, and up to 16 external 
ISO channels. Plus visual and audible signaling, automatic 
headset detection, and so much more. 

Clear-Com. You've Been Using Our 
Remote Stations and Beltpacks For Years. 

Our quality is legendary in theaters and performing arts 
centers around the world. Now with the new MS -812, you 

can have more flexibility in a TV production intercom system. 
For less than you ever thought possible. Call us for complete 

specs today. 

IIClear-Com r S Y S T E h1 , 
945 Camelia Street, Berkeley, California 94710 
1 SA. Canada -TEL. 415-527-6666 FAX 415-527-6699 
International -FAX 415-932-2171 
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We didn't invent time, but we 
helped pioneer the use of time on 
audio and video tape with time code 
readers, Shadow synchronizers, and 
friendly Softouch edit controllers. 

And now, we're still pioneering 
time with our new family of time 
code products; the Phantom II VTR 
Emulator, the Softouch II Edit Con- 
troller, plus a new digital random 
access recorder. 

We wrote the book a few years 

ago - everything we knew about 
time - and have distributed thou- 
sands of copies to schools and indi- 
viduals If you don't have a copy of 
our Time Code Handbook, just ask 
for one. Free. And we'll even pay for 
the call. 

Circle (71) on Reply Card 

1-800-331-9066 

cbher cob, inc. 
5350 PARTNERS COURT. P.O. BOX 170 
FREDERICK. MD 21701 
TOLL -FREE 1-800-331-9066 
(301) 695-0200 FAX: (301) 694-5152 TELEX: 272065 

The 21 Bit Stereo Audio DA 

The application of the digital process to audio has been well received. 
Unfortunately, digital audio has been given a 1970s standard of 16 bits, with its 
96 dB dynamic range. To improve upon this, some are using 18 bit converters 
with 16 bit data, to wring the last drop from an undersized pipe line. Even 
when an 18 bit standard comes, it's dynamic range will be limited to 108 dB. 

Compare that with the spectacular DA -102, and its dynamic range of 130 
dB, (21 bits +). That's 34 dB beyond current digital and 22 dB beyond a future 
18 bit standard. With digital still in its infancy, the mature analog technology 
of the System 1000 is the safe long term investment. At an affordable price, you 
can have the finest today, and build confidently for the future. 

Benchmark - anything less is 2 bit technology! 

400'''' 
Ih* 

.the mea.ure of excellenceTM 

Call1-800-BNCHMRK (262-4675) Nationwide 

BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC. 
5925 Court Street Road Syracuse, NY 13206-1707 

Studio timer 
By Allied Broadcast Equipment 

ST -3 timer: 5/8 -inch -high digital timer; 
includes stop, start and reset function but- 
tons on the front and back; eight connec- 
tions brought to rear -panel terminals of- 
fer pull -to -ground configuration for 
external machine control, but may be re- 
wired for push -to -positive control; by 
Audio -metrics. 
Circle (355) on Reply Card 

Console enhancement 
By AMEK Systems & Controls 

B2520 mixer: enhanced audio console 
includes eight stereo subgroups and 24 
multitrack buses; expanded monitor and 
metering system. 
Circle (399) on Reply Card 

Storm tracking 
By Accu -Weather 

LPATS/Accu-Strike: data service pro- 
vides real-time lightning strike data, ac- 
curate to one half mile and three seconds 
of the actual occurrence; data from At- 
mospheric Research System is carried via 
the interactive database and weather 
graphics service for observation on many 
computers; available on high -resolution 
maps or full -color graphics; may be re- 
solved on maps to individual counties. 
Circle (358) on Reply Card 

D-2 and automation features 
By Ampex 

AutoMark: permits reproduction of au- 
dio from D-2 VTRs with clarity of still or 
slow speeds; enables precise editing; 
reduces noise encountered in picking spe- 
cific locations on tape on all non -Ampex 
D-2 systems. 

External device control: uses system 
playlist to access eight devices, including 
switchers, non -digital VTR format 
transports. 

AutoResolve: software utility to scan 
playlist, identifying and resolving playlist 
conflicts; creates buffer tapes to avoid con- 
flicts, allowing playlists to be executed as 
prepared. 
Circle (398) on Reply Card 
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You've seen it for 
yourself. Many of the 
world's favorite television 
programs have been pro- 
duced, edited, or broadcast 
on Ampex tape. From our 
industry standard 196 

1" master broadcast video- 

tape to our state-of-the-art 
319 D-2 and Betacam SP 
metal -particle videocas- 
settes, you get the same 
high quality consistently, 
tape after tape, carton after 
carton. Because every tape 
is manufactured to the 
same exacting specifica- 
tions by the same experi- 
enced technicians in the 

Circle (74) on Reply Card 

same ultraclean plant. No 
wonder more demanding 
professionals demand 
more Ampex tape. It's a 
television success story... 
all around the world. 

1-IE PROFESSIONAL CHOICE 

Ampex Recording Media Corporation 
401 Broadway, Redwood City, 
CA 94063, (415) 367-3809 
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Audio dynamics control 
By Aphex Systems 

Dominator II: 3 -band peak limiting for 
enhanced loudness by 3dB-6dB; no inter- 
action between bands while in 34dB 
range, user -adjusted peak ceiling serves as 
a maximum amplitude; 104dB dynamic 
range; Model 720 is for use where flat re- 
sponse is necessary; Model 723 is for ap- 
plications requiring pre -emphasis curve. 
Circle (364) on Reply Card 

Satellite system software 
By Baylin Publications 

TVRO system analysis: software pack- 
age demonstrates how changing TVRO 
parameters, such as antenna diameter and 
LNA noise figure alter received picture 
quality; IBM-compatible software uses 10 

parameters to predict slant distance, path 
loss, antenna gain, G/T, C/N, S/N and fade 
margin with English or metric units; cal- 
culates elevation and azimuth to assist in 

Telex makes it fast, easy, 
and cost effective. 

The 6120 series from Telex proves that a high speed audio tape duplicator 
can feature easy one -button operation and an affordable modular design 
that grows along with your needs. As the leader in tape duplicators, Telex 
blends the quality and convenience of U.S. made products with production 
speed options that meet your special requirements. For complete details, 
write to Telex Communications, Inc., 9600 Aldrich Ave. So., Minneapolis, 
MN 55420. 

c 1990 Telex Communlcabons.Inc. 

TEI EX® 

correct aiming of antennas for C- and Ku - 
band satellites scheduled for operation 
through 1995. 
Circle (354) on Reply Card 

Maintenance assistant 
By B&K Precision/Maxtec International 

Model 815: component tester; performs 
capacitance and resistance tests on com- 
ponents; offers 26 ranges for testing of 
transistors, LEDs, batteries, SCRs, diodes; 
water and overload resistant; 31/2 -digit 0.8 - 
inch LCD readout. 
Circle (390) on Reply Card 

Contact cleaning 
By Caig Laboratories 

WIPE applicator kit: convenient ap- 
proach for maintenance using CRAMOLIN 
deoxidizer solution; pocket-size contain- 
er holds 50 "fabric -like" wipe applicators, 
each saturated with the non-flammable, 
ozone -safe cleaning solvent; solution 
cleans, lubricates and improves conduc- 
tivity of contacts, including gold. 
Circle (395) on Reply Card 

Prompting product 
By Broadcast Developments 

SROLLBOX PLUS: IBM-compatible 
prompter; dual screen display of prompt- 
ing output as well as run order; permits 
instant editing of prompting script. 

Prompter displays: 9 -inch elec- 
troluminescent flat screen for on -camera 
prompting; also 4 -inch portable, battery - 
operated prompter for hand-held camera 
operation. 
Circle (393) on Reply Card 
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Broadcast -cellular link 
By Cellabs 

Linejack II: a cellular phone interface; 
includes balanced XLR input, output jacks, 
tuner input, phono jack for headphones; 
mic, line -level switching; transmit and re- 
ceive level adjustments; 2"x5.3"x2.8" 
unit. 
Circle (392) on Reply Card 

Reporter-telco interface 
By EELA Audio 

S20A Reportophone: enhanced unit 
combines small audio mixer with integral 
telephone connection; select tone or pulse 
dialing; internal battery power; mic, line 
inputs with compression and filtering 
provided. 
Circle (372) on Reply Card 

Enhanced batteries 
By Frezzi Energy Systems 

FBP-90A: expanded capacity NiCad 
battery with 5Ah capacity; matched cells 
housed in impact -resistant case; easy dis- 
assembly for inspections; low internal re- 
sistance; field replaceable fuse and ther- 
mal protection; compatible with standard 
BP -90 equipment, Frezzi/PAG microcom- 
puter -controlled charger, Sony BC -210 
charger or trickle charged on BP -90 
chargers. 

NP1-ABC: dual -channel NP1 battery 
analyzer and charger; analyzer uses 2A 
discharge and 14 -hour balancing trickle 
charge; automatic selection of battery 
type being charged. 
Circle (389) on Reply Card 

Obstruction, tower lighting 
By Crouse -Hinds Airport Lighting 

PCF/PEC/TLF lighting system: com- 
bination of photoelectric controller and 
flasher with tower and obstruction light- 
ing controller; solid-state unit flashes any 
incandescent light of 1.3kW or less; PCF 
control flashes about 30 times per minute; 
initiates flashing operation when ambient 
illumination drops to 34fc. 
Circle (371) on Reply Card 

Commercial monitoring 
By Russco Electronics 

CIA -1 system: Commercial Interroga- 
tion Assistant; connects between a radio 
and cassette recorder; records only voice 
from the program audio to monitor other 
stations' commercials; starts and stops the 
recorder automatically; typically uses a 
single 45 -minute cassette for an 8 -hour 
broadcast period. 
Circle (357) on Reply Card 

Rely on Telex. They know this business 
inside and out. 

Intercommunications, whether it be in television, radio, auditoriums, 
theaters, film studios or industry can be very complex. Problems of head- 
set compatibility, audio distribution control and balanced/unbalanced 
wiring have plagued installers for years. Turn to the problem solvers at 
Telex. Their full line of AUDIOCOM" intercom equipment is built tough, 
built smart and built in the USA. They solve problems! For complete 
details, write to Telex Communications, Inc., 9600 Aldrich Ave. So., 
Minneapolis, MN 55420. 

n 1990 Telex Communicallons, Inc. 

TELEX® 
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HDTV -to -PAL conversions 
By Snell & Wilcox 

ME 2010: HDTV downconverter 
produces standard PAL images; advanced 
motion processing with 10 -bit digital filter- 
ing; optimum 625 -line image developed 
from three or four fields of digitized infor- 
mation; enhanced image quality com- 
pared to previous ME 2001 downconvert- 
er; development project with BBC. 
Circle (365) on Reply Card 

Acoustic baffles 
By ASC Acoustic Sciences Corporation 

Studio Trap: free-standing 9 -inch diam- 
eter acoustic control devices; adjustable 
diffusion characteristics above 440Hz; 
tripod -mounted units rotate to adjust 
reflective and absorptive surfaces; verti- 
cal adjustment also permitted; covered 
with fire-resistant fabric in a range of 
colors. 
Circle (369) on Reply Card 

Our New Satellite Video 
Receiver Has No Options 

er DIA 

Everything you need 
for broadcast -quality reception 
is built into the standard unit. 

Signal quality you will brag 
about. Both Video and Audio 
meet the requirements of 
RS -250B, C and NTC-7. Plus 
four, separately tunable, 
audio channels. 

Works twice as hard for you 
by receiving both NTSC and 
PAL broadcasts. From L, S, C, 
and Ku band transponders. 
With any standard scrambler 
format. 

Select operating parameters 
with pushbutton ease. Menu 
driven format guides you 
through the selection process. 
You see your options then 
select the ones you want. 

Entire front panel is remot- 
able. You have complete 
control of all receiver func- 
tions. From any standard PC 
or digital logic controller. 
From any location. 

For additional details just 
give us a call at (904) 687.4633. 
Let us show you how top qual- 
ity, satellite video reception is 
now easier than ever before. 

11 Microdyne 
Excellence In Communications Technology 

491 Oak Road Ocala, Florida 32672 
Phone (904) 687-4633 Fax (904) 687-4780 

Dynamics processor 
By AKG Acoustics/dbx Division 

Model 160XT: audio compressor, 
limiter; active -balanced and single -ended 
outputs with 1/4" phone and XLR connec- 
tors; matched RMS detectors improve pow- 
er summing when two units are strapped 
for stereo; select between two compres- 
sion/limiting modes; VCA circuitry con- 
trols signal level; negative compression ra- 
tio available for dynamic reversal effects; 
separate detector input available for sig- 
nals processed by external side -chain 
equipment. 
Circle (383) on Reply Card 

Video effects mixer 
By Hotronic 

itl RThrE PAN 

AM101 digital mixer: integrated 
TBC/synchronizer for digital effects be- 
tween video sources without individual 
TBCs; compliant with VHS, S -VHS, U- 
matic, satellite relays; transcodes between 
composite and component Y -C/S -VHS; 4 - 
input unit performs transitions between 
component and composite sources includ- 
ing strobe, wipes, cropping, tiling, mosa- 
ic and other effects; optional stereo audio 
mixer is available. 
Circle (356) on Reply Card 

TBC/synchronizer option 
By Prime Image 

RGB transcoding: option available for 
HR -600+ and 7.5MHz series TBC and 
frame synchronizer products; this feature 
expands transcoding to composite, Y/C- 
3.58, Y/C-688, Y/R-Y/B-Y and RGB; the 
feature is bidirectional, permitting integra- 
tion of standard video sources with com- 
puters providing an analog RGB output 
based on RS -170A; available with sync -on - 
green or sync separate. 
Circle (374) on Reply Card 
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Video signal monitoring 
By Hamlet Video International 

HVI 203B: enhanced composite videoscope; 3-H filter, A/B/C 
parade with chop mode for channel overlays on waveform and 
vectorscope monitor emulation; polar SC -H indication included. 

HVI 205: component videoscope; YRGB signal monitoring 
unit for studio camera control and telecine operation. 

ARM SFI: sound follower for video editing; "lay off" proc- 
ess accomplished as video editing proceeds to reduce delays; 
all units produce in -picture displays of signals to trim the space 
usually needed for test equipment in cramped engineering 
quarters. 
Circle (366) on Reply Card 

Camera setup charts 
By BPI/Porta-Pattern 

Large charts: series of 18"x24" camera alignment charts; 
mounted on 1/4 -inch expanded PVC; eight different formats are 
available, each in a separate vinyl case. 
Circle (367) on Reply Card 

Expanded effects patterns 
By Ross Video 

Switcher enhancement: boarder generator offers 1 -line and 
2 -line DSK border shadow widths; 1 -line border is particularly 
useful in highlighting and defining small keyed images. 
Circle (391) on Reply Card 

Video effects system 
By ECHOIab 

TEMPEST: point -and -click control with mouse through ex- 
tensive menus and icons; compatible with full component, S - 

VHS, composite video; CCIR 4:2:2 sampling, 49 -point spatial 
filter; 1/16 -pixel resolution used for calculation of effects mo- 
tion; wide range of effects; key output with hard-edge chan- 
nel, optional chroma -key, 8 -bit soft -edge flying key capability; 
integrated test patterns with all adjustment parameters stored 
in non-volatile memory. 
Circle (363) on Reply Card 

nie BIGGEST 
PENNY PINCHER 

IN RADIO 
SINCE JACK BENN'i 

Mr. Benny certainly knew a great 
bargain when he made one. And we think 
he'd appreciate the brilliance of the bargain - 
priced Tascam BR 20 Broadcast Production 
Recorder. 

The BR 20 is built to do one thing- 
broadcast production-and to do it exceec- 
ingly well. It's a rugged, reliable 2 -track with 
features that make every job easier and 
more efficient. Like independent reel -size 

selection. Splice block. Built-in monitor 
speaker. Independent L/R record for monitor- 
ing on one track while recording in sync on 
the other for overdubs and voiceovers. Fader 

start. And Quick Cue with Auto -Repeat. 
The $2,299* BR 20. It's got everything 

you need in a broadcast production recorder. 

Including a price even your station manager 
can live with. 

Come see it today at your nearest 
Tascam dealer. 

©1990TEAC America, Inc., 7733 Telegraph Road 

Montebello, CA 90640 213/726-0303. 
* Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price. 
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LI.LItSt.iL® 

Preferred by Professionals 
Worldwide 

MODEL 
V8501' 

MODEL 
V8506 

MODEL 
V8532 V 

f 

ELECTRONIC 

EQUIPMENT CABINETS 
Versatile equipment cabinets for audio or video equip- 
ment. Available from 101/2'-783/4' of usable rack space. 
Removable side panels for easy installation, servicing. 
Optional front and rear doors. Shadow gray and putty 
enamel finish. 

For our free full -color FULL- (800) 447-2257 LINE CATALOG, call toll -free: 

THE WINSTED CORPORATION 
10901 Hampshire Avenue So. Minneapolis, MN 55438 

612-944-8556 

FAX: 612-944-1546 
Circle (79) on Reply Card 

*IN from 
MOOF< 

SIERRA VIDEO SYSTEMS 

DISTRIBUTION AMPLIFIERS 
Using new IC technology SVS has 

created a new generation of 
distribution amplifiers 

WIDEBAND VIDEO DAs 
60 MHz Bandwidth 
10 Outputs Per Module 
Video, Pulse, Subcarrier or 
Differential Input Equalizing Models 
Two Mounting Frames 

1 RU For 3 Amplifiers 
3 RU For 10 Amplifiers 

AUDIO DAs 
Plug-in 2 Piece Terminal Strips 
For Easy Installation 

sys SIERRA 
VIDEO 
SYSTEMS 

P.O. Box 2462 
Grass Valley, CA 95945 
Tel: (916) 273-9331 
Fax: (916) 273-9390 

Optical transmission system 
By Lester Audio Laboratories 

DAS 2000 series: fiber-optic distribution, splitting and rout- 
ing system; modular product offers programmable Soft Patch 
64x64 matrix with 192 program non-volatile memory of point- 
to-point or point-to-multipoint patching; 48kHz sampling, 8x 
oversampling with 8 -bit PCM D/A and Delta Sigma A/D con- 
version; 98dB range with -132dB noise floor. 
Circle (394) on Reply Card 

FO video link 
By ORA Electronics 

Model TRX400: replaces coaxial cable for composite video 
transmission; 75Q cable attaches to BNC female connector of 
TX200 transmitter and RX200 receiver; optical path through 
standard SMA connectors and 70-100 micron fiber-optic cable; 
12VDC or 18VAC-24VAC powering may be obtained from vid- 
eo camera or other sources; each unit measures 3"x2"xl". 
Circle (380) on Reply Card 

Stereo editing unit 
By Klark-Teknik Electronics 

DN735 recorder: solid-state `lay-off" recorder assists in edit- 
ing of short passages of stereo audio; synchronized to other 
equipment by an external SMPTE time -code signal, the unit 
provides a 20 -second memory, expandable to 175 seconds; use 
as two additional tracks for a standard VTR, permitting audio 
cross -fades from scene to scene; RS -422 serial port compati- 
ble with many editing controllers. 
Circle (360) on Reply Card 

Portable microwave 
By RF Technology 

D series: transmitters and receivers operating in the 1.4GHz- 
15.6GHz spectra; portable units have 500MHz frequency agile 
range of 36 switch -selected channels; output is 2W from 
1.4GHz-2.7GHz, 1W at 13GHz; narrow and wide IF bandwidths 
allow transmission of composite signals; compatible with Gold - 
Line RF power amplifiers; operation from AC or DC power 
sources. 
Circle (351) on Reply Card 
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úsiness 

Equipment design 
facility opens 

The Baranti Group has opened a new facility in Toronto. As 
an electronic engineering design group, Baranti specializes in 
the development of professional video and audio equipment, 
and electronics for motion picture film. 

Audio Animation moves 
to new facility 

Audio Animation, Knoxville, TN, has relocated its headquar- 
ters within the city. The address is 6632 Central Avenue Pike, 
Knoxville, TN, 37912; telephone 615-689-2500; fax 
615-689-7815. 

Audiovisual acquires 
Vaughn subsidiaries 

Audiovisual, Omaha, NE, has obtained Video Midwest/AVC 
Systems, the Minneapolis -based division of Vaughn Commu- 
nications Group. Operations will continue from the Minneapolis 
office until January 1991, and the newly acquired division will 
retain its name until the move to a new facility is completed. 

Varian signs Continental 
letter of intent 

Varian Associates, Palo Alto, CA, has tentatively agreed to 
sell its Continental Electronics unit in Dallas to Houston -based 
Tech-Sym Corporation for an undisclosed amount of money. 

New England Digital 
relocates headquarters 

New England Digital has relocated its headquarters to Leba- 
non, NH. The new facility provides 100,000 square feet of ad- 
ministrative, manufacturing, R&D and marketing support space. 

New EEV distributor for 
broadcast products 

EEV, Elmsford, NY, has announced that RIA Corporation, Salt 
Lake City, will distribute its broadcast products in the moun- 
tain region of the United States. RIA will be responsible for 
front-line representation of EEV's Leddicon, Vidicon and 
Tetrode tubes to all radio and TV stations in Colorado, Idaho, 
Montana, Nevada, North Dakota, South Dakota, Utah and 
Wyoming. 

SSL expands European 
distribution network 

Solid State Logic (SSL), Oxford, England, has announced the 
expansion of its European distributor network. MediaCom will 
distribute SSL products in Germany and Audio Sales will rep- 
resent the company in Austria. 

Basys acquires LaKart 
Limited Partnership 

Basys has obtained LaKart Limited Partnership. LaKart, re- 
named Basys LaKart Incorporated, will retain its current ad- 
dress and phone number in Newton, MA. 

NOB sells 
digital telephone hybrid 

Nederlands Omroepproduktie Bedrijf (NOB), Hilversum, 
Netherlands, has signed a contract allowing Swiss -based Studer 
to manufacture and market under license the D.S.P. HY- 

BRID/feedback canceller. 

SWEET 
&Low. 

If ycu'- int' audit for iceo, cur mes- 

sage is shc.r- anc sweet: The as_an BR -201 - 

is the owes: priced 1/4" prof ssiona ceiter- 
track timeDde teck on :he market. 

The B: -20T s a prof _ssicnal acdic- 
for-vdeo recorder spec f caly designed for 
2 -track ma,-lerind and ceo oos-. playoack. Its 

ce-tertinecode track e'rlplaysTasc3ns inno- 

va.ive in -line head and ttmecodeop_irn zation 
sys em. nea_ly eiminating the neec for time - 
code level rnonbring and adjjstn-erts. 

Other oro features of the BR 23T include 
full se-vo-ccntrciled transpc I far quick, accu- 

rate resp3rse and gentle tape handling while 
urder extenal synchroi¢ercontro. Fasy, 

front -panel 9cc....ibilityto a major audio 
ca ib-aticn controls. And gaplesslse3n ess 

punch inhat-t and spot erase. 

The S2,999' BR 2CT The sweetest little 

audio -for -video nachine you'll ever see. At the 
lowest prie youll eve- hear. 

Cie( k- it out, post-haste, atyoar nearest 

Tas:am dealer. 

K21990 EAC Amer ca, 1-c^ ,7733 Te lec raph Road, 

Moneepello, CA 90640.213/726-0303. 
*ManLfácures 3uggest=d Retail Price. 
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Ned Hall, a top freelance audio technician who regularly works with the 
CBS news program "48 Hours," chooses Vega R -33A wireless systems 
for crucial shots. Hall, who also works on other CBS news programs 
including"60 Minutes," notes that much of his work "is really 'off 
the cuff.' Most of the shooting that we do can't possibly be done 
again, so it's got to be right the first time. With Vega products, 
reliability is a given. I've never had any problems with their 
equipment. I compared the R-3 3A with all of the major wireless 
brands and nothing came close to providing the sound quality 
and reliability it offers." 

R -33A with DYNEX® III 

The R -33A miniature receiver was designed for easy camera 
mounting and provides exceptional RF performance. Its efficient design 
offers 8-10 hours of operation from a single nine -volt battery or may be 
powered via an adapter provided for use with camera power or any 
10 -14 -volt source. Unequaled RF selectivity and interference rejection 
are accomplished through the R-33A's miniaturized helical resonator 
filter, GaAsFET RF amplifier and 10 poles of IF filtering. Additionally, the 
R-33A's DYNEX° III audio processing assures clean uncolored audio 
reproduction. The signal-to-noise ratio is well over 100 dB, more than 
adequate for tomorrow's digital recording techniques. 

When it comes right down to it, if your livelihood depends on the 
reliability and performance of your wireless equipment, wouldn't you 
feel better knowing that you're using the absolute best system available? 
Vega wireless, the choice of professionals the world over. 

For additional information and literature, please contact James 
Stoffo, Vega marketing specialist, at 1-800-877-1771. 

Vega 
a MARK IV company 

Vega 9900 Baldwin Place El Monte, CA 91734 1-800-877-1771 In Canada: 613-382-2141 

Circle (82) on Reply Card 
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Faraday Technology Limited 
relocates headquarters 

Faraday Technology Limited has relocated its headquarters 
to Croft Road Industrial Estate; Newcastle-under-Lyme, England. 

Utah Scientific signs 
distribution channel agreement 

Utah Scientific Incorporated (USI), Salt Lake City, has cho- 
sen Kentucky -based Midwest Communications to be one of its 
primary distribution channels. Under the agreement, Midwest 
will represent the USI product line. 

Schmid Telecommunication 
signs agreements with North 

American representatives 
Schmid Telecommunication, Zurich, Switzerland, has appoint- 

ed five North American sales representatives to sell its prod- 
ucts. Ontario -based MSC Electronics will handle sales through- 
out Canada. Holzberg, Professional Audio Supply and Electronic 
Marketing Associates will distribute Schmid products in the 
United States, and Glen Allen & Company will be responsible 
for covering territory in Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands and 
the Dominican Republic. 

Next month... 

ANNUAL STATION MAINTENANCE REPORT 

Maintaining Remote Radio Equipment 
As stations move into the field in increasing numbers, the need 
for maintenance of audio and video remote transmission equip- 
ment becomes more important. Remote radio gear requires a 
different view of preventive maintenance. The article examines 
the likely failure modes of remote hardware and describes how 
to repair systems when they are down. 

Testing Techniques 
Sometimes the use of the same principle and practices used in 
the manufacturing process are the shortest path to returning 
equipment to service. This article will share some of the effi- 
cient methods used by manufacturers in aligning new equipment 
to optimum performance standards. 

Developments in Magnetic Tape 
New developments in tape recording technology require better 
tape formulations. As improvements are made in machines, im- 
provements are also made in the tape used on those machines. 
This article examines some new tape formulations and why 
they're better. 
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See us at SMPTE Booth 1202 O 193p MatsushM Ehclric Corporatwn of America 

"This is one system that works 
for both engineering and the 
business manager." 

-Fred Baumgartner 
WTTV 

"Panasonic made (our) 
systems come together 
beautifully thanks to the 
M.A.R.C. II" -Allan C. Buch 

KSNW-TV3 

"We've been extremely 
happy with the M. AR C. at 
both stations-Panasonic 
technical support has been 
absolutely super!" 

-Jim Wright 
KPLR-TV, KRBK-TV 

"It does everything you could 
ask... and then some. Plus, it 
does it welt' -Lacy L. Worrell 

W MAZ TV 

"Qualify and dependabikty 
are synonymous with the 
M. A. R. C. ll -the machine just 
works" -Wilbur W.Brann 

WRAL-TV 

"Excellent quality pictures 
and stereo sound. Spot 
mortality almost non-existent.' 

-Hilliard Gates 
WKJG-TV 

"The cooperation from 
Panasonic has been 
outstanding" 

-Wayne G. Tiner 
WECT-TV6 

"Our M.A.R. C. 100 is our on 
air master control. We are 
very happy with it" 

-Thomas A. Thompson 
W DAY -TV 

"Sleep at night and enjoy your 
weekends" -Jack Davis 

KRBK-TV 

"lt passed the 'smoke' test" 

-Rex L. McArthur 
KTRV 

"With the M.A.R. C. we 
wanted to have even more 
efficiency-and we have" 

-Kenneth Erickson 
WHO -TV 

"The M.A.R.C. 800 was on -air 
9 days after delivery. 
Performance is excellent' 

-Robert Strutzel 
WGNTV 

"I especially like the ability to 
take an 'off -the -shelf VTR 
and plug it right into the 
M.A.R.C" -Jerry Agresti 

KCRA-TV 

'The M. A.R.C. is great! The 
walkaway time sure beats 
having engineers load tapes. 
Now they can do installation 
and maintenance" 

-Robert W. Bell 
WSBT-TV 

"So quiet and reliable, I hardly 
know its there" -Ken Smith 

KCEN-TV 

THE BEST PRAISE OF ALL 
FOR A LIBRARY SYSTEM. 

These customers and their praise say 
i` all. Call Panasonic Broadcast Systems 
today to find out how your station can put 
the M.A.R.C. to work. Better yet, call 
M.A.R.C. users like those above. Let them 
tell you about M.A.R.C.'s most excit- 
ing features. Let them tell you about 

satisfaction. Then, join the growing list of stations that run 35,000 
perfect spots every day. 

Panasonic Broadcast Systems Company, One Panasonic Way, Secaucus, NJ 07094 (201) 348-7671 

Panasonic Broadcast Systems Company Field Offices: (Mid Atfantie) Washington, OC: (703) 7596900; 
(Southeast) Norcross, GA: (404)717-6772; (Midwest) Arlington Heights, IL: (708)981-7325/(317) 852-3715; 
(Southwest) Fort Worth, TX: (817) 685-1132; (Western) Burbank, CA: (818)562-150/ ; 

(Northwest) (408) 866-7974; Parts, Service, Technical Information: 1-800-222-0741. 

Panasonic 
Broadcast Systems 
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Professional services 

TOWER NETWORK SERVICES 

WTI 
I 

liner 
(305) 989-8703 

STROBE LIGHT REPAIR 

DISCOUNT RATES 

FLASH TECH / EG+G 

NATIONWIDE SERVICE 

D. L. MARKLEY 
& Associates, Inc. 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 

2401 West Muss Ave. 
Peoria, Illinois 61604 

(309) 673-7511 
Member AFCCE 

SMITH and POWSTENKO 
Broadcasting and Telecommunications 

Consultants 

2033 M Street N.W., Suite 600 
Washington, D. C. 20036 

(202) 293-7742 

ERIC NEIL ANGEVINE, P.E. 

consultant In acoustics 
specializing in broadcast studio acoustics 

910 Lakeridge Drive Stillwater, OK 74075 

405-744-6444 405-372-3949 

PATCHPRINTS 
1 -VIDEO TIE LINES -1 
in 1 2 3 4 Aux 

Custom Patch Bay Labeling 
By 

PATCH BAY DESIGNATION COMPANY 
DI,. of Glendale Rubber Stamp a Printing Co., Inc. 

P.O. Box 6278, Glendale, CA 91205 Telephone 
4742 San Fernando Road (818) 241-5585 
Glendale, CA 91204 FAX (818) 507-5050 

East Coast Vide lSystetltlt)s 
A lull service 

company providing... 
Consultation 
Engineering & Design 
Installations 
Training 

Serving... 
Cable Systems 
Corporate Facilities 
Broadcast Facilities 
Teleproduction Facilities 

52 Ralph Street, Belleville, NJ 07109 (201) 751-5655 

BROADCAST DATABASE 

datawopld 
MAPS 

Coverage/Terrain Shadowing 
Allocation Studies Directories 

PO. Box 30730 301-652-8822 
Bethesda, MD 20814 800-368-5754 

VIR JAMES P.C. 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS 

Applications and Field Engineering 
Computerized Frequency Surveys 

3137 W. Kentucky Ave. -80219 
(303) 937-1900 

DENVER, COLORADO 
Member AFCCE & NAB 

EVANS ASSOCIATES 
CONSULTING TELECOMMUNICATIONS ENGINEERS 

AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-CELLULAR 

216 N. Green Bay Road 
Thiensville, Wisconsin 53092 

Phone (414) 242-6000 Member AFCCE 

EMS 
Electronic Maintenance Services, Inc. 

We specialize in the repair of Digital Boards 
for the following Equipment 

Quantal 5000 and 7000 Series 
Abekas A52 and A42, Chyron VP2 

Fast turnaround time 
at a Tremendous Savings to you! 

(201) 895-4244 
10 Leigh Court, Randolph, NJ 07869 

Robert J. Niesen 

THE NISSEN GROUP, INC. 
Communications Technology Consultants 

32 Ridge Drive Port Washington, New York 11050 
(516) 944-5477 

CALL US For New and Rebuilt 
Radio Broadcast Equipment 

HALL 
Electronics 

(804) 974-6466 
1305-F Seminole Trail . Charlottesville, Va. 22901 

TEKNIMAX 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

DENNIS R. CIAPORA 
raü1DCNT 

113113 roeCSTVICw LN. 
SAN DICGD. CA 97131 16191 6952429 

CHUCK JONES 
ANTENNA 

61E356,2401 
SYSTEMS So 1Ai1ST 

6 i e3 56n.24e i 

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS ANTENNAS 
nOV.E 3 BO 1 

ME*nOPOuS IL 62960 

NETCOM (201)837-8424 

NETWORK COMMUNICATIONS CONSULTANTS 
931 TEANECK RO TEANECK, NJ 07666 

STATE.OFTHE-ART ENGINEERING FOR AUDIO 6 VIDEO 

FACILITY PLANNING 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

CAD SERVICES 

JAMES TRONOLONE 
ENGINEER 

JOHN H. BATTISON PE. 
CONSULTING BROADCAST ENGINEER, 
FCC APPLICATIONS AM, FM, TV, LPTV 

Antenna Design, Proofs, Fieldwork 
2684 State Route 60 RD'I 

Londonville, OH 44842 
419-994-3849 

News 
Continued from page 4 

participating broadcasters, NAB wants to 
involve all interested parties - specifical- 
ly the cable and consumer electronics in- 
dustries - in the process to select a pre- 
ferred system. 

The standardization process will be 
coordinated with the ongoing work of the 
U.S. Advanced Television Systems Commit- 
tee (ATSC). 

Copies of the RFP can be obtained by 
contacting Lynn Claudy, NAB, Science and 
Technology Department, 1771 N St. NW, 
Washington, DC 20036-2891; 202-429- 
5340; fax 202-429-5343. 

SMPTE working group 
to draft 
serial interface 
standard 

The Working Group on studio video 
standards of the Society of Motion Picture 
and Television Engineers (SMPTE) is 
preparing a draft standard for a serial in- 
terface to carry component and 4fsc com- 
posite digital signals over coaxial cable. 

The Working Group wants to conduct 
private system tests of the proposed stan- 
dards, simulating conditions likely to be 
encountered in real TV environments. 
These tests will possibly be conducted in 
December. Any party wishing to offer 
equipment, or prototype equipment, to as- 
sist in evaluating the proposed standard 
should contact Peter D. Symes, chairman, 
WGSVS, c/o Grass Valley Group, P.O. Box 
1114, Grass Valley, CA 95945; 916-478- 
3437; fax 916-478-3180. 

SMPTE issues call 
for papers 

A call for papers for the 25th annual TV 
conference of the Society of Motion Pic- 
ture and Television Engineers (SMPTE) has 
been issued. To commemorate this Silver 
anniversary, the conference will be held 
in Detroit, site of the first SMPTE TV con- 
ference. The meeting will be held Feb. 1- 

2, 1991 at the Westin Hotel. 
The theme for the conference is "A Tel- 

evision Continuum - 1967-2017:' 
The Audio Engineering Society (AES) 

will join the SMPTE at the conference. 

I:Tß)))1 
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Classified advertising now available as Classified Dis- 
play or By -the -word. 

Classified Display: $100 per column inch, per insertion. 
with frequency discounts available. 1 inch minimum, 10 

inches maximum per ad. Blind ads $40 additional. Read- 
er Service number $50 additional. Spot color available for 
$150 (color determined by publisher). 

ByThe-Word: $1.75 per word, per insertion. Initials and 
abbreviations count as full words. Blind ads $40 addition- 
al. Minimum charge $40 per insertion. 

Contact Renée Hambleton, at (913) 888-4664, for infor- 
mation on frequency and pre -payment discounts. To place 
your classified ad send your order and materials to Broad- 
cast Engineering, Classified Ad Mgr., P.O. Box 12901, Over- 
land Park, KS 66212. 

HELP WANTED 

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER with five years experience 
on UHF -TV transmitters and studio equipment, located in 
the beautiful Northwest, EOE. Send resume to Manager, 
KTBW TV -20, 1909 So. 341st Pl., Federal Way, WA 98003. 
FAX 206-874-7432. 09-90-2t 

CHIEF ENGINEER for Top 40 FM and DA AM in Fort Wayne, 
Indiana. Must have extensive analytical troubleshooting and 
repair skills for all types of radio broadcast equipment. Po- 
sition will require leadership abilities and interaction with 
other staff members on a daily basis. This is a first-class 
Radio Group operation with quality people and top notch 
equipment. Send resume and salary history to Director of 
Engineering, Federated Media, P.O. Box 2500, Elkhart, IN 
46515. 09-90-2f 

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER: Must have FCC general 
or SBE certification, 2+ years in TV broadcast, strong 
knowledge of high power UHF -TV Transmitters and base - 
band video. This is a 24 hour on -call position with a major 
market TV station. Send resume and salary history to: Neal 
Ardman, Chief Engineer, WPTT-TV, P.O. Box 2809, Pitts- 
burgh, PA 15230, EOE. 10-90-1t 

CHIEF ENGINEER: Hands on chief for cable satellite net- 
work utilizing an automated uplink facility. Must be famil- 
iar with Varian transmitter, SONY Betacam, 1 -inch and 
3/4 -inch machines. System maintenance background neces- 
sary. Experience in post -production and cable system oper- 
ations desired. Must have general class FCC license. SBE 
certification a plus. Resumes and salary history should be 
sent to: Personnel Department, NuStar, 1332 Enterprise 
Drive, West Chester, PA 19380. No phone calls please. 
Equal Opportunity Employer. 10-90-1t 

EXPERIENCED CHIEF ENGINEER needed at directional 
AM and 100,000 watt FM. Resumes to Tom Thies KLIK- 
KTXY, P.O. Box 414, Jefferson City, Missouri 65102.10 -90 -lt 

BUILD SATELLITE TRUCKS. Major SNV mfr. needs several 
motivated, self supervising Engineers and Technicians 
w/dirty hands and meticulous workmanship skills to meet 
project deadlines for company & product line expansion. 
RF experience required, NTSC, PAL & Composite video 
knowledge. System design & Constr. from concept to com- 
pletion. Positions for team players who can find answers 
and solve problems creatively. Auto CAD exp. desired. 
Benefits and profit share. (Northeast U.S.) Reply to Broad- 
cast Engineering, Dept. 719, P.O. Box 12901, Overland Park, 
KS 66212. 10-90-1t 

CHIEF ENGINEER needed for new Christian Television sta- 
tion. Experience in new station installation a plus. UHF 
transmitter experience necessary. Prefer a minimum of 3 
years experience. Send Resume to: TV, P.O. Box 18862, 
Shreveport, LA 71138. 10-90-1t 

CHIEF ENGINEER -POST PRODUCTION 
Major editing, effects and graphics facility seeks 
hands-on Chief to aid in the implementation of 
D-2, including Abekas A82 switcher. Minimum 
five years experience. Requires system design 
and component level maintenance experience 
on CMX, ADO, A62, A53D, GVG 300, 1" and 
BetacamSP vtr's, paint and 3D systems. 

SPECTRUM VIDEO 
688 Alpha Drive 

Cleveland, OH 44143 

/Classified 
HELP WANTED 

TV MAINTENANCE ENGINEER 
needed for a national Christian studio post production 
satellite uplink facility. Three years component level 
maintenance experience. Ampex, AVC, ADO, VPR-3, 
Beta, Scientific Atlanta Uplink. Positions available in 

San Diego and Dallas. Competitive salary and benefits 
(Paid vacations, holidays, incentive programs, medi- 
cal & dental insurance) with an exciting organization. 
Send resume to: Personnel Dept., Word of Faith, P.O. 

Box 819099, Dallas, TX 75381-9099 

FOR SALE 

DCODE TC -1 
TIME CODE READER 

DCODE HRS MIN SEC FRS 

Reads Time Code from 1/50 - 50x speed 
Reshapes Time Code for copying 

60 hz sync from 24 or 30 
S 395 frame code 

DENECKE, INC. 
5417-8 Cahuenga BI., No Hollywood. CA 91601 

(818) 766-3525 FAX (818) 766-0269 

DEMO & USED EQUIPMENT BROKER 
HUNDREDS OF ITEMS LISTED UP TO 70% OFF! 

MOBILE TRUCKS 41 foot, partially outfitted network truck, Philips 
cameras, GVG 1600-7K, Ward Beck audio, monitors & di s -$OFFER; 
30 foot, 1980 Winnebego-style partially -equipped truck, Hitachi 1" 
vtr's, monitors, sync, test, RTS intercom, audio; -$OFFER; 18 foot, 
1979 Ford E350 chassis, partially equipped -$OFFER; many more 
trucks available, EDITING SYSTEM -1" NB roll -3) VPR-1B's. CMX340X 
editor, Ramsa WR -T820 audio mixer, Ampex 4000H switcher- 
$49,995; Betacam A/8 ro1l-2) BVW-15 DT players, BVW-40, BVE- 
3000 Editor Chyron RGU-2 C.G., Yamaha 12 in mixer, Sony monitor - 
$55,000; 54" A/B roll-JVC CR -8250 2)CP-5550. Convergence ECS- 
195 editor, 3)Microtime TBC's, Microtime Act -1 DVE, CL 6139 switch - 

er 3M D-8800 C.G., Ikegami & Sony color monitors, Leader 
wfm/vect., audio, sync, dti s console -$OFFER 1" VTRS-Sony BVH- 
2500 full bridge -$45,000; Ampex VPR-2B/TBC-2B-15,000; Ampex 
VPR-2 TBC -2-$12,000; BETACAM & M2 -Sony BVW-40 & BVW-10 
package -$19,000; Sony BVW-75 studio SP recorder -$26,000; Sony 
BVW-60-$15,990; Ampex CVR-35 SP portable -$9,500; Sony BVW- 
25 portable -$5,500; JVC KR -M800 M2-$5,750; JVC KR -M820 M2- 
$7,100; JVC KR -M860 M2-$16,315; DIGITAL EFFECTS-Microtime Act - 
3 3D DVE-$14,000; Microtime ACT -1 2D DVE-$10,200; Ampex ADO - 
3000 3D DVE-$38,500; Abekas A-52 2D DVE-$14,000; U-MATIC- 
Sony VO-5850Pac edit system -$6,250; Panasonic NV -9600/9240 
edit system -$3,995 SUPER VHS-JVC BR-Sot1-$3,496; JVC BR -S611- 
$2,156; JVC BR -S411 portable -$1,966; AUDIO-AMS Audiofile- 
$85,000; Adam -Smith A52600 3 mach, synch -$7,000; MCI 
JH -110C-$6,500. 

NEW 24" PARABOLIC RECEPTOR - 
EXCEPTIONAL PERFORMANCE -$1,275. 

LET US SHOP FOR YOU!!! 

PROVID SUPPLY CORP. 
ANDY TURNER 708-215-9010 

MICRO-FONE 
Professional British B.B.C. Standard range of Stu- 
dio and Outside Broadcast Microphones now, for 
the first time, available in U.S.A. Distribution from 
Florida. For full details write 

Micro-Fone, 720 Coral Way, Suite 13D, 
Coral Gables, FL 33134 or 

Phone 9:00-12:00 noon 305-446-7195 
Fax 305-445-3034 

Portable Sound Panels i 
Isolate specific areas 1 
Many sizes and options 1 
Panels start at 819.95/ea. 
Complete w/foam 1 

Island Cases Write for free catalog I 
1121-I Lincoln Ase., Holbrook, N.Y. 11741 1 

8011 343-1173 In N.Y. S16-563-0633 

FOR SALE 

FREE 56 -PG CATALOG 

Complete line of audio 
modules and accessories for all engineered 

sound & broadcast applications 

'MODULAR AUDIO PRODUCTS 
1 -800.333.7697.516.345.3100 -FAX 516.345-3106 

Replace incandeSeent 
s with 

indicator 
lamps 

equivalents. 
high reliability 

LED 

Eliminate 
the 

neeer d tanels & swltche 
control P 

s 

Bright LEDS 

Standard Lamp Bases 
100,000 hour I I I year) 
shockproof life 
4, 5, 6, 12, 14, 24, 28 
VOLTS (\ 
Midget flanged, 
grooved, bi -pin, tele- 
phone slide bases 
red, green, or yellow 
LED colors 

RIGHT BULB, 

RIGHT PRICE, 

RIGHT DELIVERY 

LAMP 
TECHNOLOG% INC. 

1645 Sys amore Ayr 
Bohemia, NY 11716 

516-567-1800 
FAX: 516-567-1806 

1 -800 -KEEP LIT 

Circle (86) on Reply Card 

mew 
BROADCAST 

STDRE,INC. 

VIDEO/AUDIO/RF 
Buy Sell 

Consign Service 
Over 3000 items 

in inventory 
Burbank, CA 818.845-7000 

New York, N.Y. 212.268-8800 

Circle (87) on Reply Card 

.eet1D1 / D2 Serial 
Matrix Switchers 
Coax or Fiber Optic 
GaAs Circuitry For Performance 

Integrated Switching Systems 
PO Box 1802 Grass Valley CA 95945 
(916) 272-8240 Fax (916) 273-2878 

fem. SNOW CATS 
}+-- iv New Used Rebuilt 

ileme3 FREE CATALOG 
SNOW SURVIVAL SCHOOL 

1 800.345SNOW 
Snow Craft - Denver, Colorado 
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FOR SALE 

MODEL 193S 
THREE CHANNEL 

MONITOR 
LEFT, RIGHT & TIME CODE 

URI 

Ideal VTR monitor. 

High quality metering and 
components. 
Selectable meter dynamics. 
LED display meters. 

Pass through outputs and 
headphone jack. 

Glendale, CA 
818-500-0137 
Fax: 818-240-1828 

A Portland Instrument Company 
N 

CAPACITORS OVERNIGHT 
Power Supply-computer grade: up to 450VDC 
Transmitting - MICA - Sangamo, Cornell-Dubilier 
Oil Filled - Non -PCP Oval, Rectangular 

Relays Filters Transistors 
Any Parts starting with 1N or 2N 

1-800-323-0460 FAX 1-802-425-3664 
Kellner Electronics, Inc., Charlotte, VT 05445 

FACTORY DIRECT 
Custom Acoustic Custom Studio 
Cases Foam Stands Furniture 

Request Catalogue 800-343-1433, 516 563-0633 
Island Cases, 1121-20 Lincoln Ave., Holbrook NY 11741 

HIGHEST PRICES for 112 Phase Monitors, vacuum capa- 
citors and clean, one kw or greater powered AM and FM 
Transmitters. All duty and transportation paid. Surplus 
Equipment Sales, 2 Thorncliffe Park Dr., Unit 28, Toronto, 
Canada M4H 1H2, 416-421-5631. 6-89-tf n 

FOR SALE: Tubes 3CX1500A7, 4CX250B, 4CX5000A, 
4CX3000A, and more. We carry Ig, inventory, all major 
brands (EIMAC, AMPEREX, RCA) Call Stew 1-800-842- 
1489. 01-90-12t 

COPPER! All sizes of wire and strap for AM, FM and TV. 
Construction, counter poise, grounding. (800) 622-0022. 

08-90-8t 

SONY 1 INCH: BVH-1100A, 1100, or 1000s $7,500 to 
$15,500-Warrantee. Also Cameras, TBCs, Decks, Moni- 
tors, and RCA Film Chains and parts. We buy clean late 
model equipment. (609) 786-1709. 10.90.lt 

'Classified I 
FOR SALE 

TEKTRONIX 1450 DEMOD with VHF Tuneable Downcon- 
verter. $12,500. 916-636-8448. 09-90-2t 

TUBES -3000 types In stock. We specialize in receiving 
and audio tubes and can supply many types of industrial 
and transmitting tubes. Tube inventories purchased. Call 
or Fax for quotes or complete catalog of tubes and parts. 
Antique Electronic Supply, Tempe, AZ. Phone 602-820-5411 
or Fax 602-820-4643. 09-90-3t 

FREE CATALOG: Broadcast studio equipment and sup- 
plies, 1-800-327-3793. LAUDERDALE ELECTRONIC LABS, 
16 S.W. 13th St., Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33315. 10-90-1t 

SCHAFER 903E STEREO automation system, excellent 
stock of spare parts, 4 Ampex Model AG440 stereo tape 
playbacks, 3 IGM Model 42 stereo go-karts, Extel printer, 
6 equipment cabinets. Good Condition. $12,000. Contact 
Blake or Bishofberger, KJAX, P.O. Box 201-075, Stockton, 
CA 95201; 209-948-5569. 10-90-1t 

5.5 METER SCIENTIFIC ATLANTA Satellite Antenna and 
Controller. Fully motorized, unused, in crates. $7500 or B/O. 
Norman/Karl at (415) 967-0833. 10.90-2t 

SERVICES 

MAILING LISTS 
AM FM TV 

Labels or Diskette 

StationBase 
(800) 359-2818 

r WE PLACE TV 

MANAGEMENT, SALES 

& ENGINEERING PERSONNEL 
America's Leading Source ForA Decade 

For Information Phone or Write 
Mark Kornish 

key systems 
international, inc. 
479 Northampton Street 

Kingston, PA 18704 

Phone (717) 283-1041 
Fax (717) 287-5889,4 

Employer 
Paid Fees 

TRANSMITTER TUBE REBUILDING SINCE 1941: 
3CX2500, 4CX5000, 4CX15000 and many others. Write for 
details. FREELAND PRODUCTS INC., 75412 Hwy. 25, 
Covington, LA 70433. (504) 893-1243 or (800) 624-7626. 

6-79-tfn 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE 
IBM PC AP/UPI WIRE CAPTURE SOFTWARE. Key fea- 
tures: Captures ANPA low/high speed wires. Sorts wire to 
DOS 32 or 3.3 directories. NETWORK Compatible Novel, 
3COM, etc. Special directory viewing software, keyword 
SEARCHING, file archiving, translates data to ASCII for- 
mat, compatible with wordprocessors, Eliminates need for 
printers, helps to automate the newsroom. Contact: Porter 
Communications, 579 D.W. Highway, Merrimack, N.H. 
03054. Tele: 603-424-4161. 05-90-121 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 

WANTED: USED VIDEO EQUIPMENT. Systems or compo- 
nents. PRO VIDEO & FILM EQUIPMENT GROUP: the larg- 
est USED equipment dealer in the U.S.A. (214) 869-0011. 

04.90-tfn 

USED SNAP-ON' (PROPAC' 13/14) BACKPLATES OR 
BATTERIES-$50 each-CALL (914) 347-5776. SNAP-ON, 
PROPAC are registered trademarks of Anton/Bauer Inc. 

10-90-1t 

10 METER SATELLITE DISH with pedestal structure and 
equipment. FAX: (808) 259-5755. 10.90-1t 

EQUIPMENT WANTED 
WANTED-TTUE-44A EXCITER-Low level Heterodyne 
needed for spare parts. Call George, WJPR-TV, 
804-384-0021. 10-90-1t 

SONY BK -807 board for a BVE-800 editor. Contact Ar- 
nold Posner, 716-845-6100. 10 -90 -lt 

TRAINING 
FCC GENERAL CLASS LICENSE. Cassette recorded les- 
sons with seminars in Washington, Newark, Philadelphia. 
Bob Johnson Telecommunications, Phone (213) 379-4461. 

05-90-tfn 

SITUATIONS WANTED 

MOBILE EIC-VIDEO/MAINTENANCE ENGINEER, 
S.N.V./E.N.G. ENGINEER. 17 years broadcast experience 
including major television network and nationwide mobile 
production facilities. FCC licensed/SBE Senior Television 
Certified. For resume and information: (201) 494-9443. 

09-90-31 

Advertising sales offices 
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 
Diane Gottlieb-Klusner 
Telephone: (212) 332-0633 
Telefax: (212) 332-0663 
Mike Trerotoli 
Telephone: (212) 332-0632 
Telefax: (212) 332-0663 
888 7th Avenue, 38th Floor 
New York, NY 10106 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
Vytas Urbonas 
Telephone: (312) 435-2361 
Telefax: (312) 922-1408 
55 East Jackson 
Suite 1100 

Chicago, IL 60604 

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA 
Herbert A. Schiff 
Telephone: (213) 393-9285 
Telefax: (213) 393-2381 
Jason Perlman 
Telephone: (213) 458-9987 
Telefax: (213) 393-2381 
Schiff & Associates 
501 Santa Monica Blvd, Ste. 504. 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 

OXFORD, ENGLAND 
Nicholas McGeachin 
Intertec Publishing Corp. 
Roseleigh House 
New Street 
Deddington 
Oxford 0X5 4SP 
England 
Telephone: (0869) 38794 
Telefax: (0869) 38040 
Telex: 837469 BES G 

TOKYO, JAPAN 
Mashy Yoshikawa 
Orient Echo, Inc. 
1101 Grand Maison 
Shimomiyabi-Cho 2-18 

Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 162, Japan 
Telephone: (03) 235-5961 
FAX: (03) 235-5852 
Telex: J-33376 MYORIENT 

FREWVILLE, SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
John Williamson 
Hasiwell, Williamson, Rep. Pty. Ltd. 
109 Conyngham Street 
Frewville 5063 
South Australia 
Phone: 799-522 
FAX: 08 79 9522 
Telex: AA87113 HANDM 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING 
OVERLAND PARK, KANSAS 
Renée Hambleton 
P.O. Box 12901 

Overland Park, KS 66212 
913-8ns-4664 
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Continued from page 90 
approximately ±9kHz on either side of 
the subcarrier. It is a good example of how 
well -controlled the spectrum of a subcar- 
rier can be. Furthermore, tests by the au- 
thor have indicated that a properly cod- 
ed and modulated data subcarrier has 
significantly lower perceptual side effects, 
such as whistles or beat notes in the 
demodulated stereo, than does a 
frequency -modulated audio subcarrier. 
Apparently, the energy from an FM digi- 
tal subcarrier is spread such that it appears 
in the decoded stereo audio as band - 
limited noise (if it even shows up at all), 
which is easily masked by the program au- 
dio. Frequency -modulated audio subcar- 
riers, on the other hand, occupy the cen- 
ter frequency much of the time. If 

intermodulation causes translation in fre- 
quency into the stereo audio, this is heard 
as discrete tones, which are not so easily 
masked by the programming. 

Transmitters: Broadcast transmission 
equipment requires attention when high - 
quality subcarrier services are going to be 
added. Many older multitube transmitter 
designs are more band -limited than the 
best of the current designs, but any trans- 
mitter's performance can be improved 
with proper tuning techniques. It has been 
my experience that FM transmitter tuning 
typically gets less attention than it 
deserves, especially when subcarriers are 
operated. Although a complete report on 
transmitter tuning is beyond the scope of 
this article, the following are some 
pointers for transmitter operation and 
tuning: 

1. Take the time to experiment and ad- 
just transmitter tuning; it may take all 
night, but high performance from the sub - 
carrier and low interference into the vi- 
tal stereo service is worth the effort. 

2. Measure synchronous AM (the fluc- 
tuation in power level at the rate of audio 
deviation of the carrier, across the trans- 
mitter's passband). This is a valuable tool 
in estimating transmitter performance. 
Studies have shown that the minimum 
desired bandwidth for FM broadcasting is 
800kHz (to the -3dB points on each side 
of peak). For this bandwidth, the result- 
ing synchronous AM is calculated to be ap- 
proximately -42dB relative to 100% am- 
plitude modulation of the carrier 
envelope. This number may sound easy 
to achieve, but you should ensure that the 
testing is accurate. 

3. You should own an accurate syn- 
chronous AM measuring device. The AM 
detectors supplied with most modulation 
monitors do not provide a sufficiently cor- 
rect match to the RF sample to accurate- 
ly measure synchronous AM, and no de - 
emphasis should be allowed between the 
detector and the metering. A precision di- 
ode detector for the transmission line 
(suitably calibrated) or AM noise measure- 

ment device should be purchased. Read- 
ings should be taken periodically to docu- 
ment the performance and provide 
comparisons after final tube changes. 

4. Connect the transmitter to the nor- 
mal antenna system rather than a dum- 
my load during measurements and tuning. 
Resistance and reactance of the antenna 
will be different from the dummy load, 
and the optimum tuning point of the trans- 
mitter will shift with different loads. 

5. You should own a calibrated, high - 
quality, FM demodulator (modulation 
monitor). System measurements are no 
better than the tools used, so be sure 
about the monitor performance. Most 
broadcast monitors designed in the past 
10 years are excellent, but they should be 
rebuilt when capacitors age, and should 
be calibrated by the manufacturer. 

6. You should own a laboratory -quality 
spectrum analyzer and oscilloscope cam- 
era. A spectrum analyzer covering the 
range from low audio through at least 
100kHz is a valuable diagnostic tool. I 

have found no better tool for assessing the 
performance of an FM transmission sys- 
tem and its component parts than a spec- 
trum analyzer. Its purchase cost may equal 
the revenue from only a few months of 
subcarrier leasing, but if purchasing is not 

possible, make arrangements to rent one 
as often as needed. A Polaroid -type cam- 
era (or calibrated plotter if you can afford 
it) is essential to document the system per- 
formance. Ideally, you should have pho- 
tos on file at various points in the trans- 
mission system, such as at the outputs of 
the stereo generator, microwave STL re- 
ceiver, subcarrier generator and FM 
demodulator (connected to the transmit- 
ter RF output sample), and off -air at the 
studio. A variety of modulation conditions 
should be tested, including test tones, pro- 
gram audio and no audio input. 

Acknowledgement: Thanks go to Alan Reiter of Waters In- 

formation Services for some of the business data, to Richard 
Cassidy of AT&E/Receptor for the spectrograms used in this 
report, and to Robin Cross of WNIU-FM, DeKalb, IL, for ad- 
ditional application notes. 

AMPEX sells 
used equipment! 

Call 1800-227-8402 for equipment information, 
and for pricing on these items: 

Switchers: 
Ampex AVG21 

Ampex AVG210 

Ampex VistaTM 

Ampex 4100 

GVG -1600 

Sony BVH-1100 

Sony BVH-1100A 

Miscellaneous Video Equipment: 
Sony and Panasonic monitors 
Equipment racks 
Patch panels 

Miscellaneous Audio Equipment: 
Yamaha digital delays Crown amp 
Orban stereo equalizing Soundcraft 
GVG audio DAs console 

ZeusTM video processor $13K 

ACETM Standard editor $12K 

(complete -up to 4 ILCs) 

ADO° 3000 $60K 

special effects system 

AMPEX 
Ampex Customer Support 
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Page 
Number 

Reader 
Service Advertiser 
Number Hotline 

Page 
Number 

Reader 
Service Advertiser 
Number Hotline 

Abekas Video Systems 33 18 415/369-5111 Midwest Corp., (DPS) 1 3 606/781-2200 
Adams -Smith 90 63 508/562-3801 Myat 46 27 201/767-5380 
AKG Acoustics, Inc. 17 415/351-3500 

Nikon Corporation 5 5 516/222-0200 
Alta Group, Inc 85 48 408/297-2582 

Odetics, Inc. 93 53 800/243-2001 
Amber Electro Design, Inc. 30 16 514/333-8748 

Opamp Labs, Inc. 96 59 213/934-3566 
Ampex Corp. (AVSD) 83,97,99 800/25A -M P EX 

Orban, Div. of 
Ampex Corp. (AVSD) 56-57,119 800/25A -M PEX AKG Acoustics, Inc 7 6 800/227-4498 

Ampex Recording Media 107 74 415/367-2911 Otari Corp. 15 10 415/341-5900 

Arrakis Systems, Inc. 21 12 303/224-2248 Panasonic Broadcast Systems 

Audio Precision 13 9 800/231-7350 
Co. 80A -D,115 46,83...201/348-7336 

Audio-Technica U.S., Inc. 53 31 216/686-2600 
Panasonic Pro Industrial 

Video 34-35 19 800/553-7222 
Avitel Electronics Corp. 96 56 801/977-9553 Pesa America IFC 1 305/556-9638 
Barco Industries, Inc. 63 36 404/590-7900 Prime Image Inc. 43 25 408/867-6519 
Behlman, Div of Fiskars 

Electronics 42 23 800/456-2006 Queue Systems 96,100 58,67 ... 213/656-0258 

Belar Electronics Laboratory, Rank Cintel, Inc 75 41 818/765-7265 
Inc 100 65 215/687-5550 Rohde & Schwarz 55 32 

Benchmark Media Systems 106 73 . 800/BNC-HMRK RTS Systems, Inc 66 37 818/843-7022 
Bird Electronic Corp. 28 14 216/248-1200 Sanix Corporation 94 54 
Broadcast Electronics, Inc 11 8 217/224-9600 SCA Data Systems, Inc. 84 47 213/452-2506 
Broadcast Store, Inc., (BCS) ....117 87 818/845-7000 Sennheiser Electronic Corp. 95 55 203/434-9190 
Broadcast Video Systems, Ltd. ...96 57 416/764-1584 Shure Brothers, Inc. 89 51 708/866-2553 
BTS Broadcast Television 

Systems 71 40 800/962-4BTS Sierra Video Systems 112 80 916/273-9331 

BTS Broadcast Television 
Systems 102,103 69,70 .. 800/962-4BTS 

Sony Communications Prod./ 
Broadcast Div. ..24-25,40-41,50-51 800/635 -SONY 

Cablewave Systems 61 35 203/239-3311 Sony Communications Prod/Pro 
Audio Div. 68 800/635 -SONY 

Canare Cable, Inc. 97 62 818/365-2446 
Sony Communications Products/Pro 

Cipher Digital, Inc. 106 71 800/331-9066 Video 64 A -D 800/523 -SONY 

Clear -Corn Intercom Systems ....105 72 415/527-6666 Sony Communications/Broadcast 
Products 48 A -H 800/635 -SONY 

Comark 37 20 215/822-0777 
Sony Corporation/Broadcast 

Consultronics 104 68 416/738-3741 Products 91 52 .. 800/635 -SONY 
Di -Tech, Inc. 42 24 516/667-6300 Sony Pro Video Tape 72-73 42 201/930-7669 
Dolby Labs, Inc. 101 38 415/558-0200 Standard Tape Laboratory, 
Dynair Electronics, Inc 39 22 619/263-7711 Inc 100 66 415/786-3546 

Electro -Voice, Inc. 114 82 616/695-6831 Tascam, Div. TEAC Corp. 
of America 111,113 78,81...213/726-0303 

Grass Valley Group, Inc. 9 7 916/478-3000 
Tektronix, Inc. 45 26 800/452-1877 

Grunder, James & Associates 
Inc 88 50 913/831-0188 Telemetrics, Inc. 60 34 201/427-0347 

Harris Corp 27 29 .. 800/4HA-RRIS Telex Communications, Inc. .108-109 75,76...612/887-5550 

Hitachi Denshi America Ltd. 3 4 800/645-7510 Thomson Tubes Electroniques ....69 39 201/812-9000 

Ikegami Electronics, Inc. 76-77 43 201/368-9171 Total Spectrum Manufacturing, 
Inc 31 17 914/268-0100 

illbruck 29 15 804/358-3852 
Utah Scientific 59 33 800/453-8782 

Jampro Antennas, Inc. 38 21 916/383-1177 
Vertigo Recording 99 64 818/907-5161 

JVC Professional Products 
Co. 19,87 11,49... 800/582-5825 Ward -Beck Systems, Ltd. BC 416/438-6550 

Lamp Technology 117 86 516/567-1800 Wheatstone Corporation IBC 2 315/455-7740 

Leitch Video of America, Inc 47 28 804/424-7290 Winsted Corp. 112 79 800/447-2257 

Microdyne Corp. 110 77 904/687-4633 360 Systems 79 45 818/342-3127 
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C. Snow, President 
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Al Centrella, Audio Engineer 

Clients Demand Production Power 
This console will give you what you need: a totally 

stereo signal path-inputs, sends, subgroups, 
cues, and IFBs. It includes powerful EQ, VCA 

mastering, complete with twin stereo mixes 
and triple mono outputs. The N-500 is the 
console to use for live local and international 

events, or for the most demanding clients 
in your production suite. 

And, because Wheatstone makes it, you 
can count on engineering excellence, 

prompt delivery, and first class 
technical support. 

Our sales engineers can help you configure 
the N-500 to exactly match your needs. 

Draw on our experience call a 
Wheatstone sales engineer today! 

SWheatrtonc® Corporation 
:xclusive Canadian Distributor: Al Have 
Jpert Neve Canada, Inc., 260 The Esplanade, Toronto, Ontario M5A IJ2 
èlephone 416-365-3363/Facsimile 416-365-1044) 

6720 V.I.P. Parkway, Syracuse, NY 13z11 (315-455-7740/FAX 315-454-8104) 
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More versatility! 
More important functions! 

The D8212 Distribution 
Amplifier System just 
keeps on growing! 
All of Ward -Beck's substantial investment in R&D is 
directed towards one single objective ... to bring you the 
very best professional audio systems. 
That's why other manufacturers, who try to satisfy a 
wider range of audio and video applications, simply cannot 
match the performance and quality of Ward -Beck audio 
products such as the proven D8212 DA System. 

Now Ward -Beck is proud to announce th'e addition of new 
modules for the D8212 System. These include the M8200 
transformerless remote sensitivity microphone pre- 
amplifier, a stereo DA and a test oscillator. 

We invite you to ask for details on these and other high- 
performance products in the expanding D8212 family. 

WARD -BECK SYSTEMS 

Ward -Beck Systems Ltd. 
841 Progress Avenue, Scarborough, Ontario, Canada M1H 2X4. 
Tel: (416) 438-6550. Fax: (415) 438-3865. 
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